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Opinion of the Board by Dr. Buck and Dr. Quarles.  

This special proceeding' on the seismic and geological 

aspects-of the Indian. Point nuclear-reactor- sites near

-Peekskill,, New' York,, was_ initiated by the Commission in.: 

its memorandum and order of August 4, 1975. -CLI-75"-,.

2_. NRCI 173.. That, memorandum and order was prompted by' 

seismic and geo-logic questions raised during the operating 

license proceedings for the Indian- Point 2 and. Indian 

Point.3 nuclear reactors. The-complete history of the, 

proceeding, to the. date of the. memorandum. and order' is 

outlined therein-and need'-not be:.repeated-here.. See also 

ALAB-319,, 3' NRC 188 (1976) 

This, Board- on August 5,, 19,75 issued. a. "Notice. of.  

Public: Hearing' on.S'eismic-Issues;, and order in. Connection.  

Therewith 2/nd .convened-a prehearing conference on 

September- 25.,. 19,75' to discuss with- the parties. the' formula-, 

tion of' t'he, issues, and', other matters.. As the- result.- of' 

this. conference- and-later' suggestions' from' the- parties,.

1/ The initial,,. Board. Chairman, John. B,.. Farmakides, left 
the Commission in:November 1975 and. was .thenf repl aced' 

by- te.pee''carman-. :('see' ,7Recntitution' _of 
Atomic- Safety 'and. L icensing, Appeal Board. November 28,, 
19-75)-_ 

2/ 40, Fed'.- Reg... 334981 (August 8z, 1975).



we issued a prehearing conference order on October 17, 1975 

setting forth the issues to be covered-and outlining-a.  

schedule- for discovery and submission-of testimony..  

The- issues~ there- stated were:

1.Does the Cape Ann earthquake of L755, or any..--
other historic event, require.-the. assumption,.-
in- accordance, with 10. CFR Part-.100, Appendix_ 
A, of'a- Safe- Shutdown Earthquake-for the.  
Indian Point site..greater-than-a Modified 
Mercalli intensity VII? 

2.- Should-the ground. acceleration. value used for, 
the design of, Indian Point Unit 1,, 2. or- 3- be..  
increased? 

3. Is, the, Ramnapo fault a, capable: fault within 
the-meaning;.of Appendix A,: 10 CFR.Parte100? 

The 35. days of hearings .on these issues- commenced on.  

April 21,, 1976' and. ended on, July 25,. 19-76.  

On-August 27, 19176.the licensees forwarded to- us..  

"Licensees'. Motion. to Modify License Condition'.. The con.

dition involved. was-contained in Amendment, 2, to- the. -Unit, 3 

operating.- license,, which- had- been- issued- on. April-' 5,_ 1976. just, 

two- weeks: before.: the- commencement- of, the- hearings-. on-- the: three.

-Issues .. This- amendment.,., inter, aliar, permitted.- the Icensees - -_ 

to-,. operate- the. Indian. Point_ 3. reactor to. 91% --of. rated. power-.

Hoee~section' 2 (C) (4) of -the-!.amendment. required, the.
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licensees to "conduct a program of geological and seismo

logical, investigations" of the Indian Point site and the 

Ramapo fault system.. Included in this program' was the 

requirement-that the~ licensees expand the1 then existing 

..mi croseismic monitoring,-.network "'southward -to .include the

_Pompton.Lakes, New Jersey', epicenter-area, and ~northward 

to include: the- Fahnstock. region.." Amendment. 2, @2,(C). (4) (c).  

Although-the amendment was relevant-to the issues in 

these, hearings, -the.NRC'staff neglected to inform this 

Board about it-. We-first became aware of the license con

dition on the. last day' of. theihearings on-the three issues 

when licensees 'counsel brought the matter_ to our atten

tion in. his' cross -examination of the staff onthe purpose: 

behind-the requirement-for-an enlarged micromonitoring 

system,_ 

The: condition..imposing: thei micromonitoring- extension, 

required ,the ,licenseesito' obtain' two' years of data on the 

expanded" system; by April. 5t,. 1979... In- its. motion-. the licen-

sees,, i-n'. essence-. requested' this:, Board', to- examine. the need-

for' an. enlarged monitoring system and extend' .the completion.  

of the. two-year investigation with such1 an expanded.moni!-'

toring' system until thr-ee years after' the. final: commission, 

and ,judicial action on. our' decision..-
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On September 14, 1976 we stayed.:the installation of 

the-new system pending-our review of'.the problem. This, 

allowed time for us to give the motion full consideration: 

without-requiring ,the licensees to.' take irrevocable action: 

before we-rendered a. decision. On .November 10,,19-76,.we:.  

issued a-decision--" (Chairmanr Farrar -dissenting' .uth 

postponing the timelimits for compliance with .the license, 

conditions and calling for submission of evidence from.  

all the parties , with. the-expectation. that a hearing on., 

the-issue would be held: early, in 1977. ALAB-3.57', 4- NRC1 

3/' 
542.

Six days' of: hearings on the expanded monitoring system, 

were. held. in. Bethesda,. Maryland,- between. March. 15' and.  

March. 23,. 19.77-. Testimony was.- submitted- by the licensees,.  

the NRC staf f.- and. the- State of' New: York'. while CCPE. partir

cipated only in. the cross,-examination.. The questions 

involved. in.this, phase of the hearing-are discussed in 

this-- decision as. Issue. 4., 

For the- reasons, given be-low. we;: find- that: 

3/ This" decision was. -affirmed by' the Commission: in: its.  
memorandum. of' January 14,, 1917: ('L- 25; NRCl3.
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1.- In accordance with.Appendix A, 10 CFR 100, neither 

the.Cape Ann earthquake nor any other historic

event-requiires-the assumption -of a Safe Shutdown_ 

Earthquake- for, the. Indian. Point site:- of greater 

thans al-Modified'Mercalli intensity VII'.  

2., The- ground acceleration -value used for the design 

of Indian Point-units 2 and:3 should remain at 

0.15g.. Indian Point unit 1 was designed for a.  

lesser value, but. the reactor is currently shut.  

down and .the fuel removed.- If it should be 

reactivated, it -must be-backfitted. to sustain, an 

acceleration, of. 0 .,15g..  

31. The Ramapo fault is not- aI capable fault. under

Appendix A, 10 CFR Part.100..  

4.. Thel extended micromonitoring system required by 

912(C) (4) (c) of. Amendment. 2, to- the operating- license 

of- unit. 11 is. unnecessary and.-will not.. add. to, the

assurance., of, public- health. and. safety.. The% NRC

staff, is,-therefore~ instructed to delete- that: 

section- of the:license amendment requiring, the 

enlarged monitoring-system.-,T 

Additionally,inr section III. of Issue 1. (pp 5 5-lifa 

whave, specificallya areed ,with. certain findig ffc
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proposed by New York-.State and given our view of the-.need 

for the NRC staff to supply more definitive guidelines for

the, use- of- Appendix A. to .10 CFR 100.  

It, will. be: noted- that,. other- than. for- the- above notedw 

-findings, of fact-, we, have. not. attempted: to dea-l -speci-_ 

fically with. any of the~ proposed findings *,submitted lby

the parties:; but we believe we have covered the substan

tive subject matter of. all of them. in our decision.
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ISSUE 1.  

Does the.CapeAnn earthquake of 1755,. or any 

other historic-event, require the assumption, 

in ~accordance-with 10 CFR, Part, 100 ,- Appendix A,.  

of. a Safe -Shutdown Earthquake- for the Indian, 

Point site greater-than a Modified Mercalli 

intensityVI?4 

As we have noted in our preliminary statement, ques

tions -about the-adequacies of the licensees and staff: 

review-of the Indian.Point site seismic issues were brought.  

up-in, hearings in both. the Indian Point 2 land-Indian Point 

3. reactors. In the present proceeding, ,New York-State 

(State)-5 conti nues .to claim that the. Indian.Point facil.

ities should'be built to withstand an intensity VIII earth

quake.-6 Evidence on this issue was received during'a 

total. of -18' days of hearings: f rom- April. 29 through June, 11,, 

1976. The. licensees,., State and:, the. Nuclear Regulatory, 

4/ Appeal. Board-. Prehearing. order,. October, 17', 1975--, We' 
note that in its Proposed-Findings of Fact ,and. Conclu
sions- of. Law, dated', October 15., 19,76, New', York.:State- at, 
p:_ vi misquotes; this order, by using. Modified Mercalli 
intensity VIII in, place,, of VII - no: doubt a:_true 
Freudian, slip .  

5/' The- New- York, State intervention was made7 by the New: 
York State AtomiLc Energy Council with principal witnesses., 
from the-New York. State; Geological. Survey..  

6/ -See, Charles: F.- Richter, :"Elementary S'eismology" (W., F.  
Freeman and' Company,,, Inc.,r 1958) at- pp. 136-138 for. a.  
full. description of' the Modified" Mercalli'(M)'nest 
scale. That scale .uses a subjective description of an
earthquake;'s effects on people:, buildings and the 
surroundings.-to assign a ranking of between -I and XII 

to te.impact experienced at. any particular location.,
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Commission staff (staff) participated fully but the-Citizens 

Committee for-the.Protection of the Environment (CCPE) was 

excused by the.Board.from participation on this issue_ 

This- issue centers upon .the concepts of "tectonic

-provinces", and "tectonic-structures", as used in-Appendix.  

A ,to-10',CFR Part 100. to determine the safe shutdown e-arth"

quake for a site. 1 ' Among other things, Appendix A states: 

that all "historically reported earthquakes which have.  

affected or which could reasonably be expected to have 

affected the: site""must be. listed.- Id.., §IV(a) (5) . "The

epicenters or locations, of'highest intensity" of those

earthquakes. are.,. wheret possible, to. be: correlated, "with.  

tectonic structures any part of which- 'is-located within.  

200- miles- of- the site";* where, correlationr with 7tectonic 

structures is:.not reasonably possible, "the epicenters-shall 

be idientified with tectonic provinces any part of, which is 

located within 200..miles of the- site".. Id'.,,, §IV(a) (6).  

Using that information,, the vibratory ground, motion at ,the:.  

site of, each, earthquake, is- determined, by assuming (1). that.  

the -epicenters lof earthquakes, reae tateonc:srctr 

7/ For Appendix A purposes,, "tectonic province"_ refers- to 
"a, reinfthe North American continent characterized 

by a ,relative:.consistency of the geologic-structural 
features contained therein"1-. A I 'tectonic s -tructurej"; 
is- ""a large scale dislocation! or distortion7 within, the 

eathscrust"., Appendix, A,. §§III(h) and Wi.
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are, situated at. the point-on the structure closest to the 

site; (2) that the epicenters-of earthquakes identified.  

with the tectonic-province in which the site--is located..  

(albeit.not with structures) are located-at the. site; and 

(3)- that. the- epicenters: of- earthquakes: identified with

other tectonic provinces.-are situated-at the'clo1sest point 

to. the- site--on the. boundary- of the- respective- tectonic 

provinces.. Id., @V(a)..  

All ,parties agreed-that some: seismic events resulting

in earthshocks of intensity VIII or greater'had occurred, 

in- the eastern United States.- State maintained that at 

least-some of these historic earthquakes were in what it 

considered to be the same- tectonic province as Indian

Point, On.-the other hand the licensees- and the staff,.for 

somewhat different reasons,. delineated tectonic provinces 

such that none of the- ear-thquakes above intensity vii was; 

in.. the- province in. whichl Indi-a.'Poin-t iloae:r:nea-r 

enough.,' to;, aff ect the- site-significant-ly.

I.- Testimony,' of the Parties 

Wei will. first- discuss. the- theories- of. the parties- on

the proper. method. of. des-ignating. tectonic provinces', then..

we. will examine the historic earthquakes .which must be.  

considered-in making. the :decision of the proper value for.  

the, Safe. Shutdownr Earthquake: (SSE). for the- Indian Point.  

facilities,.
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A. The Tectonic Provinces 

1., Testimony of. the State of.New York

a-. The- State- of. New York-, maintained that. tectonic 

provinces: should, be- delineated- on.- the .basIs- of.- consistency 

of. the. style: of deformation of' the rocks., On--.this, basis 

accordi ngto the State' s witness, Dr-. Hall"-.!/ if rocks

of."two distinctly different-ages that have been subjected 

to-the same deformation, and'.responded to that deformation 

in al similar fashion,,** those: two ages-of rocks would.  

be-, part: of.' one- consistent- regime of deformation and. part.  

of, one. province-, the ages! notwithstanding."'. Tr. 3309..  

Further explaining -this understanding-of tectonic provinces , 

Dr.- Davis., New,, York. State Geologit emh-zdthat the 

State would consider only "first."'order characteristics in 

describing, &-tectonic, povne, He, agreedf,, however,- that..  

such provinces could be .subdivided into sub-provinces o 

8V' Dr.-- Leo, M*. Hall:, Associate. Professor,. Department- of.  
Geology, University- of. Massachusetts,. Amherst,, Massa
chusetts....  

9:/ _In: using first,, second' and- third order, characteristics, 
the. State%. was;I'following.q thef terminology of' Hadley and.  
Devine,!(Hadley and Devine 197'4 Seismotectonic Map of, 
North .America)' to distinguish. structural character

istics in terms of 'size.. Dr.. Davis agreed-that this 
usage -is informal and not universally accepted.  
Tr. 2139.- Theo Jarvis. P.. Hadley and: James- P. Devine.  
"Seismotectonic, Map" was,, marked asi State Exhibit- 14, 
at. Tr-.: 3444- and entered-into- evidence- at Tr. 3688'.
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the basis of the similarity of'smaller structural features.  

Tr. 2138-40., 

Using' only first order characteristics,, the, State: would 

divide' the eastern. United' States,; and* Canada, into- four tec.-.  

tonic. provinces. which closely match. the physiographic -

provinces. of the; area.- The. State"sl four teactonic provinces 

are shown in'the proferred. testimony-O of'Davis, Fakundiny 

and.Pomeroy as Exhibit I (following page C-25 of Appendix.  

C), a reproduction of which is included in this decision, 

as- Figure 1. Cp 2,inifral)0 

As can be seeni from the map, the Atlantic.Coastal.Plain 

province runs-northward along the coast from Florida to 

New 'York and' includes,-those sections, of Georgia., North and 

South-Carolina:, Virginia,, and New Jersey east of the' 

Appalachians . Also included are Long.-Island and the east

ern. sections; of, Cape Cod.. The boundary north. of.- Cape-.  

Cod is- u ndef ined but. is- assumed: by, these,.. witnesses, to- be, 

far. enough. off- shore- for: thev Capeo Ann. earthquake. to be.  

include&, in the- Folded- Appalachian province.._ Tr. 22202Z-2.  

The' Folded'Appalachian- province. includes~ the. Appalachian: 

lfState Exh. 9._ "Testimony of Dr._ James. F. Davis-, 
Dr. Paul. V... Pomeroy, and. Dr.. Robert. F.. Fakundiny 
(Panel) on. Behalf' of thei New York-State-Atomic-Energy.  
Council on: Issue I.
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Mountains from northwestern Georgia-north to the Canadian 

maritime provinces as -.wel. as" the-, Gaspe. Peninsula east.  

of.Quebec City. Starting in northern Alabama, the province 

includes, the Blue' Ridge' Mountains,, then narrows in the 

-region of Harrisburg,- Pennsylvania., The. western--border 

then turns northeast to the Hudson River Palisades:, -then.

north to include' the Green Mountains- Ths ess~entiall 

all, of New., England" is; included in, this' Province., The.. line 

of. separation .between the -Atlantic' Coastal Plain and the 

Folded: Appalachian provinces. is. not-delineated northiof

Cape Cod.. The third province identified by the-State,. the.  

Appalachian.Plateau,. adjoins the.western boundary of the.  

Folded Appalachian. province and extends from the Gulf 

Coastal P lain-province in northern Alabama to approximately 

Albany,., then, in, a, northwesterly' direction -to the. eastern 

tip of. Lake. Ontario,. thence westerly to Lake Huron-and 

,south-southe ast to the Gulf Coastal Plain-in northern.  

Alabama., The. final ,tectonic-province-identified. by the, 

state:,. the Grenville provinceadj]oins the. northern boundary 

of- the.- Folded', Appalachian. province- f rom'. Albany' north.. The

province covers- southern Ontario',, most of. Quebec Province, 

and' a small. triangle in the U'.. S:., between, Albany,. Lake 

Champlain and the east end .of :Lake' Ontario.,
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According to the State, each of these tectonic prov

inces "has a distinctive set of consistent-geological 

structural, features"' (N.Y., PFCA/p-5; als seet -State .  

Exh.- 9', aut%. 3):' and. .with.- regard"- to7. seismicity- in, the. Folded 

Appalachian province "on a gross pattern there appears 

to ,be -a gene ral. [seismic) density that is-greater-than in 

theicontrasting areas outside of the fold belt." Tr.. 2196., 

Later Dr . Davis did say-some people divide this fold belt 

or province into four subprovinces: (Tr. 2198.),,but.he 

believes that theState' s: useof: the :.overall .province -is,., 

"the most defensible application of the siting appendix." 

Tr.- 219 6..  

b. In addition to-,the general testimony on its: 

proposed. tectonic -.provinces,. thel Statel presented.-four 'other

12'/ 
witnesses- on specific phases of New:England-geology' 

and seismology. Dr., Lyn R. Sykes.:of the. Lamont-Doherty 

Geophysical Laboratory of. Co-lumbia .University and' 

Dr;., William II. Diment of'the United.States.Geological.  

Survey', Menlo- Park,. California.,, presented testimony-on.

the. so:-called: Boston!-Ottawa, seismic, trend and' its-. possible., 

I/ Abbreviation for New'York State Proposed ,Findings.:and 
Conclusions7.  

12/: All, four appeared, as witnesses: representing themselves 
and. -not their respective employers,.
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interpretations under Appendix A. Dr. Hall discussed this

seismic trend in connection with a review of seismic fre

quency contours in the eastern..United. States.. Dr.. Charles-L..  

Drake,. a professor-of geology at:Dartmouth College,, dis

cussed the difficulty, of applying Appendix_ A:I,.given _the, 

present incomplete- know-ledge of tectonics..  

Dr., Sykes- stated that he accepts as a. "working, 

scientific hypothesis"' that there is "'a zone of activity 

in: New England and. adjacent parts of Canada- [which) appears 

to be. associated-spatially with rocks whose age is younger-

than that of opening-of theopresent-Atlantic Ocean".. State

Exh.. 7,- p.. 1. Both. Dr,. Sykes. and. Dr_. DimentiA' said, that.  

hypothesis has not been- sufficiently proven to be used in 

making-decisions on-nuclear siting.- They do agree that 

there.'is- a spatial correlation between ~earthquake activity

and.- a.- line of- plutons-Y running north- through, New Hampshire, 

13/ State. Exhibit. 7',. "Testimony of Dr., Lynn R. Sykes, on 
behalf, of . the: New., York, State Atomic: Energy Council"..  

14,/ State Exhibit 5, "Testimony. of. Dr-.. William Hf. Diment, 
on.Behalf of the New York.State-Atomic :Energy- Council.  
onv Issue, V".  

15/ A, pluton, is- defined-, as,- a body-- of' igneous. rock that has-, 
been fanned beneath, the surface of. the- earth by con
solidation. from magma. See "Glossary- of.: Geology," 
American Geological Institute, second printing,, 1973,.  
at-. p., 550._
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from the Boston area, or-perhaps even from the Kelvin 

seamounts in the Atlantic Ocean..  

Dr.. HAL-/- approached. the: New England seismicity on.  

the basis: of the% frequency of earthquakes, in.-various, areas..  

17/" 
-'By-drawing iso.-frequency lines about areas of seismicity,-_ 

Dr.-. Hall, finds that* there are% three:. isosei18mic areas: 

(1) one runningleast-northeast from New.-York City to 

eastern Connecticut,, (2.) a-second of-much higher frequency 

running-north from::Boston through-New Hampshire-to the.

White.Mountainsi, and (3) a third running approximately 

east-west along theSt,. Lawrence::River near.,Montreal.. The.  

latter two, regions' ,are separated. by an area of very-low: 

seismicity-running north-northeast through central.Vermont..  

The: witness agreed that the-New Hampshire seismicity spa-.  

tially correlates with the. ring" dike' orpluton series 

running, south-, from. the, White. Mountains~l but- does not- cor 

relatei with- the,. Monteregion Hills. of: Canada., State, Exh'-..  

13',, pp., 6,, 7.. Finally, Dr.- Hall concluded' that. while: "there

16' State: Exh%. 13',. "Testimony of., Dr_ Leo,- M... Hall. on.- Behalf-.  

of; the New York: State- Atomic: Energy: Council. on. Issue. ".  

17/' Seismicity as- used here~is frequency of'-earthquake: 

occurrence: regardless~ of size..'
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are many tectonic-subdivisions in New-England that can be

madei through detailed study ***the-intensely deformed 

and metamorphosed rocks throughout the .region. characterize 

it. as, a: tectonic- province ... "' Id,. at., p.. 15..  

Dr. Drakes direct testimony- was largely limited.  

to criticisms of Appen-dix.A,. particularly-the difficulty 

of applying: such a- regulation with the incomplete knowl

edge of tectonics that we have- today.. However, under' 

cross-examination he stated that the licensees had-proposed 

"structural provinces.",, i..e .,- "provinces in which a kind.  

of deformation can. be recognized, and that there,.is,-a con

tinuity of this- throughout this province, these are- reason.

able- things".. Tr.. 2.873-74.  

Dr.. IDrake further-agreed that these provinces,-meet 

the requirements of 'the. regulatory- criteria as stated by 

AppendixiA (Tr-., 2.874) and that the. licensees, had properly

outlined .the. present interpretation of -the tectonic: history 

of. the -East.Coast., Tr. 2869-70.. Following the trend of, 

h-is:. direct: testimonyjhe: stated,.--.  

State- Exhibit 11,_ "Testimony of Dr.. Charles L.. Drake.  
on.Behalf of'the NewYork Atomic -Energy Councilon.  
Issue, I"'.-
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where I get into problems is when you start.  
to divide the-area up into specific:-tectonic 
provinces and then.to associate the earthquake 
activity that is occurring today with-these, 
specific .tectonic.provinces.. [Tr.. 2870..] 

2'.. Testimony of the :Licensees: 

-a.t The licensees .developed their primary tectonic, 

provinces by using current plate tectonic-theory together, 

with their geologic and petrographic-studies.. A panel of 

witnesses!.9 f rom the f i= of- Dames, and, Moore- (D &M), con-

sultants to the' licensees,, presented-the testimony on: the 

plate tectonics theory and its -relationship to. the tectonic

2,0'/ 
provinces.-, 

Plate tectonics as described by theselwitnesses traces 

the motion of the-Africanzand American plates from Pre

cambrian time:(600 million years. (600 m .y.)),-'L when they 

were joined, together as one:-continent., to .their present 

positions.. The initial continental divergence took place 

during. the, Appalachian orogeny" in. late' Precambrian-early 

Paleozoic' time-.- and fomed an. , ancient astern. 'boudr6 

of the-, Americ'ani pla"ate., 

..lV Thew panel consisted of Joseph, A. Fischer,-Matthew L.  
Werner,, III,: and Jerzy S,. Szymanski.., 

20/ Lic., Exh., 15, "Testimony of Dames &.Moore -(Panel). on 
Behalf' of. Licensees on- Issue. No.. V" 

2/This terminology denotes, 600:million years: ago.  

22/ For' geologic, time, charts. see, Geology,, Richard. M. Pearl, 
Barnes. & Noble, 3 rd- ed...,, p'.. 19K7
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This separation of'the North American and-African 

plates- eventually formed aproto-Atlantic-Ocean with a long 

depositional trough being' formed which developed an ocean 

crust.. In mid-Ordovician; time. (450,ny., the, continental, 

motionr reversed with the- development. of'a subductionz zone-_ 

system -- eventually leading to a, continent-continent 

collision._ Witnesses .described this collision- as occurring

first. with the closing of. the proto-Atlantic-Ocean along 

the-,southern portion of. the Appalachians. in. what is known: 

as-, the: Allegheny, orogeny. 'This' was, followed by a trans.

lation motion. or possibly' localized convergencezof the

continents- and gradual closing of'the proto-Atlantic-along 

the entire ancient coastline' of the American plate..  

In the2 late middle,: Triassic time (200' n.y.), the con

tinents- again separated',~ but..well1 east, of-' the- original line

of-separation,. eventually producing the North..American.  

coastline. as., we now7 know. it... This; divergence: formed the; 

present' Atlantic' Ocean , which is- still widening...  

Lt. is, from. a; detaile& study'-o these- continental

motions' and -of the -geologic'- formations. produced.- that- the' 

licensees" derive' the. basis,~ for, their. tectonia-provinces 

--which, are shown .in Licensees)- Exhibit 15', Figure. 3_..3 

23/ It. will- be noted- that. the. licensees' tectonic province 
map goes southw'ard only to '200 miles f rom the' Indian 

Point- site.. The 'reasons' for. this, are, discussed. at.  
p3'r 27,. infra.
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(This, plate is reproduced as Fig.- 2- of this. decision.lat p. 63).  

As we- develop below,. although-Fig., 2 shows-nine provinces, 

we: need- make. a decisioni on only four- of. them.  

b., We'.have, already noted that the -original diver

gence of the- American and African continents.formed.-an_

ancient coastline- along the North-Americaif continent.. The' 

later convergence: and finally the-continental collision (300 

m y..)' resulted::in art -eastern. belt,, -fqetanticlirnoria-m-, 

.,na- the-7 American. contient-;., The, eastern- portion.-of* thise: be-lt, 

termed the-Highlands-province by the licensees, i"s char-, 

acterized- by Grenvillian. rocks. Lic'. Exh. 15, pp.- 3-3:,. 3-4.  

To: the- immediate' west, of' thei Highlands- province is: a series 

of. tightly folded. Paleozoic sediments .with. an .absence. of 

basement involvement., Ibid. This.,is-.classified as .the, 

Fold" and, Thrust Belt.. whose. western boundary is the limit.  

bof.-'the-, Paleozoic. thrusting- and, marks the- easternv boundary

of- the- Stable. Interior: province.. In-. the. Stable: Interior

province- the- intense, deformation, of the- provinces, to'. the-, 

east. is-. absent- Ibid..  

24/'Anticlinoriium i , s d .efined. as- a..composite upward-- fo lded: 
-"structure'-of regional extent composed of lesser -folds,.  

the core of which contains, stratigraphically o-lder rocks., 
S-ee the ,definitions of anticline and anticlino rium, in., 
the"Glossary of Geology", second-printing, 1973 (American 
Geological Institute) , at. p., 30. - -
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Going now to the present coastlinethe licensees agree 

with'the. State on the line of demarcation between:.the: 

Coastal, Plain, province: and, the. adjoininig provinces. to, the 

west., as f ar north- asl Lang slnSod. uthere agreemen 

ceases'. The: licensees divide the northern part-of the-.  

-State's, Folded' Appalachian-,province (shown- in. State.- Exh.. 9', 

Exhibit 1, p., C-_25) into primarily four-provinces. (two, 

additional sub-provinces are described-in .northern Vermont)..  

S'ee Fig~. 2 at"p-. 63.,.; infra., 

The easternmost of these provinces,.. the. Avalon Plat-

form.. was, described_' bthwinseascrstalline-con 

tinental crust which is..younger than ..the Grenvillian 

orogeny"l. Lic. Exh.. 15, pp.- 3-11, 3-12. Witness:.Szymanski 

indicated:- that: the, term.- Avalonian: referredi to a specif ic

age of. the late Precambrian (approximately 600. m.y.):..  

Tr.. 2 810. The;. western, boundary- of: the, Avalon Platf orm. in, 

eastern Massachusetts. and, northern Rhode- Island is , accord-, 

ing to the licensees- witnesses-, marked by a-change, in 

25Y/ 
magnetic. signatur- which. roughly- outlines' the, are&s of

the Avalonian. age, basement., Tr. 2812-13. On- this, basis'.  

2/Magnetic signaturei is a- recordI of' the magnetism- and.  
magnetic gradients-of the terrain in a given -area.,
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the-Avalon Platform boundary runs southwest from the re gion 

of Ipswich Bay, .Massachusetts , to Worcester, then south.  

near the- Connecticut-Rhode. I'sland border-to Long Island.  

Sound'. It-would then appear that the southern ,border, 

extends, eastward beyond' Cape: Cod. and. then turns. Lnortheas t--

erly, so. the Cape is within this. provinc..- The record- is:

unclear as to the exact boundaries to. the east and north 

of'Massachusetts Bay, bat-witness-Fischer-cited the paper 

of' Ballard and.Uchupi to describe, the boundaries, in. the 

Bay,-of-Fundy area. Those boundaries are-such. that the- Bay 

of. Fundy eaithquake. (see.- item- 6. in Table 1, p.' 3.2',.: infra) 

location is .almost midway between. them.. Tr.- 2998r-300.  

Licensees, -witnesses emphasized their belief, that the, 

Avalon Platform is actually a segment of the African plate 

left attached to the:American plate' following the. closing 

of, the. subduction- zone,, and. the. final- divergence, of: the. two.  

p'lates.. They reached: this. conclusion not only on.; the: basis: 

of geologic, similarity, between,4 the. Avalon. Platform.:-rocks.,.  

and African, rocks:,. but alsa. on' the: evidence; they. found- mnr 
_,ocean. floor de-posits to' the ,west of the platform. (See: Lic-.  

Exh.. 15,r sections 2..2' through. 2'..-5 and- Tr. 284.7--48)... We 

* consi .der this evidence in our.discussion of -the licensees' 

provinces whichg lie between the Avalon. Platform .andthe 

Highlands- provinces.
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North. of. Long, Island." and east- of, the1 '-New York

Connecticut border. licensees proposed ltwo tectoni,provinces.  

between-the Avalon Platform. and--the Highlands... They call, 

the westernr, one the. Inner. Piedmont. and. the- easternr one% the , 

Central. New, England'. The% dividing. line between the two 

provinces runs 'from Long I'sland, ,northeast.across-Long-.  

I'sland. Sound,, and-then turns, north, passing just-to the, 

east of-Hartford, Connecticut . It continues-north and-gen-

erally-traces the Vermont-New Hampshire line northeastward.  

into. Canada-. (See- Fig., 2, p. 63, infra.). The! southern 

boundary of" thel Central; New England province;!runs east 

through Long Island. Sound".fromjust east of. New Haven to, 

the- southwest corner- of-the:.Avalon Province and is--part, 

of' the, northern. boundary of, the Coastal Plain. Ibid..  

The . licensees panel. depicted tetwo. provinces, as-- part,, 

of"a mobile- belt. formed. in-the- final. convergence and trans.

lational1 movement, of' the- North, American, and.; African, plates., 

The- -Inner, Piedmont, and, the: Central. New England.- provinces 

: are considered' to, be, sedimentary areas. covering part.OUf 

-the, original. North- American, plate: and the,-. remains:7 of-' the 

* ocean ..floor which wa:peetfollowing. the;, initialdvr 

gence of.' the American and African plates..* Lict. Exh. 15, 

sections 33.,1 and 332
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In differentiating these provinces,'licensees witnesses 

pointed 'out_, that (a) the: Central, New"England- province has. a

thick .dense mafic-crust. and -eugeosynclinal sedimentary

26/a 
rocks- while (b), the InnerP'iedmont province has-a 

27/ 2 8/ 
-- Grenvillian-- basement with miogeosynclinal:-sediments.

-As. a result of the change in basement rock acrossi the

boundary between. the -two provinces-there. is-, according-to.  

the. licensees,, a distinct gravity' gradient in this area.

Tr'.. 2937'.. The boundary line is. thought to correspond to, 

the,- ancient- eastern margin. of the American. plate,. Tr.- 280.7.  

The final province' .near-the.Indian. Point site proposed.  

by the, licensees- panel- is:. the: Conestoga. Valley- province

26/ M'afic: rocks-.are dense-,.dark-colored' rocks-.usually con
taining,.large -amounts of iron.. Tr-. 2456., *The eugeo-, 
synclinal -sediments,- contain remnantsl of' ocean crust.  
See, fn., 28,, below-..  

27/ The. Grenvillian basement rocks., are. primarily silica.  
and-.- alumina-., Tr_ 2528.

28R/ s imp li stically,, miogeosynclinal -sediments . are.. relativel 
-thin-, sediments. deposited. in. shallow, water', while- eugeo

synclinal. sediments- are thicker' an&. deposited in. deeper 
water. However- licensees". witness: Szymanski. emphasized-,.  
that- ther panel was,, using- the, term., miogeosynclinal- to 
cover- sediments older- than. the;. subd'uction zone,_ which-..  

..- ,existed' between' the- continents-,. The ,miogeosynclinal 

dbpos its- of'" the,. Inner Piedmont' contain' the' :great- car
bonate bank, along,. the. -eastern,. edge-. of the! province.
'Tr-.- 2447. There. is. no known- Grenvillian- crust: east:' 
of, the eastern bou .ndary of 'the Inner -Piedmont province.
_Lic., Exh . 15'. 38
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which basically lies between the-Inner Piedmont and the 

Highlands provinces southward from a poi nt in mid-eastern 

Connecticut'.. The.- reason, given: for separating -it- from,.  

the Inner- Piedmont province, is--, to say thea least,. less 

-- than cla'n. the,,. licensees' written; testimony. Lie., Exh.-i 

.15 ,. pp., 3-10,; 3 -11.- On, cross-examination- the licensees.  

witnesses-emphasized the extreme complexity of the struc-, 

tures' along the line .between-the Inner-Piedmont and

Conestoga.Valley provinces and stated:

originally we had a large province-which. waso 
composed. of two provinces.,. one was the Inner 
Piedmont and the.-other one .was the Conestoga.  
Valley-and we had them-together. But after
we had -recognized that these -provincesa are not 
characterized by uniformitiesi-in geological 
structures., we thought that for-the purpose
of; this: report and this proceeding it would 
beifair to put this line, since-it divides in, 
our-judgment the- two different-structural.  
domains-. [.Tr., 2960.]

Three. remaining provinces', to the, north- were proposed-, 

by the- licensees - panel.. The', first. is., the. Ottawar Basinr 

which'. appears., to, be: identical to. the. State's- Grenville

province.- The, remaining,. two- are- merely, northeasterly

extensions, of" the, Foldcl and-'Thrust. Belt. and:. the - Inner-, 

Piedmont provinces and .are of. not particular-importance;, 

in- thisz proceeding.,
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c-.. Another licensees witness Dr. H.- James, 

29/ 
Dorman- covered, part of the- same,. ground As: State's-. wit-

nesses Sykes,. Dimeint and" Hall,, i.e,.,. the. geologic, strucv

turesz- and-. seismic. activity in- the southern. segment, (New 

Hampshire) of, the. "Boston-Ottawa: trend" 0/-While. the

State and. NRC- staff referred to this. area, as: a seismic, 

trend,, Dr . Dorman proposed that,.within the context' of 

Appendix-A, ,it-be classified,-as the Cape Ann-New Hampshire 

tectonic-province., 

Under. Board questioning,(Tr... 2663-2672), Dr. Dorman.  

outlined, the.- approximate, boundaries,. of this province,-. He 

did-not define' the boundary, on. the' Atlantic. Ocean side.  

The southern, border-passed north-of Cape-Cod, thence

westerly beyond' the 71st-meridian-, northwesterly to-the 

Mas-sachusetts-New- Hampshire border,. north. along a. line-

slightly easto of. the; 72nd. meridian- to cover; the granitic.  

intrusive in. Quebec at. a, latitude- of'- about- 45.50' North..  

The. province, line-would' then loop' eastward-to-approximately

- the' 7 1st meridian. and- south, to. the. Maine-New -Hampshire .  

border-, thence; southeast out. into- the: Atlantic. Tr.. 266 8-, 

72'; also, see-.'Fig. -2,' p... 63',., inf ra-..  

29/ Dr., H... James' Dorman,. Prof eszsor of, Geophysics, University, 
of. Texas, Marine S~cience- Institute,, Galveston,., Texas...  

30/ Lic.' Exh-.'17,.1 "Testimony, of' Dr.. H". James- Dorman., on
Behalf'.of' Licensees on: Issue, NO.:1"



In. his testimony (Lic.. Exh. 17 at p. 4) Dr. Dorman 

testified that such a province would. include: 

(I) A series of granitic intrusive complexes. of they 

White Mountains and extending offshore to the southeast; and.  

(2)- Active faults indicated by earthquakes occurring 

in an' area partially coextensive with the. igneous complexes.  

it. was Dr~Dannan' s contention that the- 'province 

includes "the largest historic~ earthquakes of the north

eastern U. S., including the' Cape Ann earthquake of 

.1755 * * ~ Id.. at- p. 5. Dr. Dorman also pointed out' that.  

this system~ appears. to be. colinear with the Kelvin Seamounts 

(id. at pp. 14, 15) and the Atlantic fracture zone which 

are probably. related. to a "rearrangement of' the~ relative

movement of the plates about 80 million years ago'." Id..  

at.p. 17.  

d'. As. we- have previously noted. at p... 19, supra., 

the: licensees did not develop specific:' provinces south-of 

the~. Pennsylvania-Marylan& border.. It is their thesis that.. 

the: northern and: southern" Appalachians-- developed', differ-- 

ently with different alignments- and s-tresses- (Lic. Exh. .15', 

p. I-54~ para.. 5; Tr. 30l5~2l): and the' major' earthquakes' 

south of the Pennsylvania-Maryland' border were below the 

transverse- break. line between the north and south Appa

lachians.
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3. Testimony of the Staff 

31/ 
In its .very brief'direct. testimony,- the NRC 

staff stated:.  

In our review we -determined that six tectonic
-. .provinces lie-partially within 200 miles of. the 

Indian: Point- site. These- are:- (1). Piedmont
New' England', (2.) Northern Valley-and.Ridge, 
(3) Appalachian, Plateau., (4) Central. Stablel 
Region,, (5) Southeastern Platform, and (6) Atlantic
Coastal Plain.. [1d.. .t,-,.p--. 2 

Since .no map was presented-, and the province.,names did 

not match .the provincenames used by either the State or 

licensees:, it wasznecessary to develop approximate. loca-.  

tions' .of'the provincial boundaries-used by the staff, 

through cross examination. By this means a map showing 

the' staff' provinces was- developed on-a-seismotectonic-.map 

by- Jarvis B..Hadley-and. James P. Devine (1974.), identified, 

as State- Exhibit: 1.4.. S'ee:Tr. -.3a13.8-40..and3434,ad p.: Il, 

supra.. This ma.ps,- is- reproduced,. ini ths dcso'asFgr 

(see-p. 64,-- inifra)..1 

In eneral1 way- the. staff' map, matches; that. fte 

State,, with. regard' to. the,. Grenville, Appalachian: ,Plateaui__ 

31/' Staf f .Exh.. 5-,. "INRC, Staf f Testimony% on Issue; NO. 1 and, 
Issue- No..,. 2";-- J.. C. Stepp,, D. R. Budge,. S., M..Coplan,.  
R. .Mc-le, G. A. Robbins.,
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and the Atlantic Coastal.Plain provinces-. -However where 

the ,State used one-large province called the Folded Appa

lachian.*Province,. the staff divided the area -into three

parts-. The two we sternmost regions ,next-to the Appalachian, 

-Plateau aret the Northernr and' Southern Valley. and:.Ridge

-provinces. These-are split in western Virginia-and-the 

northern province appears to coincide roughly with, 

the licensees' Fold and Thrust Belt. Staff witness Robbins 

explained that the Appalachians have "a ~significant struc.

tural1 break", along a zone lying between ,Roanoke and. the

James River., -Tr., 3522:. The witnesst noted also that the, 

re'gion south of this break has major seismicity-with thrust 

faulting as, the dominant style of deformation, while the 

province north-of it is.virtually aseismic -with folding 

being -the: dominant structural style- Tr-. 3448-491.  

Staff'-s Piedmont-New-England-province runs -between.  

the -Atlantic- Coastal-Plain and the two Valley and Ridge

provinces-., In the north. this.- seems, to . coincide. with. thati 

area., which. licenseesi have,- split into. the, Highlands,.. ..

Conestoga. Inner Piedmont. and' Central New England.-prov-.  

inces'.. Finallyt the staff identified its: Southeastern.  

Platformp province in Massachusetts, and-Rhode 'Island..
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For this final province the staff explained that the 

United States:Geological Survey (USGS) had advised it by 

correspondence in late 1975'that-USGS'considered-that.  

Othe- New England part of the Avalonian. belt forms a tec-

tonic, province inr the. larger New. England-Maritime Province.  

and: is called the Southeastern-Platform in Massachusetts"

Tr. 34.72-73.. As we. shall see- later, this ara&. is.. edSsentially 

the.,same as the licensees." Avalon Platform province..  

In.addition to its,determination of provinces the.  

staff', iny accordancer with Appendix. A,:section V, designated.; 

two areas as ."tectonic'structuresl" with which seismicity 

is, related,~ In. its,- testimony the- staff- stated.:

(1) within the Piedmont-New:England and South
eastern Platform. Provinces we. conclude that the, 
1727 southeastern New Hampshire earthquake of 
maximum- intensity VIII,- the -1755 Cape Ann,, 
Massachusetts earthquake-of maximum intensity 
VIII. and .the 1817 Woburn, Massachusetts earth-, 
quake. of maximum intensity.-VII,-VIIIcan be 
reasonably correlated with-the, White -Mountain 
Intrusive .Complex; and-(2) within the Central 
Stable, Region,. we conclude that the 1929!Attica,.  
New.-York earthquake- of maximum-intensity VIII' 
can, be.-reasonably correlated with the.Clarendon-, 
Linden; structure.~ [Staff. Exh., 5,,, p.- 3.1l 

B. Thel. S"eismic; Events,-to be -Considered, 

Insits direct testimony, the, State: of NewYork 'pre

sented a list of' intense earthquakes -:the effects of which,
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under its view of the tectonic provinces, should be con

sidered at the Indian Point site.-2. Since this list.  

encompassed .all of' the earthquakes suggested for-considera-, 

33/ 
tionm by the other, parties- we: include- it in th-is opinfonr. 

Bohth icnee'and the: staff objected.,--o cons id-1 

eration _& mopstj of these"' e6arthquakes! f or -one- or.both of. two 

reasons: (a) the earthquake occurred. in a province so far 

removed-.from Indian Point that the--resultant intensity, 

would- not. have been- greater than: MM. VII. at- the site: and..  

(b) the intensity used by the .State is too high..  

All of 'the .events listed-by the;State and other 

parties will be analyzed on the basis of our decision on.  

the. applicable, tectonic- provinces- (see- section. II..B,, infra).  

32/' State Exh,. 9, pp. B-1, *B-2'.  
LY3 See" Table. 1,, p. 32, inifra.
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Table 1-

Date Location 

The Atlantic Coastal Plain, 

1. 1886.,. Aug- 31. Charlesto,, S.C-.  

TheFolded Appalachians.  

1.1- 1638.,1. Jun 11 Off Cape Ann,. mass...  

2'. 1727, Nov-9 Newbury, Mass.

3. 175 5', Nov 18- East of Cape Ann,, 
Mass..  

4'. 1,791, May- 18' Connecticut

5.. 1817, Oct 5, Woburn., Mass'.  

6*.. 1869."' Oct 22' Bay of Fundy 

7.. 1897', May.31 Giles Co.., Virginia

The-Appalachian Plateau 

1... 1929 , Aug.: 12-- Attica,. N. Y.I

MM.  
Intensity Coordinates

3 2_.9 ON 
80'.0 OW,

VIII. 42.50 N: 
6 9. 0 OW 

ViIII-IX. 42. 80 N 
70._8 0W 

VIII 42:.SON' 
70. 00W 

VIII 41.5 0N' 
7 2_590 W' 

VII-VIII 42.50N 
71_2 0 W 

VIII 45-..0YN 
6 6. 20W 

VIII 37.3 0N 
80. 70W

VIII 42. 9.0N 
78- .3 0W-

Grenville.  

I_. 16631,, Feb; 5.' 

Zc_. 1732, Sep- 16,' 

3. 18 60'-, Oct: IT~ 

4.. 1870,. Oct 20

5. 1944., Sep 5:1

St.. Lawrence, River, 

St._ Lawrence,- Valley

Northeast, of., Quebec., 
City-St. Lawrence"
Valley, 

St.. Lawrence ,Valley

Massena., N. Y.

X, 
IX' 

VIII 
IX 

IX: 

VIII,

45-. SPYN 
731. 69W

4,7.5 0N 
*70..0 0W, 

47. 4 0N, 
7 0---.5 0 W 

4 4. 9 N, 
.74.-8OW

*/State Exh... 9', pp..Bi B-2; column. entitled.Intensity' 
Source omitted.
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II. Discussion of the Testimony 

A. Tectonic Provinces

As.-is obvious from the testimony,, the interpretations.

of 10 CFR 100., Appendix. A:, vary widely between. the .parties-.  

The-- variations are attributable: to section- III(h)* in'-which, 

~ ttt~toni. provic"_ i eie s~ a eino h 

North American Continent characterized by a relativelcon-, 

sistency of the geologic-structural features contained 

therein.." 

On. the basis. of our-review of-the entire record-cover-, 

ing this issue.-, w e-must conclude that therapproach taken 

by'-the licensees in formulating their-provinces is. the 

correct one.. our reasons-for this' conclusion will be out.-.  

lined-in the following discussion of the provinces .pro-.  

posed' by- the- State., the NRCI staff' and, the: licensees,., 

1._ The,. State- takes- the, definition. of "tectonic prov-j 

ince" to mean' that consideration will be given only to..  

"'f irst- order: characteristics:."!3 4 ' As- a,, result,- it cl-a-imns 

-that the. entire- United. States;1 between the" western-edge. of7 

the'- Appalachians: and the, western. edge, of' the -,Coastal. Plain, 

and from.;Alabama to the St,. Lawrence. River is one' big 

province (see Fig. 1,1 pl. 6:2*,- infra). It is inconceivable 

3'4/ See p.'- 11, supra.,
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to us that the formulators of',Appendix' A to the siting 

criteria..intended that only first order characteristics 

be considered in delineating tectonic provinces., If this.  

had been the type, of province. that. was being considereff 

for siting-, it.: is. reasonable. to suppose: that- Appendix, A: 

would have said so explicitly . It is our conclusion that.  

the licensees and NRC staff have made-a. proper showing-that 

some smaller provinceslare justified within the require

ments of Appendix.A.. .(See-also the testimony of 'State's.  

witnesses:'Sykes, Hall and.Drake,. pp.. 15-18, supra.) 

2., It is, our, opinion that the.- licensees,,. in their, 

determination of-tectonic.-provinces, have made the only 

consistent attempt to utilize a range of scien tific data.  

in' their, interpretation. of. the requirements' of' 10, CFR 100,.01 

Appendix.A.. A major basis for-their-approach. is t he present 

tectonic plate theory model of. past movements of the American 

and. African continents which their witnesses in th is pro

ceeding cons-idered -to represent the~ current "state of the

art".- 5 We havee summarized: in- section, I'.A..2. the; currently' 

accepted history of' the'- two, continentsi and. the, provinces

35/"Staff witnesses- also accept the hypothesis of plate 
tectonics (Tr,. 3638).as-Ldo-some of the State's-switnesses, 
(e.g.,'Sykes and Drake,,. State:Exh.. 7,, p. 1 and' Tr.  
2870)., On,.the other-hand.'State witness Davis branded 
the' use of the~ tectonic plate theory to explain the.  
d'eformation of-the' Appalachians as "supposition and 
speculation.." N,.Y.- PFC,. pp.- A-12 &: A-13;, Tr. 1810-11.
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that have been proposed by the licensees., While the model 

which led the. licensees to their-selection of tectonic.  

provinces. may not be. completely correct,, we find, the.  

geologic evidence that they present for the differentia-M 

tion between many-of' their provinces to be convincing.i 

.We ,will now discuss our reasons for accepting. or-rejecting 

the: various ,provinces: proposed by the licensees and the 

stff36/ 

a.. The', Grenville. or Ottawa, basin. and the. Stable 

Interior or Appalachian', Plateau, Provinces.  

Since- all: parties' agree. on, these; provinces we 

will not discuss .theim further.  

b. The. Fol' and' Thrust orValley and'. Ridge- Prov

inces;_ 

The NRC staff divided, its- 'Valleyand; ,-.Ridge -prov - ,-.  

ince-into northern and southern s-ections. The boundaries 

the, staf f: proposed' for- the' Valley- and- Ridge- provincei follows.  

S9r,70., map, deve-loped by Rodgers' and. no- geologic,. reasons 

for the-- eastern' an&-,. western:. boundaries were: presented'..  

Tr.. 34.47' and.3-749'.. However, with, respect to' the boundary 

which separates.the northern-and' southern sections of'the 

provi nce, the-staff showed convincingly, that in the Southern.  

36/' The provinces discussed: are shown on the .attached maps: 
Fig., I - N*. -Y... State;' Fig..' 21 - Licensees'- Fig.. 3
Staf f-, pp., 62-, 61,and& 6 4-, respectively.
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Valley and. Ridge-thrust faulting is the "dominant style 

of deformation" (Tr. 34A8-49) and the province-has high 

seismicity (Tr.- 3526-27).. On the other hand-the-Northern.  

Valley, and- Ridge, is .,primarily- f olded. and. is', "virtually: 

aseismic'. Tr-- 3449;-, 3522-23.  

-'The~ licensees for their part identified the Northern.

Valley- and- Ridge: (their Thrust and. Fold Belt), as" a- seri es, 

of tightly folded Paleozoic- sediments with an absence of 

basement involvement. We have noted in. section.I,.A.2.b, 

(p:.' 20-,. supra) that the western, boundary of. this. province 

is'. the- limit, of: the- Paleozoic, thrusting' and marks- the 

eastern boundary-of the.Stable. Interior province. To the 

east. of. the Thrust. and. Fold- Belt-, however, is an:. area. char-, 

acterized by- Grenvillian. rocks.(lIicensees': Highland province).  

The licensees did not consider-the Southern Valley 

and Ridge provincel specifically- since it- is: their' view, that 

the: geologic. movement and- development: south 'of.' a-line' roughly 

between. the 39th- and: 40th: parallels. have been. 6ntirely

d-.ifferent, from- the development- to the: north.. -This: view' 

would* of course.- split the., Valley and. Ridge as,. well, as-, the

lower' Piedmont. and.H-ighland: provinces at- this.- line . Lic,.  

Exh. 15. p.- 1-5. and: Tr*. 3 011. State ites Dke.  

tended to-agree with- this' interpretation of. the break between 

the- North. and- South Appalachians ,.which' he- considers .to. run, 

frmthe-New J~ersey coast-southwesterly, to. the western part 

of W, est Virginia.. Tr- 28 84 -8 8'.,
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We accept the Southern Vall.ey and.Ridge and Northern.  

Va-lley-and..Ridge (or-Thrust and Fold Belt) as-two tectonic: 

provinces:...  

c,. The, Highlands Province: 

The licensees, have described this proyinceas :the, .. _ 

eastern- belt of 'the .anticlinoria-on the .Axerican continent.,' 

This. -zone of Grenvillian rocks is bounded on the west by 

the Fold and. Thrust. Belt and to. the east by sedimentary

rocks..over-a Grenvillian basement (as-we have noted'at 

pp.- 20.24, supra).. Licensees- witness Szymanski described.  

the rock-formation. as.being structurally different from.  

the, surrounding: areas-. He, stated.  

* 'this- is an uplifted, block- of the:.basement-, 
a block-which broke through the.Paleozoic cover..  
And. since, it. did. so., it. has a very- specific 
structural assemblage which we call. up-thrusts:, 
that is to say there are faults which bound.  
this great anticlinoria on .either side.  
[Tr'.. 3049.], 

This: type of consistent ,style of deformation. of' the; 

'racks, is. a. feiature we have-'already' discus sed-_ in. connection 

withy, the,. separationr of the? Valley and-. Ridge;. area: intoF twor 

distinct. provinces-,. one,. being, primarily-folded-and the lother

characterized by thrust movements.. We. note falso that State; 

witness-Hall,.when asked what characteristics- --- such-.as
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age of rocks, basement rock types and the like -- could be 

used to define the boundaries, of a tectonic province, answered:7 

The. age of. the: rocks- involved would not,., in.. my 
opinion,. be. anzoverriding concern in defining 
the.- tectonic,. province,.. I' would, say: the over
riding concern would be the.consistency of the: 
sty-le of deformation of the rocks. [Tr.. 3309-.].  

We conclude- that the Highlands-province as outlined' 

by the licensees is a valid tectonic-province...  

d.Inner Piedmont, Central New:England-and 

Avalon Platform Provinces.  

As. we, have seen. in sectionr I.A.2.b. (p 24-,; supra), 

the. licensees described,:the Inner-Piedmont provincer-as: 

Grenvillian basement surmounted by miogeosynclinal-sedi-.  

ments-.(including the-great- carbonate bank).. The:Central' 

Newt England province however was described as. mafic-- rocks 

covered by eugeosynclinal sediments:..  

The licensees. emphasized.,that the boundary line-between 

the: Centr al New England and the Inner- Piedmont provinces.  

indicates. the- location: at. which. anr area -containing', Gren-

villian age,- rocks changes: to, an. area-, which. holds, the, "rem

nants: of: a, defunct. ocean.."' Tr.., 2807'. The division line 

or-zone is indicated by a changei i n rock chemistry-, a.  

gravity-gradient..and s Ieismiic velocity: changes.. Tr. 2807-09.:
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We have noted: (p'. 21.,7 supra). that--crossinq,-the line 

friom. the- Central- New- England. into the- Avalon. Platfbrm prov-

i nce- the, crust, -changes:- to, a ."crysv talline .'con-tinental crust"' 

which. is: younger, than., the. Grenvillian orogeny._ The bound-, 

:,ary., line: chosen. by- the, licensees, is' located, along-.the

change. in. magnetic. characteristics:. between.- the crust, of, 

the,' Avalon.P'latform-and that of'the- Central NewEngland 

province.  

The- staff' -s proposed province' called the.Southeast

P'latform agrees-very closely with the Ava-lon- P latforrm. prov

ine- tedifeenebeing tt the' staf f' chose- a series, 

of' fauilt'- .,running- closely ,.,parallel-t.' -the, mgec:hag

_for, its-_ province- boundary.

The-- State-. of' Newi York,. in. its' Proposed Findings of Fact

-ftd onluisions of."Law,.bjecteds sronglyto.- the- .division- of 

New, E ngland- itol thei. Inner -idmont .;- Central. New- England.,, 

and' ,-Avalon ,Platflorn. provinces1 (NST.PC' p -3,AI) 

referring, primarily- to. Dr:. Hall-'s. test-imony -under cross

examination- Tr.- 3201-07A 3308-;11- In, this- -testimony 

-Dr-. Hall', objected. to.. the. use of' rock- age,-- type- and strata

graphic succession. -to- outline provincial. boundaries., :The - -V'" 

Stae ls pintd~toit-prmary obj31ection ,that -the. pro-

posed provincesi -are. based o' n second;.. and.' third- order-gee

logcalcharacteristics,,T 1713-14'.
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We note however that the State omitted reference- to 

much of-Dr.. Hall's cross. examination by the, liese', 

counsel., and- his-. redirect examination by, State':s- counsel., 

Whenr asked. for his, criteria. for establishing, a tectonic.

province, Dr. Hallreplied-that all of, New. England is'.  

c haracterized by rocks- that have undergone -intense deform

ation and metamorphism and' that any subdivision should be 

based on~ folds and fault.bounded areas. Tr-. 3205-06..  

Furthermore:, he admitted' that folds and faults are not.  

the, only-type of: geological. structure- (Tr... 3213) and that'.  

there, are- different. degrees. of metamorphismV dif ferent: 

episodes, o f. folding'and different periods-of'sedimentation 

in- New- England. Tr., 321,0-13.  

Dr.,- Hall also agreed. that based on. radiometric dating 

therez arevno Grenvillian: basement rocks. east of the bound

a ry-between;-licensees' Inner.Piedmont and .Central New 

England.provinces,.. Tr.. 3230'. _He., agreed , that ' this 

bound'ary line;: correlates: with-, a. line of- Avalonianr rocks, 

similar,- to- the:, rocks, of' the- proposed: Avalon. PlIatform.. Tr., 

32317-38- He , further- stated' that , under: the, plate, tectonic: 

theory-.
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...the bed rock-geology of the Central New 
England province is-in large part defined as 
the -Merrimiacisynclinoriun and the. rocks that 
occupy that, consist of' a eugeosynclinal assem-, 
blage of -rocks -that are' Ordovician-through at.  
leas.part-of the Devonian in age. and these 
rocks, have all been subjected to' intense 

...deformation and metamorphism that presumably 
would have occurred at the time of closing 
or, collision of: plates. [Tr.. 3238-1 

Dr.. Hall stated.-that generally' these rock formations.  

are..correctly out-lined in licensees'. exhibit 20 (Tr..  

3244:-45) and that. one-interpretation of these formations 

...that. they may represent.&a portion of' Africa 

that -has been somehow sutured onto the-present 
continental extent of.North America, and the
boundary, that is, drawn on- this, map that- I. keep: 
erroneously referring to is,the boundary that 

is commonly suggested as being the boundary 
between .Avalonian type. rocks-and those-west: 
of the; Avalonian type rocks., [Tr.. 3237.] 

This, theory,- according' to Dr._ Hall,, is' enhanced by, the

factthat the sedimentary rocks over the Avalonian rocks 

contain, a- fossil assemblage. that iscdifferent-from the' 

assemblag, of. fossils, that, is, present. in'. the- rocks- of. the

same- age, in the-.western part, of. the-. New England area..

Tr. 334..Dr. Hall. noted that:Tr,..,. .33 14.-.,
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***the fossil assemblage-in the overlying 
rocks in the vicinity of Hoppin Hill in 
Massachusetts and other .local'fossil local
ities in eastern Massachusetts-near Boston is: 
the assemblage-that.-is-known fairly commonly 
as.- the- assemblage. representativez of. the
Atlantic fauna and- the- Atlantic. f auna, is the 
faunal assemblage, that is found, in eastern
Newfoundland' and in. parts, of Great Britain
as- opposed to the fauna representative-of the: 
early Paleozoic: in. the. western part of. New.  
England which is known as .the Pacific-fauna., 
[Tr . 3314-15.]1 

NRC staff witnesses Budge and Robbins agreed thati 

thejUSGS. had. defined the proposed_,Avalon.Platform as 

the-.Southeast Platform. province and had stated. that:."plate 

tectonic. ,theory suggests ,that this had been a part of the 

African, continent."' Tr.. 3633-34... These two witnesses-how

ever,.while agreeing with the. plate tectonic.. theory, were 

uncertain-in their own ~minds, that there was sufficient 

evidence :spe cif ically to: link- the Avalon Platform. with. the 

African. plate._ Tr.. 3-631-37'., 

Based. on, the. weight, of' evidence, received,, we accept. the 

geo og~c L ' if er nti ti l ;s ,_,between,_the2,. three,! areas'-(In e 

Piemotr Znra New. :Engln~n Avbn~ ltor)uo be.  

adequate to. classify- them. as- three- distinct tectonic prov

i nces-within-the meaning. of AppendixA.
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e. Conestoga Valley Province and Southern Section 

of- the Inner Piedmont. Province.  

The. Inner -Piedmont-province continues southwest.  

f rom- Long. Island. Sound. but in. thiso region is- bordered, by 

the--Coastal Plain on the southeast and the proposed Conestoga 

Vrailey, province. on the.;. northwest.. -In-"this, area,_ the 

geology and the licensees' description-of the reasons for 

two provinces become equally complex and confusing. Upon.  

consideration of the licensees, testimony (Lic.. Exh. 15.,.  

pp.. 31-9. 3-10) and *the cross-examination by the-State., 

(Tr.. 295,0-67) rwe- are, inclined, to' agree. with Dr:. Werner's 

statement, 

["slo we have: three- things, going,, on. there at once,.  
and there'ls.no straightforward answer to any-
thing.. We: have a facies- transition,. a. zone' of.  
structural' .telescoping, and an area. in which 
there. has: been complex overfaulting.. [Tr . 2955.].  

Welare-not convinced that the Cones toga.Valley can' 

be. classified as: a' separate province.

While- thei site; is.- withinr the: licensees'" Conestoga-

Valley province, we- do, not- need to. decide-. whether- this

is a separate province. The licensees'. witnesses: first.  

had. it. included as a-province with the Inner Piedmont.
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P. 25, supra. If we were to conclude it should have 

remained undivided, there would still be no earthquakes 

larger-than-theidesign SSE within the enlarged-province...  

Similarly', if the Conestoga Valley province were .to be a& 

part of-theHighlands ,province to the west,, there-would: 

be no earthquake, larger than-the SSE within this composite.  

province..  

f'., The St., Albans- Thrust.Belt-and Vermont-Quebec 

Piedmont Provinces,.  

For the purposes of 'this decision we .need not dis

cuss-.these two proposed provinces,, since neither-contains.  

an. earthquake larger than the- SSE: ,we have, assumed- for thEe, 

Indian' Point .-facilities-.  

g., The Cape:Ann-New Hampshire:Tectonic. Province

The~ area. between~ the White-Mountains: of New 

Hampshire. and.'Cape -Ann, Massachusetts-, and-its- continuation 

seaward was extensively discussed-by-State,. staff and, 

licensees witnesses., While- this area has been considered 

as- parti of the, Boston-Ottawa seismic', trend,. the "testimony o 

State'~s witnesses' Hall. andl Diment , the. staff" panel and
37/ 

licensees witness. Dorman tended' to separate this 1seismic.  

37/ Hall:- Tr.. 3262,1 et seq.; Diment -Tr-. 1287-94;: Dorman 
Lic. Exh., 17, pp. 10, 11;. Staff - Tr,. 3410-13..
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trend into two distinct areas;,the southern section trend

ing north-northwest from Cape Ann and the northern sectioh.  

incliliding the Monter egion Hills runningapproximately, 

east-west, from Montreal., 

All, witnesses-agreed that there is a series of igneous.  

intrusives. known as the White Mountain magma series which_ 

can. be spatially correlated with the region-of'seismic 

activity- in New Hampshire.- Dr., Hall stated-that these 

intrusives are somewhat-.old'er than those of: "the Monteregion 

Hills- but considerably younger than the intrusions of* 

northeastern Massachusetts. State Exh., 131*, pp.-3-5.

Dr. Diment. cal led---- th~e White, Mountainr,' intrusives- Ipost-oro

genic (Tr'. 1303) and-stated-that their alignment corres-.  

ponds-roughly with the New-EnglandSeamounts:. Tr . 1287 -88..  

Dr-.. Dorman called,- this. zone,-- of-.. intrus-ives4t,.with-. -the-.  

spacially associated'seismicity a. tectonic-province sincev 

he believes, this combination-meets the definition of'tec

tonic. province' in, 10 CFR '100., Appendix- A-, Section 111(h).  

Lic-. Exh. 17,- . 14.., The, staff. on. the- other. hand. believes: 

that. the- series, of' intrusions, can. be- called" a, "tectonic, 

structure" (Appendix-A,, Section 111(i)) to. which.. the, seis

micity is, related.: Tr., 3410-11.
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The State disagreed with both of these views.. It

claimed, that .-Dr. -'Dorma-! s -proposed. province- is inconsistent

with. some- of. ,_those--, delineated, by, othe~ iZEcensees' ,-witnesses, 

and-- furthermore that thTe, C~pe Ann!-New- Hampshire'- region._ is: not, 

characterized by "a consistency of geological structural 

features, as required'by the siting append ix, but merely

represents-areas of high epicenter density"., N.Y. PFC,.C 

p., A-'l5;, State, Exh.. 9,; pp. C"19,. C-21., In the case of' 

thet. staff. proposal,, the State insiste. that.. even.'i-f 

"~ ~'theWhite Mountain intrusives -satisfy the-siting 

appendix definition of a tectonic structure, they have

no re-levance to the-evaluation of seismic risk because: 

no evidence has been' found relating them to a' causal.  

mechanism for generating earthquakes-.." N.Y.. PFC,. p. A-17..  

(But-, see. discussion. by staff'witness" Coplan at- Tr. 362,0-22..)' 

We. also note. the Stater's general observation (which.  

it.applies-. to ,'_inter: alia, this province) that. neither the: 

use of' "neotectonics"' nor of' plate tectonic theory "for 

the purpose of. establishing tectonic- provi ,nces"' is- provid'ed

for ' in.. Appendix. A-. N-Y. PFC, p. A-12.. (However, see-the 

discussion, on. this . point; by, licensees witnesses -at -Tr.  

3054-56.). It fute asrethtteuse.of .7piate tectonic-
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history,"especially the concepts of initial divergencel 

convergence-, translation and final divergence" by Dames, 

and. Moore is- pure speculation-. N..Y. PFC-, pp.. A-712,, A-13.  

(See., also State witnesses'I commentsl at Tr., 1.810-11-J 

Considering first the State.'s general. objections tol,

"neotectonics." and' "the plate. tectonic: theory"' we. find' 

that' we must. reject both of its, cl-aims...w Neotectonics,

is defined as- "the-study of 'the ,last :structures- and. struc

tural history-of the, Earth's-.crust', after--the Miocene and 
38/ 

during the ;late ,Tertiary and the Quaternary," i. e.1, 

the most recent 25' million years -of ,the earth.'s history.  

The: State has,; given na .reason. for,-ig rn this ,.period-._ 

o-f-. the :eart' s,. his tory' and- we. know. of. -none., 

With- regard to, plate tectonics we acknowledge-that 

every facet of. this theory is not scientifically proven.  

but it is. recognized. by the large majority of. the witnesses 

in thiis. case-(including three of the State's witnesses) as

the- "state' of thetart."- We find nothing in Appendix,.A 

that prohibits. us; from utilizing the- latest accepted- geo

logic deve'lopments- in- makinq, determinations: of* tectonic

provinces-.  

8/Glossary of Geology-,.American Geological institute; 
second printing,, 1973,,at. p. 47.7. -
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With regard to whether the.Cape Ann-New Hampshire 

area .may be considered as containing either-a tectonic 

province or a tectonic. structure,, in- our, opinion, the-! answer: 

is" yes..: The. evidence. is clear that the intrusives stretch

ing south from Mt-. Megantic-through New Hampshire .and out 

into Massachusetts Bay are all of. simil'ar agel, shape and 

magnetic signature. -It must.-be assumed therefore-that 

39/ they were-produced by' the-same type ,of mechanism.. We: 

nee&~ not here- decide, what. '.that.- -mechanism' was -. ' a.  

transform f ault,-ror a.- cirustalI.weakness.. What---is, 

evident- is, that'. we, havei in. the-region "a large scale dis

location or distortion within the earth's 'crust" -- hence 

a. "'tectonic. structure."' as defined in Appendix- A.. Similarly

we have ,"a region -characterized by a-relative consistency 

of.'geologic structural features."' or a ,"tectonic province..." 

While, the- choice. between the: two- makes- no difference in 

the- final. result,. we, favor. the, designation. of the .area-_ as.  
40/ 

the .New ,-Hampshire-Cape Ann province' which would then, 

39/ We,. note. that we do, not include- inr.. this series; of, intru
sives the older: intrusives of eastern Massachusetts which
were formed about 275 million years-before the New, 
Hampshire intrusives.. '(See Hall testimony, State-Exh.  
13, pp., 3,P, 4.).  

EV40 We. haver outlined the'-1 boundar y of- this, province. as., 
described by Dr'., Dorman,, by!a dashed line on Fig..2" 
(p.-. 63, inf ra) .
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for our purposes cut through the older Central- New England.  

and.Avalon Platform provinces as a. separate entity.  

B,. Seismic: Events, to be -Considered.  

we, must. now: decide- whether. any of the list of' intense

earthquakes. presented by-the State, of. New, York. could, under 

10. CFR 100', Appendix-.; be considered asi affecting the 

Indian Point site at: a greater than i ntensity-VII level...  

We will consider each of the. earthquakes listed-'in Table 1, 

(on. page., 32,. supra) in terms. of. their relationship to the.--.  

tectonic provinc .es. -and structures that we have accepted

in, II.A.  

1.; Charleston', S'.. C'.,. August 31, 188-6.

Both'the State and the licensees- agree that 

this intensity X earthquakeI is. related to a specific- struc-, 

ture.- State Exh-. 9-at CL--3;. Lic-,. Exh.. 15: at- 4-6,-. We, 

agree.- and, since: this structure 'is- morei than- 2.00 miles 

from the-, s§ite,, it- need& not- be considered.- 10 CFR 100, 

Appendix. A,,. Section, IV(a.) (,6-)..  

2. OfCapez Ann,, Malssachusts June, 11,, 1638'.  

Neither the- State .nor-the licensees-V believe.  

that- this earthquake-need' be. -seriously- -cons ider.6d. becaus e 

- j/'We- have:.found no coimnent. by the staff on this!,earthquake:.  

42/ We, have foud n commenfrom-_ t'he-staf cm-thi event'.
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of both- doubtf ul location4 3  and. uncertain, intensity.  

We agree-with this assessment.. Furthermore, it is located.  

in. a province-,separated from" Indian. Point- by two- inter-

vening.. provinces., 

3.. Newbury, Massachusetts-, November 9, 1727.  

While there-is some disagreement among' the-parties 

as to.the actual. intensity of this earthqua ,ke:,. 4/ there, is

agreement-.as to its- location'. The epicenter -is within-the 

boundaries of the Cape -Ann!-New Hampshire provin ce which: 

we have, accepted. Sincerthe. nearest boundary-of this 

province- is~ nearly.200'.miles- from the Indian.Point 

4 3/ Location-was ,more probably in teSt.i Lawrence. River: Valley..  
This- location change-has -been proposed. by-the Dominion 
Observatory, of Canada as-a-result-of -recent new-studies 
of this.- earthquake-., Tr- - 3530-31.  

44/ The.,ear-thquake is listed as VIII-1X. by the'State but 
witnesses- for all, parties. agreed' that: it, should'. be. no: 
higher than an, VIII. and. perhaps7 only a- VII (State, 
Tr.o. 1870.-75;- Staff. -, Tr'. 3350;- Licensee. - Lic.. Exh.. 15, 
p._ 4-4).. We, agree, with the. State that & single, analysis' 
by the ,Weston Geophysical,(accurate though it.may-be) 
lowering, this intensity to VII .should not bezaccepted
without thorough- review.. It is-. evident however- that.  
thez intensities of' many- of. the' older, earthquakes are
probably overstated and are perhaps more ,hysterical 
than. historical. It would- seemi that. in- this- case-a 
review' of. the Westonr analyses by. thel State- geologic.  
group might have sufficed :to settle. the-argument inso
far as this:. proceeding., was, cneed. We. will.,. for 
the purposes of .this .proceeding, consider it an inten
sity, VIII event.
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facilities a-.similar event will not cause an intensity 

higher than M~M VII at that site..  

4.East. of, Cape, Ann,. Massachusetts,,. November, 18, 1755.  

All..parties agree that-this was-probably an intenl

-sity, VIII event. Since there is. some-uncertai-nty: asto 

its exact location,,although somewhere' :.in Massachusetts.  

Bay offshore of Cape Ann,..the earthquake may have occurred 

in-either the.Cape .Ann-New -Hampshire. or the Avalon Platform.  

province:._- .In-either -case~, ,.since the closest- point' -of' the, 

boundary of the ~nearest of these ~two provinces,:is-over.  

10'0 miles. f rom'. the: Indian', Point f acility,. an intensity 

VIII, event would be attenuated to no. more than.an inten

sity VII: at the site..L'5 ' 

5.. East.Haddam,. Connecticut, May 18,,1791., 

The. State originally rated. this earthquake as an 

intensity VIII' event, on- the- basis- of its. rating, in- the

publication'. "Earthquake History, of' the. Un-ited. States." 

However,. on, the% basis- of" a. Weston- Geophysical report, of' 

1i964. the, pub-lication. is' now. revising.the. intensity- rating, 

to'. a,. VII._, Tr. 18,77., 334-1-4.. Since all parties'. now- -agree

to, thet intensity VII rating,. the: design' of the: Indian.-Point 

facilities, will, be' unaffected by cons-ideration of, this..  

earthquake.: 

4,5/ See,..for example", TID, 7024, "Nuclear Reactors and' Earth
qluakes-,." T. H:. Thomas,, et. al.., August .1963,,;. pp. 15-17.,
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6., Woburn, Massachusetts,. October 5, 1817., 

Here-again we have-some dispute over the inten-, 

s-ity" of this event but all- parties-agree that intensity

VIII- is-* probably too. high.- Tr. 19,31. 2995-.96", 3350-51.  

- Whle hisearthquake appears to have occurrdd-within -

either-the Avalon or. Cape Ann-New Hampshire Provinces :the,-

location data are not precise enough to -say this with 

certainty. *To be conservative we~ therefore: consider the

event as ;having been .within. the Central.New-England prov-, 

ince:. In.. this" case'. Appendix A. requires" that,- the. event, be, 

considered-at the nearestipoint of the-Central New England 

province to the site- ora. distance of approximately seventy

five: miles from. Indian .Point'. It. would therefore present 

no. more. than an. intensity.VII at the site 4oain 6/ 

7.. Bay of Fundy,. October 22',- 1869..  

This: earthquake,- was: originally- assigned', an inten-' 

sity, VIII- by- Smith- "Earthquakes. of Eastern Canada. and.  

Adjacent Areas 1534-19,27."' - Both,- the- staff' and: ,thet

46/ New- York: State- has, agreed- that. since% it% assumesi -this, 
earthquake to be- intens ity- VI I-VI II' it- -does," not,: con
sider ,it to-be a controlling, event for the Indian 
Point. site.-. Tr. 1.931.  

47/ Publications of the, Dominion Observatory,._ V.. 3 2,. No.. 3, 
Ottawa -(1962). (S'ee7 State Exh,. 9,-,. ppi-I, B- 2).
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licensees-have been informed by the Dominion-Observatory 

that .it .has reviewed-this event -and now rates it as inten-

sity. VI. and. considers-it- to, have been- located-in.,New 

Brunswick rather than. the;B-ay-of.- Fundy,-. Tr.,, 3345476...  

While the State. insists that this has not beenL

reviewed .by-the "scientif ic. community", we- are of :the, 

opinion-that a revision. by a responsible government agency 

of its- own-work must be viewed in a different light than 

a, revisionr. proposed. by a. private company.. We accept the 

revision, of intensity' value-and..location and drop-the,--

event from. further-consideration..  

8-. Giles- County:,: Virginia:,- May 31,. 1897.

All, parties- agreed. that- this. was. an. intensity.  

VI.II. event-. The State considered-both. the. earthquake. and 

the. Indian. Point, site, to be; in. its: proposed folded. Appar

lachian Province' and therefore-argued- that the-nuclear

f'acilities- sho .uld be-designed *for-an MM -VIII. intensity 

level..  

The., staf f,. however-, presented. convincing:, detailed,_

evidence. that.-the: earthquake- occurred in, its..propose' 

Southernv Valley and'-Ridgp province., Trj. 334T',_34-47-48., 

3520., This evidence, supported- the general- picture. of a.
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distinct separation between the North and SouthAppala

chians presented by the licensee (Lic.. Exh., 15, p.- 1-5 

and- Tr... 3-15-17) and. State, witness' Drak e. (,Tr-. 2884-88).  

We. have. accepted., the. Southern' Valley- and' Ridge prov-, 

_-ince' (or Southern Fold and Thrust province):.- Thusi under'

Appendix' Aan. earthquake-equivalent to the' Giles. County 

event need be considered. as being no. closer than about 

350'miles from the- Indian Point site.  

9-.. Attica,. N.., Y'.',- August. 12,. 1929., 

All parties have agreed that this-earthquake:-was 

near the-western end. of Lake Ontario, more than 200' miles 

from-..the site, and in a -different tectonic -province than.  

that in which the.Indian Point site is-located. Further

more.. all agree that the. event can, be' reasonably linked , 

with-, the. Clarendon-Linden u-tzucture.. Staf-f Exh'. 5,'r 

p-.- 3; State., Exh., 9,' p.. C--3;, Lic.. Exh- 15,, pp:., 4 -5,- 4-6.  

We, find' no' reason- to, consider i;further%-.:

10., Grenville, Province- E'arthquakes, February 5', 1663 ;, 

September 16,, 1732'; October- 1.7, 18'60;'- October_- 20r

180and.-September5, 1944.  

All parties. agree- that' these, earthquakes were.

located, in: the Grenville: province. All. parties' are. in.
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agreement on this province (see.Figs. 1, 2, 3) and the 

fact that its nearest point of approach to the..Indian Point 

site is. approximately, 200. miles.  

Under-these conditions ,any' of' the listed earthquakes 

in'- the Grenville province: will be: attenuated.-to-_..a level.  

of: VII. or less. at the Indian Point facilities~

Conclusion 

For -all. of the above reasons we must conclude that 

none~ of the earthquakes listed by-theStatelrequires an..  

assumption of more' than an MM VII intensity-at-the Indian_ 

Point-. site., 

III., Additional Remarks: 

Included .in the Findings of Fact of.New-York. State: 

were- the, following-' three' items: 

10. Determination of seismic.-risk in the eastern.  
United'States- through the. analysis, of. regional, 
geologic structures~ and the delineation ofE 
tectonic, provinces,. is dif ficult, because- of' lack 
of 'knowledge, about: causal mechanisms- of earth.
quakes. aid.because the, analysis: of-"modern seis-
micity. in. relation,, to% geologic. structure does: 
not generate- a. tectonic: province., map,. but. rather" 
w~seismotectonic' map..
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11. The' NRC has not promulgated-an official.  
tectonic province map of the eastern United 
States

12.. The NRC Staff' has. accepted- dif fering. sets 
of, tectonic. provinces- for' New. England- in' 
licensing -proceedings ,for' other power plant 
sites.  

State. PFC, at. p. A-3 (references omitted).  

These statements are. correct and-focus on. some of the, 

major difficulties that.,this' Board faced in reaching its 

decision on the selection-of tectonic provinces. We

believe' that further discussion is therefore ,warranted.  

During-the course .of. the hearing on this. issue-this 

Board' questioned. witnesses' for all. parties!-on their theories, 

methodology and-criteria for-making their' decisions on the-

location-and' size-of. tectonic provinces.. The.State and.  

licensees both presented.detailed. -maps. and-discussion of.  

their approaches. Only the.NRC-staff failed to develop

its: own-. map. of- the, provinces: it- was proposing,. even. though.  

it. was-" requested. to' do. so by' the, Board. Tr., 33-37-40., 

Dur ing:' cross', examination, staf f- witnesses were,, able, to draw,, 

i n. rough, outline,,. their', proposed provinces.: on-. a: .copy of -a,_ 

Hadley- and, Devine-, map-. supplied by the State..-, 

48/ This-map was' entered..into evidence as.State .Exh.. 14:.1 
(Tr-. 3444,- 3688). It; is; presented herec as. Fig.. 3, on
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In answer ,to a.question by New York State counsel as 

to why such a map had not-been promulgated by the.NRC staff, 

witness Stepp, replied:.  

1- will, repeat my answer of. earlier. today and say
that we have given this matter of'tectonic~ prov
inces endless thought -and -consideration during.---Z 
the past two and7 a. half to three-yearsi and we
have discussed it with virtually everyone-.who 
has any-contact with nuclear power plant siting 
including our advisors in the USGS who have.  
worked" with us on, site to site bases, and our 
advisory- committee. that is. formed of. the. USGS 
people.

Now we have been. advised that-.it is:not, _now
timely on the basis, of the data., that- we. have 
available, to us to establish an official tectonic
province map that would be used-for making -, 
that would be-used in a nondiscretionary way 
in. making decisions about seismic -design. We 
have .instead undertaken a ~very extensive program 
of'obtaining --- to obtain the data that are 
needed: by- all. of., those: people who are. involved.  
in this program in order-to be able tolmake a, 
decision about such a. map..  

Tr.- 34751-76.

Later, Dr. Stepp, stated. that. presently: the staff' is

simply- generallys defining. -the. tectonic: provinces: as, 

defined-: by Kingr,. Rodgers- and Hadley- and . Devine i* , this: 

isthe - general- concept. that- we- would' foll~owr as,-an- illus

tration., _. Tr,, 3746., However,, when being- questioned byl 

theBord aou~te prpseof,~heRoge r. ta.maps,.  

the-f 6o1loin seis f. questi ons an.-nswers*., took pae
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(Q.) And my' concern is that Rodgers or Hadley-
Devine and King, were those maps really 
drawn with. the' knowledge of the distribu-, 
tion of epicenters in mind? 

A.. Obviously the-Rodgers and King' maps were 
not,, and& were drawn for' a.. completely dif fer
ent reason- with. no thought. whatever. of. the' 
occurrence of' earthquakes.  

Q.That becomes..a.problem., Dr..~ Stepp, in that.  
okay,, here you-'re saying in the-guidelines 
for applications, and so on' for seismic' that.  
you're -basically relying on these two maps,.  
and-yet those. two maps wer 'e not drawn with
the..purpose in mind that the NRC requires
for-provinces..  

A.. That.'s. right.. They were not..  

Q_ So,. you, knowV where does., that leave us?, 
Confusedor otherwise? 

A., Well,_ I> can tell you where. it' leaves the.  
Staff 'in-trying -to make-our decisions,. It 
leaves us- generally recognizing that the, 
province --- the generalized province con
cepts that-we use-are not consistent with 
what.I would.-interpret-to be the intent of' 
Appendix A in defining tectonic-provinces., 

It:. leaves.. us: without a set of' provinces.  
that, I believe. might. be- considered, to: be.  
consistent with..the. meaning and intent of, 
Part, 10.0..  

Tr_ 1~749"-..  

We: contrast' this- uncertaintyl on .the part: of' the, -staffE

with the requi Irement which-the same-.staff places on ..appli- 

cants, with regard to. what. mustz be'. shown. in.- the application.
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for a construction permit. The Standard Review Plan L9/ 

states., in Sectionr 2.5.2 (entitled. Vibratory- Ground Motion), 

subsection 2.5.2-.2 (Geologic and-Tectonic-Characteristics 

of, Site.- and. Region).,. that:

The applicant'"s presentation is accepted. when 
all regional geologic structures and tectonic_ 
activity which' are,.significant in-determining
the earthquake potential of the region are 
identified.. Information presented in.Section 
2.,5.1. of. the applicant.'s-safety analysis report 
(SAR) and information from other literature 
sources (e.g.., Refs. 8 ,.9, .10, 11, 12),dealing 
with regional tectonics should be. developed 
into a'coherent-, well-documented discussion 
to'be.-lused'as the basis for determining-tectonic: 
provinces' and the' earthquake-generating potential., 
of the :identified-geologic structures..** 
In addition,. in those areas where there are: 
capable faults,- the results of the additional 
investigative -requirements described in 10 CFR, 
Part:100, Appendix A, Section IV(a) (8)., must 
be presented..; The:%discussion should be augmented.  
by-a regional-scale map showing the tectonic 
provinces., earthquake epicenters, locations of 
geologic..structures and. other features which, 
characterize-the provinces, and the' locations' 
of. any' capable- faults-.  

In. view, of' the- staff's' -uncertainty concerning. the definition 

of' tectonic provinces,, expressed in-the testimony quoted, 

above,. we find it. difficult to determine .the basis on. hi-Ch..  

the- staf f' can evaluate the" applicants' res Poris e_, __ 

4./NU1REG-75/087, "Standard Review Plan. for. the Review, of 
S'af ety Analysis.-Reports: for Nuclear Power Plants,." 
September, 1975..
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It was obvious ,from the staff panel's comments during 

this proceeding that the- members of this panel could draw 

their own set. of guideline provinces but the NRC: advisory 

committee-on geology (composed of USGS% emp-loyees). -has, 

-'_advised against doing, so.. Dr. Stepp stated. that- insofar: 

asz he- knows "the advice, that the- U. S.G.S'. has: given: this: 

agency has- never been modified. I don't -think that there

is any-policy that says: the.U.S.-G.S. is running the show,, 

but..in reality their advice has always been followed".  

Tr. 3.75.2'. We are- thus, faced' with- the situation where the 

.US'GS w.vhich. ,had ,a. major. role in.t devlping, Appedi.A 

(Tr.- 3.778) nevertheless has expressed the belief: ""that

the.Appendix would be-extremely difficult-to apply andL 

would -lead.to a' lot-of confusion in the assigning-of tec

tonic provinces..." Tr.. 3778-79., 

In. this.- situation,. we.- believe that having' accepted' 

the-, USGS" concept of' tectoni-c province :the -NRC-- staf f.  

must now- do its- "own thing,"", i.e-., decide,. on. its'. own,, 

the, criteria, to bel applied and,. how the. regulation- is- toz 

be,, enforced.. Inv this, proceeding' we, recei .ved-: littl-e" assis-, 

tance- from the staf f witnesses'- in- deciding- whether.the 

State: or- the licensees had. the-correct-concept of-the' ..  

-tectonic province requirement ofAppendix A.because they,
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are apparently required to implement USGS. recommenda-

tions without question.. Thus, while the-staff-witnesses 

have the -necessary expertise,, it seems. that-management.  

support for utilization of- this-expertise is.lacking.. In.1 

-our opinion. it is.-essential for the- NRC to. decide-whether

tetcoiprvneconcept is viable and-, if so,.,..it

should issue the.-requisite guidelines for-the acceptability 

of such provinces'at the earliest possible .moment..  

This.:Board appreciates the effort of' New York.State.  

in helping, to. bring: this- problem..to light..
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ISSUE 2.  

Should the ground acceleration valueoused for 

the design. of. Indian- Point Unit- 1, 2, or, 3 be: 

increased?, 

In the.Safety Evaluation Report for-Indian Point:

Nuclear Generating Station-Unit 3 the staff concluded 1(at

pp,. 3- 5, 3-6); that the: licensees'.dcso t s- hori

zontal. ground acceleration of 0.15g for-the safe shutdown.  

earthquake was acceptable.. This. conclusion was based. on.  

a maximum probable earthquake intensity of,-MM VII at the 

site. Intervenor CCPE objects -to this determination and: 

insists-that a hor izontal acceleration value of' O.20g be.  

used, for- intensity VII and' 0O.40g, for- intensity- VIII- Six 

f ull. dayso of- hearings, (April. 21-23: and, 26.-28", 19.76) were.  

used-to. cover-this~ issue.. Since-we have found in Issue 1.  

th'at an intensity VII is the maximum intensity to be con

sidered.1 for the- Indian. Point: site: we will. limit- our: dis-

cussion .to that level.

It. is_ recognized, that- the, ground: acceleration. at. a 

__given site- as". the. result of an- earthquake" depends, -inter: 

aiupon. the, intensity,, of~ the-shock at-that .prticular-

location.~ However, as the-State- of New York noted in, its 

testimony:-_0 

50/ State' Exh.... I, "Testimony- of" Dr.. James F, Davis-,; 
Dr.,. Paul-. W.. Pomeroy-, and , Dr.., Robert. H. Fakundiny (Panel) 
on Behalf, of the. New York.State Atomic- Energy Council.  
on. Issuet II".
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Intensity -of. ground motion -asi reported, -at. a.  
given distance from the earthquiake source, is 
a highly subjective: quantity and-any relation7
ship between. intensity-and acceleration must, 
be-considered to-have -significant-uncertainty' 
associated- with,. it. Furthermore,, intensities: 
of: historic, earthquakes ,(such as ,the CapeAnn* 
earthquake. of 1755). have been assigned. rela.-,-.  
tively- recently based ,on historica-l accounts-
Thus a second order of subjectivity i -s; present 
in the intensity values for most historic 
earthquakes.  

only well documented -relationships between 
intensity- and acceleration. should: be. used:,to: 
determine-the assymptotic acceleration value 
for: a design response spectrum., 

Statet Exh. , . 1.  

In, their testimony-_/, the licensees utilized, -the- inten--, 

sity-acceleration. relationship developed by Coultr,..Waldron.  

52-/ 
and- Devine- of the United. States. Geological Survey.- The 

other: parties. (the' State,, CCPE., the NRC staff) all used 

the.relationship-deve-loped by Trifunac .and Brady.-3 While 

51/ Lic . Exh,. 2'.,z Dames'. and Moore, Report:- "Evaluation, of 
Ground- Acceleration. for; the- Indian- Point Site," March 15, 
1976. C 

52J. i'._ W.. Coulter-, ff. H'. Waldron and J., F., Devine,, "Seismic: 
and Geologic Siting Considerations. for. Nuclear Fcl 
ities," Fif th. World: Conference- on, Earthquake. Engineer~w
ing-_;: Rome,. Italy,, 1973,., (Lic.- Exh. 2, p., 4-6)' ..  

.5/presented: in. a series, of: papers: included -in, testimony 
of. CCPE, witness- Dr.. ~4hailo Trifunac, Assistant 'Pro-.  
fessor of AppliedScience,,. California Institute of 
Technology. (See, CCPE Exh., 1 and. 2, "Testimony of.  
Dr-..Mihailo- D.. Trifunac' --- Estimating-Peak. Accelera-
tions' in Terms of the ,Modified Mercalli Intensity 
Sca-le' and Staff. Exh.. 51,, "NRC St'aff-Testimony onIssuel 
No_. 1 and' No.. 2.F,)
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there was -considerable discussion during the hearings about 

the value of-each of- these sets: of relationships,, their

ultimate, conclus ions,- are: very similar'.  

We will-first. briefly outline: the differences; in the 

-...correlation. between, intensity and' acceleration--as -developed.-.  

by- Coulter-V Waldron.. and Devinel and. thto 1Tiua n 

Brady.. We-will then-discuss the application of'suchirela-

tionships-to the Indian. Point units. 2 and. 3,followed by a, 

brief. review: of: the: requirements, for, unit I..  

I.. The- principal. difference- between- thee Coulter,

Waldron,, Devine-.(Coulter) and .the Trifunac and. Brady 

(Trifunac) correlations is .that-the-raw data for' much of 

the' Coulter-material is- not, publicly' available, and" thus, 

has: not been subjected to the normal peer. review process., 

while. the- Trifunac-material..has-been published... The 

Coulter., correlation, data. were' presented- at- the.: Fifth, World 

Conference on Earthquake Engineering-, but the.,backup 

material. was. not nor, has-,.it: been- made.: genera-lly -available.  

.WItness!; Pomeroy for- the State, -had; been, unable to '. obtain - ' 

- the. information' from the., authors' (Tr. 651). bu t. lI ±cense es

witness: Fischer- had seen enough of- the data- in-:private,

* meetings. to-convince him-of the' reliability- of: the. con-, 

clusions.: Tr.. 7713...
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If there were., in fact,. large differences in the 

:conclusions to be drawn from the two sets of data we 

might be-constrained to-investigate the matter further-..  

However-,- all parties-- agree that. the: two: correlations are

-the..most up-to-date and: are better than any other~l avail-: 

able information.,. With, this. in, mind,, since, the:-Trifunac.  

and Brady data appear to be the most fully .documented, we 

will for-our purposes consider-only their -re-lationsh-ip.  

between-.intensity -and-.acceleration. A/ 

2.. The- major- difference- between- CCPE, and, the- other

parties. is-on the-conservatism-that should-be used in the 

application ,of.'Trifunac .and.Brady data to the Indian Point 

reactors._ If these data are used,, the licensees,_ NRC 

staff-and'the.State all. agree :that the acceleration at the 

site. for an-. intensity- VII earthquake should, be the. mean. of: 

all.the. acc eleration peaks ,measured by:Trifunac and. Brady 

for such- intensity earthquakes.-- A the5f hs 

parties, consider this- to be suitably conservative because

- the: -peaks, utilized'. include, the- high frequiencies representa.- -.

tive: of- near- field-. conditions-. As. witness Fi scher,- exp lained4.  

-54,/ This- of course does: not imply that- the Trifunac-Brady 
-correlation, i's technically superior to- that of. Coulter,.  
Waldron and, Devine-..  

55/ Staf f. Exh.. 5,' p.- 5;- State Exh:. 1,,- p.''1;- Lic._ Exh.., 2,, 
pp.. 8-9_
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these-peaks have little significance, in establishing the 

level of response spectra,: yet they produce a.. much-higher.  

mean amplitude.. He pointed' out. that. even a. building,, as

poorly- constructed as. an. adobe., hut would- not: be, affected.  

byz .the- high- frequency because% "-[t].he- high frequency..spike 

carries. so, little 'energy and, is., over so fs 

Tr. 800.. As an. example.,, Mr. Fischer noted

... there-' s- a barn out in. California that.  
housed a-seismograph where the acceleration
peaki reached. - I. think- it- was- roughly 60' 
percent. g. and" the barn, is. -still. there: and., 
the instrument is still there .and the barn 
could in no.,.way be-.considered an earthquake: 
resistant design. structure . [Tr.. 800.] 1 

However', Dri. Mihailo D.. Trifunac,. a&witness for CCPE, 

contended.that use of the mean of 'the peak accelerations.  

may not be conservative enough., He: pointed, out. that. his: 

correlation is based primarily on West Coast data and there

is evidence- to. show- that: "'the- attenuation- of. high. frtequency 

waves in. the- East- ([of. the, United: States-] is, considerably 

small .er- than:. tha-t in. the', Wet.5/ CCPE- Exh . 1, p,- 7.-.  

56?/ It, would. appear. that. such,. a- lower. atenation. ofth.
-high, f requencies. would' result only In a. slightly- larger 

-. distance. at. which. the- near-field high frequencies would.  
be- important.,. -
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On this basis, he recomrmended that the-correlation between 

intensity and acceleration be made on the basis of the 

average,, of -the. peak. accelerations. "plus. one. standard- devi

ation- of all. the- peak,. amplitudes"., Id-... at pp'. 4:-S. For

an.- intensityVII."earthquake this would result in designing 

the,. facilities-1 at- Indian Point -to; withstand a 0..20g accel.

eration: instead of the 0.13g. calculated on the basis of.  

the ;mean of the' acceleration peaks only.  

In-, his. testimony,- Dr. Trifunac ass erted. that".. soi6 Lcon7

dition-' may be, a&factor in-the degree: of' damage to. be, 

expected,(T~3l and' that :, 

contErary :to -.the; -frequent-ly: -stated oiin 
that alluvium layers amplify strong-motion
acceleration at certain. "predominant" fre
quenciesr. the: 'data. studied in. this. paper.  
show.-that on the average peaks' recorded on 
hard,. rock- may beu higher,. but, not' signif i
cant-ly, than the-peaks recordedlon alluvium..  
This. is' in' accord with our' previous study 
(17)' where we. demonstrated that for a given, 
Modified. Mercalli intensity'-level peak 
accelerations, reached on: a. hard'- rock. site 
are; on:. the. average. higher. than the same 
recorded on': alluvium.. [CCPE.- Exh. 2.,. App.. C-,, 
p.. 51-1 

But. he- appeae .ogee~ witMrFihe"n hesgfcac 

of hig f requency- peaks. whenh stated: 

Finally',. it- should be pointed out ,here-that,.  
from Ithe ,practical earthquake engineering point 
of'- view-,. high-. acceleration amplitudes should not

necesariy beassociated with a :proportionallyT
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higher-destructive potential. An extended dura
tion.(19) of strong ground motion and high accel
eration amplitudes characterize destructive.  
earthquake shakingF while one or'several high-, 
frequency' high-acceleration ,peaks may,, in fact,.  
constitute .only minor excitation because of the,, 
short. duration involved, and. may lead .to only 
mod-erate. or. small. impu-lses when- applied, to. a.: 

.-. structural. systemr. ['Ibid.].  

*-Dr-., Trifunac admitted that he had no personal.1knowledg~e 

of. the' Indian-Point-site or the design of the-Indian.Point 

reactors and. that his' testimony was' concerned with a-gen

eric*.estimate of peak, accelerations in' terms: of, the:. Modi

fied -Mercall'i scale -without reference to-Indian Point.; 

Tr.. 3 32.  

on the-basis of all of the testimony discussed above.,, 

we must conclude lthat the approach taken by Dr,. Trifunac.  

is unnecessarily-conservative for the Indian Point site-.  

It. is our opinion that, given' the current state-of-the-art 

in.. this- area,, usef of the- correlation- of" the mean of: the: 

peak. accelerations-rwith the Modified Mercalli intensity7 

scale :as-suggested .by the .licensees,, the staff and the, 

S'tate;' is. a reasonable. method of- applying- the data Ths 

r t-the .Indian-. Point reactors-, be designed, to:

withstan'.a ho a61izoitaaclrto~f01g In.actua ity.  

th1nda Point un ts 2 'nd -ae designed to -withstan 

a: 0.j15g so that there- is, more atnhan adequate aissu-iir .A nce-, that
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the health and safety of the public will be protected 

insofar as the.Indian Point nuclear reactors-are concerned..  

However.,,we: do not mean to imply that further-study 

of this question-is. not desirable., The, opinion. we: have.  

expressed is based upon our- understanding of the seismic.  

design ~procedure used by the staff in this connection..  

This procedure includes conservatisms-at ,various-stages: 

of the process as pointed out by staff. -witnesses Stepp 

and Coplan (Tr.. 1159-61) and. licensees witness, Fischer..  

Tr. 10117-14., One part, of this: process, is thel-selection 

of the appropriate value: of acceleration to bevused.as 

the, "-anchor"' point .(zero period limit) for the-design.  

response spectrum., For. this_ purpose- the- staff. obtains,

the average-peak value for a given-intensity by using-the

maximum peak acceleration. from- each of the individual

accelerograms resulting from events, of that intensity.  

Tr- 1166-69- Dr,.. Trifunac, appeared. to. indicate. during! 

cross-examination that the procedure he-used. in-his; studies? 

was. the,, same., as-- that- used.. by.. the- staff.~ Tr-., 290'. However-,, 

questions were,, raised. regarding what. Is, beliesved,_to; be.  

unnecessary conservatism. in thi ,sL approach ., i7~ 

Licensees. witness Fice sugse htUse'o- other.  

parameters mightproduce better correlatio ns of- intensity
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with earthquake damage.. Tr.. 1008-17. Specifically, 

Mr-. Fischer'stated:

[wihat, I. have! tried' to: indicate- is- that, there.  
are. other,.- and: I believe-~ better, ways- of attempt
ing to; correlate- damage: than. merely- peak. acce-l-, 
erations,.. Peak accelerations- have: little to no: 
s-ignificance in -building design. : 

ha.would- be better- correlation. -is. pe-rhaps 
velocity or-something that would-be considered
a:.sustained-level of acceleration.  

Tr. 1008-09.: 

Mr-. Fischer-had. earlier-suggested that a more appropri ate: 

parameter-for correlation with intensities might.be-the

"sustained" or, "'effective"- acceleration. of. a-. given- record: 

as- suggested, ~., by: Ploessel and: Slossen. in' a note

entitled: "Repeatable High Ground' Accelerations". Tr, 828-29; 

see also- Tr.. 584-94, Such- a correlation (based on. "sus

ta-ined" acceleration) would' appear.,, onr. its- face,- to, be less

conservative lthan the procedure currently used: by ,the staff_ 

and .licensees. It would, nonetheless,. be. desirable for 

the.-staf f. to provide, a, more: quantitative- assessment. of. Its.  

current. methods.. This perhaps- should. include' an~eva,-uat-ion

of' thell frequency spectrum. associate& with-, the, individual 

peak acceleration associated'- with- each. record-, -us ing-,, for 

example, ,a Fourier type analysis., (This ,should indicate 

the. level of the damaging accelerations ,involved..) However.
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a complete quantitative assessment-can be properly carried.  

out only through parallel consideration of alof the 

factors ,involved in-selecting. and applying acceleration, 

values-,.- These: factors.- would. include safety margins related' 

to the' structural, engineering- evaluations. Dr.. Trifunac -

agreed. that,, in; choosing-the....design acceleration value:.

selected for a ,nuclear plant- one must. "consider numerous.  

factors".. Tr. 600-02.  

3'.. We face a' different situation with respect .to 

Indian- Point. unit- 1._ This- plant. was, built- prior, to, any 

specific -requirement for earthquake protection--and ..is.-not 

designed to withstand a' 0..15g acceleration.. At present.  

the plant is--inoperative,. If it is-to be operated again., 

changes-will-have .to. be made so that. it can withstand an

intensity-VII earthquake., 

Indian. Point- unit. 1.,. however, does, have a- fuel. storage 

pool containing-fuel .and.intervenor CCPE questioned whether' 

the-,pool and' stored" fuel support structure. -would withstand

such. an. earthquake.., Licensees- presented Will ia m Cdahill, 

a .',vice- pres ident. of Consolidated .Ediso', as- a'-witness- -on,

this, matter.. Under' cro ss.-examination by, CCPE-. counsel,, the 

witness demonstrated-convincingly that the pool and acces

sories as' designed. and. built. ".ha.,ve 'adequate *engineering.
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safety factors to withstand an acceleration of 0.15g.  

(See- Tr. 697, et: seqj._).  

Under these.circumstances. we find, that .there is.  

reasonable assurance :that the -fuel storage pool. of.-Indian 

7-Point: unit- 1 is adequately designed and built- to- protect 

the public7 health and, saf ety- if, subj ected. to an- Intensity

VII earthquake..



ISSUE 3

Is ItheRalnapo fault a capable fault within thei 

meaning., of.Appendix- A,, 1-0 CFR- 1-00?.  

Appendix A to Part, 10,0', "Seismic. and- Geologic" Siting,, 

Criteria. for Nuclear Power Plants,"'in section- III,. "Defin-

itions ,"' defines a capable. fault as follows: 

(g) A "-capable- f ault", is, a fault which has :exhibited..  
one,. or more. of' the- following. characteristics-:

(1) Movement: at or-near -the ground surface at.  
least. once- within. the, past 35, 000 years', 
or, movement of. a recurring natureewithin.  
thet past 500,.000 . years.  

(.21) Macroseismicity instrumentally determined;.  
with. records of sufficient precision to
demonstrate a directirelationship with the.  
fault., 

(3), A-, structural, relationship to a.. capable.  
fault according torcharacteristics (1) or: 
(2) of' this paragraph such that-movement 
onr, one.. could.-be reasonably expected to be 
accompanied. by movement on the- other%.  

In.-some cases, the' geologic evidence of 'past.  
activity at-or near the-ground surface along ar 
particular'fault-may be obscured.'at a particular 
site. This might occurU for'- example,.. at a sitet 
having, a deep. overburde-., For' these cases:,. evi-.  
dence, may exist'. el'sewhere' along, the', fault- from

whch .an- evaluation of its. characteristics. in;,
the vicinity. of: the' site. can be, reasonably- based.1 
Such. evidence, shall be. used' in determining, whether 
the, fault, is. a capable-- fault. within. this- defini
tion.



Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraphs III (g) (1),, 
(2) and. (3.), structural. association of-a fault 
with geologic-structural features which are geo
logically old (at least .pre.-Quaternary) such, as
any-of those found in-the .Eastern-region of the.  
United. States: shall.,. in- the, absence of. conflict--.  
ing,: evidence,. demonstrate that the. fault is. not.  
a, capable: fault within. this, definition..  

.. -A., Age-of the, most- Recent Movement on. the:-Ramapo, 

SYstem 

I. The-licensees_ have sponsored extens-ive studies 

of the. site.and. surrounding region by- Dr- Nicholas-. M..  

RatciiffeB,.Department of Earth and.Planetary Sciences,,, 

City- College of: C'.U..N.,Y., and by- the' consulting, firm of 

Dames and"Moore. While. Dr. -Ratcliffe:"s: report was,, not, 

presented for the record by' any of., the. parties-,- it. was.  

used. Ls-, aI basis-, for' cross, examination. of" both D . M. and" 

staff witnesses..  

On: the. basis' of. its' study of_ the. entire- Ramapo. fault

system, D' & M. includes: in' ,the. system, the, primary- Ramapo, 

fault. extending ,from :northern New Jersey to northeast of:' 

57/ 

Eadentown.- At. that point the-fault branches into a-wide

-' ,~/Sees. Lic'. Exh. 26', "Testimony ofae Moe(Panl) 

on Behalf of-,Licensees on, Issue, no.- 3", p. Z-1 and 
plate Al-l. Ladentown- appears. to be some-- 8 miles south
west, of' Indian. Point.,
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zone-of ~less well-defined faults.. These include,, in addi

tion to the Ramapo,, the.-Thiells. fault-, the-Letchworth 

f ault,.. the, Cedar Flats. fault, the Mott Farm Road. f Ault.  

and the, Timp- Pass. fault.. Lic'. Exh.. 2'6, at:.2-1,, Plate&l-.  

The. Mott-. Farm, Road' fault trends. towards'. Indiany Point: but 

neither Ratcliffe, nor- D1 & M show- it. crossing the Hudson.  

River..  

The licensees, presented a panel of.'D & M scientists 

and .engineers as witnesses 2 '8 to sponsor testimony concern

ing:, the Ramapo f ault. system... They testified,. under- crloss!

examination,, that.while,.they had -not. shown-a connection.  

between certain. faults: ,on. the- east- side: of' the. river and, 

those- of the.Ramapo-system: on-the west. side,, they-were 

suspicious. that. some of them might be part-of the Ramapo

fault-,system., 

Thel State of New York witness: panel-a generally, 

agreed: with-. the- D. - M- geographical. description on-the west 

58/ Lic,. Exh. 2.6,, "Testimony- of Dames, and:. Moore.- (Panel)' on.  
Behalf. of Licensees- onr Issue no:._ 3",. Joseph A. Fischer,,.  
Samir- G'., KhouryF ,- Bernard". Archer-,: Jerzy' Szymanski,.  
Todd, N., Gatesi, Umesht Chandra., Tr... 436-4-66

59/, Drs., James- F. Davis-,.. Robert H. Fakundiny,, LeoM.al 
and. Klaus H., Jacob,. who replaced Dr... Paul W. Pomeroy 
of.the earlier panel., Tr_ .4302. This, panel sponsored 
State, Exh-. 18., -"Testimony of. Dr.- James? F. Davis,.  
Dr., PaulW. Pomeroy, and Dr:. Robert..H.-Fakundiny, and 
Dr.. Leo-M'. Hall (Panel) on Behalf'of. the New York State 
Atomic: Energy- Council on Issue. III". Tr.. 143101-08.
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side of the river,. but..contended the nhortheast trending 

faults on the east side should..be included... N. Y. Exh..

18., at. D-.I,, D-2-.  

60/ 
The,: staff panel- wasl also.I in. general agreement with

-,_the. D w definition of. the, system. However,, staff wit

nesses:, stated' that,, there: were some. conflicts, between- D; &- M 

and. Ratcliffe and:, until the ,staff completes its evalua-.  

tion,- all t hei faults. shown by .both- Ratcliffe, and. D. MN, 

_have , to, be- considered. as. part of- the Ramapo system- The 

staff panel expressed .the view that' the. ~question of the 

faults' on. the% east- side- is- still a little up in -the air." 

Tr'. 5304,..

The evidence on. a' possible' relationship-of the east.  

and west side faults ,is enough-for us, to consider it likely 

that' they-are connected.: However, as. developed- in. our,

further f indings, on the. capability'- of- the- Ramapo f ault.,, 

inf'ra,, we do not need.. to decide th is. question-.  

2'_ There: was, no- significant, conflict', betweenf-theF 

staff' and'- licensees, witnesses. on,. the'l dating. of: the -latest,' 

60/ Staff Exh.. 17, "ietTestimony on Issue- III.b 
J.'. Carl. Stepp ,. Seth M.. Coplan,, David' R. Budge,.  
Richard B.. McMullen". Tr.. 5115..

4
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movement on the fault system.. While intervenors State 

and CCPE disagreed,.they presented no evidence-of their 

own, on. this, point., 

The2 D & M. testimony traced-the -geological history -of 

- -- theregion, an. .inidldd, tht 4te,-most.. recent ovmntws 

73 5.1a;-.y. ago., Based' on. this' analysis,, the:'D &,.M. Wit

nesses ,believe tectonic~displacement along the Raxnapo has 

not occurred since vthen opening, of: the., northern North 

Atlantic' Oce'an (late Mesozoic).. Lic-. Exh.. 26: at 2-6...  

Undeformed zeolite -crystals- growing on top of.-undeformed

calcite crystals.' have been K-Ar dated andl give a minimum 

age,' since. last. movement of, 73'. * 5 m..y Id., at 2-5. This' 

compares- well with opening of the-northern.North Atlantic.  

Oceanr about- 80 m..y'.- ago., Ibid.. The, faults- on the- east 

side. of. the- river show., no- movement-more recent than-73.± 

5 m.,y. Trc. 4975-76.  

The.staff- testified .that the-.determination.,of the, 

minimum- age. of. unbrecciated calcite' crystals- from faults, 

irr the:.. vicinity of: thet- site. give- an- upper limit.- for., the

age, of," the-- last, movement of'several ,hundred thousand years .  

Furthermore:, it believes! the relative uniformity of -homog.

enization'temperatures of all. f-luid inclusions in calcite 

crystals, revi ewed to. date. suggests' ai regional hydrothermal,
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event-for which conditions have probably not existed in 

the area of the site-since.Mesozoic or early Tertiary time 

(3.7 to. 65, million- years, ago). Staff Exh.. 17' at. 17., This,

opinioni is. supported-- by the- conclusions:, of. a, special. review., 

panel'. set up to assess the results, of' the D&,M-. investiga

tion.-/ This* panel':s report,, signed by Drs.. Price..-and, 

Coates-,, states that.,- ' the. last. movements: on the f aults, 

occurred- many millions, of years ago.** '" Ibid .

The: New. York State': witnesses, stated.-that they do not

believe,. "'the. minimum. age, of" fault movement' has. been con

clusively determined, by' fluid. intrusion. studies' -of- calcite 

crystals,- found' within. the fault- planes.."' State, Exh. 18' 

at. B-3., They, do, not. agreer with the, D &M. thesis. that..move

ment, after- formation. of' the, crystal. will. def orm- the crystal...  

Ibid. However:,, they did' not present any evidenceiin support 

of'their-views: on-this, point'., On cross-examination by-the 

licensees-, the, state: witnesses., said, they had found no.  

information that the' Ramapo fault has-.exhibited evidence: 

of' physical. offset: at or' near- the, surf ace'. within. the-. past.

- .5O.,OO~years. Tr..40.  

6:V This panel was ,assembled by- the licensees, at the 
staff's': suggestion-, and consisted, of'Dr-. R." Pricez of_.  
Queens" University,. Kingston, Ontario,, r. D,.Cbatesr'I 
from-State University of New: York at: Binghamton and 
Dr.. N... . Ratcliff e, City College hCity._tjni-versity,
of7'New- York., Id. at, 18.
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3. -Two other-points on. the: age question brought forth 

different..opinions' among. the parties.. In his investiga-

tion. of: the. region,, Dr-- Ratclif fe. had: found.- an- exposed.

polished, surf acer with, &. small, offset. at- Call. Hollow.. He: 

-sa-id- this: could- be- a. glacially' polished- surf ace.. - Ratcliff e, 

_June- 1976,, pp. 76. and , 133. 62/ -(See: also., Tr. 4462--and 5322.).  

Since- the most recent glaciation in this region was more, 

recent. than 35-,00.0. years,. if the. surface ist- glacially.  

polished. the, offset. is-, more recent than 35,,000 years..  

The. D.-& M' panel,. in response- to. questions, by the State,

expressed its ,,belief "that .the, surface. was,.not, glacial'.  

and, that the.' small offset was .due to quarry- and. construc

tion activities nearby.. Tr-. 4463-64., The staff panel was, 

also' questioned. on this,- point, and' witness Stepp stated. it.  

is geologically, unreasonable, to. expect: such a localized 

o ff set on.: a, majo r' fe ature' and, no' evidence- of it, otherwise.2 

Tr._ 5"322-.23. We f indt this-, of fset surf ace- is- not. evidence: 

of' recent, tectonic. activity-.  

,The secn pon is eate tthincaonf 

'rvr ba-ttor anomlies foiind-. by- a 'D. K... bathymetric 're 

6 2/' This refers, 'to- a- report.. by Dr.% Ratcliffe , a.consultant 
tothe licensees, which was,. utilized. in the. hearing 
by New York- State fbr cross, examination of-.* licensees 
'witnesses.,. Seet,,Tr. 4462', et' lsse Tr-. 53 22.  
This. report was not entered into; evidence.
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in 1975. Tr., 4470, et seq.. one of-these anomalies was 

later-identified as a pipeline crossing.- Tr. 4476.. In 

an. ef fort, to identify the. others., a. diver was sent. down to 

explore the: river- bottom, but" he, was,- unable., to f ind any 

specia feature. Tr.. 4499 . Another.btyercsre 

of.- the area was runr in, 1976, but no indications -of the 

suspected anomalies were-found. Tr., 4473..' Furthermore, 

there was no corresponding feature ,on shore.. Tr., 4484-85" 

503,7 -39.. These facts- led. D-&, M% to. conclude, thatL-the anom

alies- had, no. tectonic significance. Lic.. Exh. 26 at 2-8.  

The ,staff.'panel testified. and were. cross-examined on 

this' matter-, stating'-that the features. appear to be irreg

ularities at the water-sediment interface attributable to.  

erosion and debris-. When questioned,, Dr. Stepp-said an 

offset ,of the magnitude indicated (3-4. feet) would, .if 

tectonically -generated, requiire an learthquake of magnitude 

six. or, seven.. Thus"- it. would. be- geologically unreasonable 

to expect- such an- off set not, to- be: identified. onshore.

-Tr.. 532:7;' Staff Exh., 177 at. 16 .  

W find, that the-, evidence,. shows' the. latest.,movement 

at -or near- the- surface on theiiRamapo system occurredat___._.  

least 731 5' m.y.- ago. Hence, the. fault is not clapable in 

terms, of 10' CFR- 10.0-f. Appendix. A, section I1I1I(g,): (1).
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B., Magnitude and Location of Earthquakes

l. Before determining the capability of th&~Ramapo 

f ault. under. the- criterion of' Appendix- A,.. section, 111(g). (2) 

('p. 76,- supra), it, is' necessary-to arrive-at. a-definition 

-of. nmacrosei smicity2' This_- term: is. not- defined-in.-Appendix 

A.,. nor- is, it _much, in -,useA. among -seismro-logi: sts. r.468, 

4981,_ 52'68.. Each. party, in, this proceeding, had.,its own 

definition.

In North Anna Environmental Coalition v.-U.. S . Nuclear

Regulatory,-Commission, __ F'.2d. (D'.C_. Cir-. 19.76), the, 

court gave a definition of macroseismicity-which it,-based 

on. a-, book'. authored by Dr.. Charles F.. Richter..63, However,, 

in.. his' testimony. A1 Dr., Richter, stated, that. the. definition 

relied: upon by the court-related to macroseismic effects., 

not. macro sei smi city.. Hel also. said. that- Dr. _Sykes' misapplied 

the.same. quotation from' the -book in using it to characte'rize 

the December -1962..and March.19.76 earthquakes asL macroearth.

quakes . Lic. E'xh. 29- at 2-3.  

- 63,/ Dr-.- Charles- F., Richter,, Professor- Emeritus, California.  
Institute'..of.Technology;' member Lindvall,, Richter ,&.  
Associates, Consultants, in Earthquake, Sciences., 

64/ Lic. Exh.. 29'," "Testimony of' Charles F.- Richter"...  
Tr.. 4.62 5.

2
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Dr.. Richter-gave his definition. as follows,: 

***I. understand "macro-seismicity" to refebr 
to large, and significant seismic activity like 
that. observed-.in.California,. such as is gen
erally associated- with.' fault, movement- at. thei 
surface.. [Lic.. Exh. 29- at, 4..],__ 

Dburing cross, examination hel added that one earthquakebf" 

magnitude 6 would-notconstitute macroseisnicity-,- but' 

'tJilf you had a. region. in. which, earthquakes. of- that magni

tude .were frequent,. then~ IL would consider that as possibly 

categorized" as.,-macro-seismicity." Tr.- 4659 ., 

The-. members: of' the- D& M, panel gavel their--own--defi I -

nitions ,. which, were. probably best sumnmed upciby,: Dr.. Chandra: 

A micro-earthquake is-observable merely by the 
aid; of instruments.. A. macro -earthquake- pro-.  
ducess geo'logical effects.such as-ground rupture, 
san 'd boils,. landslides,,etc. Its effect is 
observable-without the aid of. instruments or
the- presence of: nearby population. centers:.  
(Tr.. 4982-.] 

Dr. Davis-, a'New York-witness:, defined a macroseismic..  

event as. one. "which has an- Intensity greater- than III*** 

and-. a; magnitude ~ somewhere between 2: and' 2-,.5:.."' 

T -3 42.. Laterh ad theret should. be. more~ti6FE one sucH 

event to. constitute. macro seismicity'.. Tr,. 4336.1 

Dr,. Sykes,, a witness for, CCPE, believes the! intensity.  

frqualifying,1 as a macroea-rthquake will. -vary, with: locality,.



but-for- southeastern New York he thinks intensity III is 

the lower limit for a macroearthquake.. Tr.- 4060.. He 

stated..that .the most. significant consideration, is. to deter

mine. whether- there- exists-. a. tectonic. pattern, identif ied.  

with, a. constant- driving., mechanism and, a. potential for

damaging. earthquakesi. Tr,.. 4059._ Again he said_"macro-

seismicity would be- earthquakes of a sufficient size,.  

sufficient.intensity,. that.they will be tectonically, Sig

nificant. in. terms- of' ascertaining the potential for damage,.  

from an-- earthquake"'.. Tr... 4255.'..  

Staff.' witness. Coplan stated.:: 

My understanding of the term macroearthquake 
is' that. it. is- the complement of' that (micro], 

*'~*in. other- words.,, earthquakes of magnitude.  
greater- than. 3... [Tr-.. 5381..  

He alsojagreed with others-that. there can bela .macroearth

quake-without ,macroseismicity.., Tr. 5382..  

The staff panel introduced a." working definition"'as, 

S5taff.- Exhibit 

The- staff' considers-. the term,, macro- sei smicity,_ 
as .. used' in. Sectio's III'(g.): (2)' of Appendix A-, to", 
1 0' CFR. Part. 10'0,. to' mean seismicity of' a. level
that., implies'. significant-, coherent,. sustained.  
tectonic- activity.- With respect to-'individual 

65/ Staf f.' Exh.. 18: ."Staff. PaneI'-s- Working Definition,. of' 
Macros ei smicity", Tr*.. 5122.,,28
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faults or fault zones,-we interpret macroseis
micity to-be seismicity of a level that implies 
a significant ,and. constant tectonic driving 
mechanism.  

Wei consider-the: term to refer to the-.seismicity 
of," larger- earthquakes. In. our view, such-. seis-
micity might. have. different aspectsin different 
areas-. Therefore, decisions as to what. seismicity 
is,"macroseismicity" must be made after consider

- ation of' the seismicity. of a region.

Thus,, while there are diffe'rences' in these definitions, 

the parties are generally agreed that earthquakes below 

Modified Mercali intensity, III or magnitude 2-are not macro

'earthquakes... Hence,i we. need'examine only-those. earthquakes: 

above' intensity III or -magnitude .2. Furthermore,,. the weight' 

of' the revidence is that macroseismicity involves' more than.  

one. macroearthquake..  

2.. Before proceeding to a consideration. of the earth-

quakes which may be of interest in connection with a deter-, 

mination' under section. 111(g) (2) of Appendix.A,- a brief 

sumimary of how: earthquakes are located will-be. usef ul in 

understanding further discussion.,of the issue .  

- ' h-enrar erhqae occurs. several types.. of elastic, 

waves- emanate'. from thei source,. traveling. outward' in. -all 

azimuths at velocities-characteristic of each."particular 

wave' typ e... Distant seismographs- respond to these passing
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waves by recording the ground motions at their-respective 

locations as functions of time on plots called seismograms.  

The: waves, -of. particular. interest for, use- in determining

the. location. of, the earthquake. are a- shear wave, 5,. and- a_ 

7compressional wave, P. .The P. wave travels faster thanth 

5': wave,,. so.. in computing- the. location. from. the seismogram: 

the- seismolo Igist may utilize any-of 'the three phase (wave) 

arrival, times, P arrival,.,. .~ arrival. or- S-P" arrival -time

interval.. An error .is:.introduced in-,such a calculation 

using.,the. P or S. arrival if'the- clock of. the seismograph 

station is- in error,..so clock accuracy must be verified 

by-checking-against time signals. from the National.-Bureau.  

of Standards-. As expressed-by the-staff,. "(t]he-.basic: 

problem then is. simply one. of determining a location and 

origin time ,that is, consistent with the phase arrival.  

times , given the velocities with which the different types

of waves .travel through the earth."' Staff Exh. 17'at 26.' 

The waves- travel through,.different parts.-of'the earth

at,.somewhat.,different velocities tso a specification.of: 

thel spatial. distribution: of- velocities. withinr the, earth,, 

calleda velocity model, is'tused& in calculating the- locam

tion of the source. Models. can best be determined by
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observing the travel times of waves from known sources such 

as quarry blasts .or test. explosions. The usual velocity

mod'els: assume .lateral homogeneity of the-earth,. yet- in 

real life, this. may not: be true: and. hence- significant-. errors., 

-- in the. calculated- location of the, earthquake-may -result.  

*By- using- phase- arrival times from seismograms-of' 

several recording stations and assuming velocity models., 

the seismologist obtains several. "locations"'which-can be, 

statistically combined to-determine .a."best" hypoce nter.

It may-be! noted that numerous solutions forthe loca-, 

tion of. a given earthquake were obtained by different .wit

nesses, or-even-by the same witness , using differing 

velocity models,. Factors- which-affect the accuracy of-the 

final.,determination of a hypocenter include.:- accuracy-of 

the velocity model,. coordinates of the seismograph station, 

clock corrections,,. readings.of arrival times from the seis

mograms. and weight given. the result..of- any one station, in 

the statistical combining of results:. Dr. .Sykes testified 

that- in- parts'. of.' California,. where, there. are, many- stations

-'of fering, good,- azimuthal. distribution-- and where- there, are

god. velocity models,,., a precisi .on of something:-better than.  

66/ The hypocenter is the location,. including depth,.. of, the 
initiating- rupture causing the .earthquake.-



a kilometer may be obtained. He further stated-that the 

accuracy in the New-York-New Jersey region has improved.  

considerably over the las-t few years' with a better distri

bution: of. stations until. now. "!it's. possible to, talk, about.  

a reisonatthe few-kilometer, level or' better.-"" 

Tr. 4085..  

T3. Earthquakes which the various parties have claimed, 

should be considered' in. resolving- the question of' the-

capability of'- the Ramuapo fault. are-presented in-Table, 2z 

(pp. '92-93,i infra., 

New, York-. claims, that, events- 51, 7' and. 10- -of: Table- 2" 

'(and possibly: 9*,, 11,, 12,7 14,. 16. and 18) may- indicate, that' 

the. Ramapo system, experiences, a, "significant and'. constant: 

tectonic- driving, mechanism"t ' (N.Y.. PFC at. 1-4) which' would' 

qualify it-as an area of' macroseismicity under the -staff's 

"working. definition"' (p.. 8:6,. supra)-. -However-, the- State.

believes that-. the . -uncerta inty of.' location. and- lack. of suffi

cient, focal1 p lane ' solutions=-.' do- not peri'cncuo 

67/ T obtain. a- fcal. plane? solution,, an; arbitrary' unit: 
sphere. is' drawn, with. its. center at the focus, (hypo:
center) 'of, the-earthquake and'first motion observa 
tions ,from .each station' are plotted on this sphere,.  
The motion for a given station is plotted by deter-, 
mining where the vector from the source to the.  
(FOOTNOTE, CONTINUED', ON. NEXT' PAGE)-

VP_-, 1
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that the Ramapo system is capable or that it is-not-. N.Y.  

PFC at: 1-4:; State Exh. 18. at E-1., 

From. Table. 2' and the listed, ref erences to- eacIL seismic: 

event it i.edntthat items , I2:, 3, 4,,. 5, 7, 8,1 9, 11, 

121, 14:, 18',, 19. were- not instrumentally locatedorTsae 

cases , not. felt.. We ,must therefore,. eliminate these 'from' 

consideration. Similarly items 6,, 13', 15, 17 and 21 are

eliminated as being too, far from the-Ramapo-fault to b e 

of' concern:., 

We are therefore left, with the earthquakes of:'Decem

ber 20',, 1962" and-. March 11, 1976- (Numbersi 10 and' 16. in: 

Table, 2): for- further consideration.  

67/ (FOOTNOTE'CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE), 
particular ,seismograph penetrates the unit -spheref..  
The-,first motions (compressions or ,rarefactions) are
obtained by reading the ,seismogram and are- indicated.  
on the lplot by appropriate-symbols.. The-resultant 
drawing -isl a, circle with, compression and" rarefactiony 
points grouped. Two orthogonal nodal planes-can be, 
drawn. through-.-the- center- of the arbitrary sphere
separating ,these two-groupings' so.-compression points
are- in. two_ quadrants, and rarefaction- points. in the 
other, two-. One of' these planes., is,, the fault. plane,.  
the- other, is called- the- auxiliary., plane. -By-c-omp-a=Lng 
thesej planes. with, known: fault planes of the- region-, any, 
correlation-L of' the.- fault planes, with. thet results. of.  
the". focal plan e solution aids in determining-the
association of, the earthquake. with. the known. -fault.  
Lic'. Exh... 26, at. C-l0o, 11;, Tr- . 3945-49.



Table- -2.

Date,

1.- 11/3-0/1783" 

2., 9/1/1895' 

3. 1943;

4-.. 4/1/1947'

5'.- -1948 

.6'. 91/3/1951 

8. 3/23/1957' 

9'. 10/13/62 

1,0.. 12/20/6,2

Intensity 
(MM) Remarks-

Not instrumentally 
located..

V, Doubtful- o itdi 
usual. tables.,., Recol
lection of one. indi 
vidual.30:years later., 
Felt location.

II1

Perhaps a. typo-.. Not 
listed in tables, in.  
this; record'..  

V, Located' too. far- from
Ramapo (10-15, Km..) 

V Apparently a typo'..

Not instrumentally 
located.,

(M:l,) NO: felt. reports',

Reference 

CCPE. Exh.; 4',. Table. 1.; 
Lic'.. Exh.. 2-6, Tablet C1.  

Tr.. 3897'_' 

Tr. -3 864-_70.

Tr. 3876-v' CCPE. Exch. 4.  

N.Y'.. PFC' at' -4 

Tr. 3813', 3951, 
3975-9%;- 3806-7; 
4982'. Lic: Exh., 26 , 
Tabl'es: C-1, 0-2 C-3 

N.Y.. PFC at, G10'.  

Tr.. 3891.  

State. Exh-. 18., Table, 
C'-l; -CCPE' Exh., 4. at9.  

Tr. 4982-;- State Exh-.  
18& at'- C -l.

*7Apparently; a'typ In. the State.'s' proposed. findings and. con
clusions of law,.': Perhaps it should be event No. 6 above., 
(See: State Exh.. 18' at, C-5.,)



Table-2 (continued)

Date.

11.. 11/30/64

- .2~5/ 2 1/66

13.. l969.  

14., 5/11/72.  

15i.1 7/19/75

16&- 3/11/76 

IT-~ 4/13/76 

18._ 9/22/:76

Intensity 
(MM)

M:.1

Mf:I-1. 51

Remarks.

Not- f elt.  

Not, felt

W-1-. Too far away Nv20 km, 
NW* of' Ramapo)

Reference.  

State. Exh.. 18& at,. C.-i;_ 
Tr!_ 4329.1 

State -Exh. 18 -it- C-1;, 
Tr 4,329.  

CCPE. Exh. 41 at 13; 
NRC Exh. 17' at: 20.

N.Y.. PFC: at 1-4..

MI:2- 3

M':3 ..0'

Lo-cated,.-E., of' river, 
near-Fahnstock Statew 
Park., 

Pompton.Lakes 

Too- f ar away, 3 0. km 
Sykes,. 20 km. staff...

-- Not in evidentiary 
record..

Lic. Exh. 26. at. Table 
C -i; Tr.. 4330..  

CCPE: Exh.. 4 at, 10;.1 
Tr-. 4-982.', 4330..  

CCPE. Exh.. 4. at. Fig., 2'; 
NRC Exh.. 17' at 22.  

N.Y-. PFC at, 1.-4,.

Note:- In 'Tabl e- III.-C-2 of: State Exh., 18' the, State: listed..  
eleven earthquakes located in 1975-76 by the ConiEd: 
network._ only. threel of, theseo were, felt. (Tr., 433'0) 
as. follows -.

a.6/15/751 

C. 4/13/76

Quarry'action, not" 
macro_ .

Pompton, Lakes.

Iv Sykes places.2'k 
SE ofRamapo.

State: Exh.. 18, at C"-..  

State- Exh., 18' at- C-3;., 
Tr . 4.33 0'.  

CCP.E Ex 4', Table 1, 
Fig 2'; 'NRC Exh. 17: 
at. 22.

Note:, Table- III-C-3.** of State. Exh. 18 l1ists-nine probable 
earthquakes .but, a. state witness said none .were 
evidence of macroseismicity. Tr. 4330.



C:. The December 20, 1962 and March.11, 1976.Earthquakes 

1.. There-were. widely different views on. the. December. 20, 

1962Z event, depending-on the. witness'., definition of- macro: 

.earthquake. Dr.. Chandra said that. although- it had, an. inten

- -.- -sity '6f -IV it produced no observablegeliclfets

and- hence was. not. a& macro earthquake-., Tr.. 4982.-83-. on' the. .  

other -handf, Dr., Sykesv stated in his testimony that it was 

a macroearthquake,. and cited.Richter.'s.definition of 'macro 

ef fects to, support. his view.-/ He-apparently confused.  

the., definition, of, macro-ef fect with. that, for- macroearth-

quake.;.: Lic.. Exh-. 29' at- 3., Hei considers-, the, 1962' earth-, 

quiake. to. be ,macroseismicity under his definition of, the., 

term -- 1***earthquakes of sufficient-.size%, sufficient 

intensity,, that they- will, be. tectonically' significant * 

Tr.- 4'255-,. 4264. The4 New .York panel's written testimony, 

stated' that the. event. (with: the March. 11.,. 1976- one) fits

"at: least, one: def inition of.' 'macroe seismicity.."' State,

Exh,.. 1 tC5 On", cross-examination Dr., Davis. of theqNew.  

~York:.panel. said' this; "'onet def inition"' ref erred- to, Dr'. S'ykes' 

definition.. Tr._ 4320._ 

68/' CCPE. Exh.. 4,1, "Testimony of. Dr.: Lynn.. Sykes .- ,.The.  
Capability of -the ;Ramapo Fault", p. 10.. See also 
p.84 supra.
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According-to Dr. Sykes, some investigators (Isacks 

and-Oliver-, 1964) used: records from seven stations to 

locate the December'- 20,, 1962,, event- a- f ew kilometers. f rom 

theQ main: trace of' the, Ramapo fault-. Tr.. 3'850, 3856.  

Dr.,Sykesa. himself-., assume&;, .he,--Decemb e-an& -thje-_October- 31.  

1962-Z earth~uks~a- 0imo~os sd usng S- P data, 

fo h~two. events,. combined, he- :obtained :.a,, location. "ln 

the, Ramapo. fault" . CCPE' Exh.. 4. at 9-. Later he obtained, 

new clock' corrections. for: the stations.and. used these with.  

the'. data. from the'. December event: alone to .calculate a, new 

location, still along the:Ram apo fault and. within a&kilo

meter' of- his: previous, one.- Tr. 3844-45'.. A. third, solution

using corrected coordinates- for one of the- recording sta-

tions .(Ogdenburg) changed. the result about 300-meters in 

a di rection parallel. to- the fault. Tr. 4251-52'..  

Dr-. Chandra. also used' the, combined- data, for' the October

and' December earthquakes; to calculate a location of the, 

events. He. conceded that- there isi no evidence that thisi 

assumption of acommon. focus, is: valid,, but,, due: to thei 

poor" quality- of the,- data,-. it: wasr, neces-sary.. -Tr-- 414'-; Lic..  

ExhI... 26-., at. C-6 and 0-T. Later,-i however-,,- clock: correction.  

data for the three stations used were found in.Lamont-.  

Doherty' files .so the' .location of the:.December earthquake-.

/
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was-recomputed using the P and S data-for it alone. Tr.  

4374-75; Lic. Exh.. 26- at. C.-24'.. This- solution is- about one

kilometer from the surface- trace- of. the: Ramfapo. fault-.  

Lic., Exh. 26. at- plate, i~~T. 45,46.  

-- -Thei final solutions by both-parties are very close to 

one another-,. and,, as' Dr. Chandra said',. the,. epicenter, loca-.  

tion could be, coincident with the Ramapo fault., Tr. 4,546.  

However,, both the staff' and the *State panel. testified. that.  

the location of:, one, eent, without additional.. evidence,.  

does .not establish the'"direct relationship."' required by 

Section- I11(g), (2) and'. (3) of 'Appendix A., Tr.. 43:34, 5 22 5-27.  

Staf f: pganel" member: 'Coplan- amplif ied this- by saying, 

that-, rather than: how: close, asingle earthquake- is. to. a

fault., the important consideration is ' * what the other 

earthquakes- in the, area are doing'.'. Tr_ 522.. Dr., Davis:,, 

of' the., New- York. panel,, said' they-" '* would-' want, to, see.  

sevralevntswel lcatd f tatkind ** exceeding.  

our conception. of the~ threshold of macroseismicity.."" 

Tr-. 4336 Dr,. Richter statef, ."t]he occurrencet of a. small, 

number of. eaarthquake:, events which,. are. suspected. of being.  

related- tol a given fault is ~also not very: conclusive evi.

de Ince"' of' a. di rect relationship with. a, given. f Ault. Tr.; 

4814.
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The parties generally-agreed that an obvious linea

tion. of.-earthquakes would: be cause to consider a possible.  

relationship- with. a -fault.. However., no one. Presented,. evi-, 

dence: of' such..a.. lineatio'. here'.. The' State. ,panel.t claimed*' 

to- show'an-alignment of epicenters- with the-Ramapo ,fault, 

but when.presented ,with. an. epicenter map at:the region 

without faults-or geographical. boundaries-9 shown they

were unable to detect a lineation marking the-Ramapo, fault...  

Lic. Exh., 22;: Tr,. 4312-16_ The, staff. panel's. testimony 

states. that._ the. map, entitled, "Exhibit 2." of. the, State.'s: 

testimony (State. Exh.. 18.,.. pl. E.-4) shows' no'."', ~one~ 

tration. that. aligns; with: the. Ramapo fault.."' -Staff' Exh. 17 

at, 19.. Dr. Richter, was.- cross -examined on. the. question of

lineation, and' he, stated. thati the, 1951,. 1962. and-. 1976 loca

tions,' do not comport-wi-th his. testimony-concerning the

significance. of earthquakes, found to. line, up, and repeat

along.. a, known, fault. Tr. 4,774,-71... Furthermore,. when: pre

sented. with', a copy' of' plate: C-2. (f rom- Lic'., Exh.. 2.6) with

thet 19,74,,, 19-76 (2' events)' and". 19.75. earthquake. epicenters 

marked-,. in. yellow', Dr...- Richter- said' such, alignment as. there, 

-69/ Lic,. Exh... 22", ar map bearing the' legend "Seismicity of 
Northeastern United States-." T.4313.



might be does not agree with the trend of'.the surface trace 

of any of the faultsshown on the map.. Tr. 47 841, 4787-88; 

Lic.. Exh-., 2.6', plate. C--2..  

Fault: plane: solutions. of" the: 1962. earthquake were-not.  

introduced since there are insufficient data to ,find a; 

solution for. that event by itself'.. Dr. Sykes. prepared, a, 

composite solution of the.1951,.1962'and. 197'6 'earthquakes.  

CCPE. Exh._ 4, at 14a;- Tr.. 39.40!-4:4. We do. not. find, such. a-.  

composite' solution persuasive as ,it involves .assumptions: 

of a common, source' at different times. Such widely- separ

ated occurrences. do not necessarily; have. consistent causal 

mechanisms.., Lic . Exh.. 26' at' C-141, C-151..  

We ifind that the mere.:location otheahqkenear.  

the:.Ramapo fault cannot- establish a direct relationship,, 

and .there. is no other valid, evidence in the record to: 

support. such. a- direct relationship..  

2., Then solutions, obtained by- the. parties. for the-.  

-.-March, 11, 19,76. earthquake differ more widely. Dr.. Sykes 

g;4ves'. the', location. as about. O.'_ 75, km-, f rom ther-- ma-in.- trace

o f the'. Ramapo. fault . This-. value: Was . obtained' using. his..  

preferred velocity, model. which is. supported'by-data-from 

quarry'-blasts.. CCPE Exh.. 4" at. pp. 6-7, and Figure. 1.



The.. licensees- witnesses did a more elaborate. calcula-.  

tion-, using 12.velocity models with two different data sets.  

*for-each,, thereby producing, a, total of 24 solutions;., Lic%.  

Exh,., 26,, Table., C-17., They agreed, that Dr7. Sykes" preferred.  

veocity- modelr (his: model 6), was. the: preferal nad 

using-. it. (their solutions. 23.. and, 24), they got..locations: 

of 4: and, 6. km% respectively- from- the- surface trace of the.  

fault-... Tr.. 456.1,. 4615,, 4618,1 48-74;* Lic. Exh. 26.. at C-10O, 

Plate. c0-3., 

The - diff erence between- the' solutions o f the-Itwo parties.  

is, signif icant 'and' we-. arel faced. with the need- to. f ind- which, 

is: pref erable._ For, the reasons' set. forth. below- we. f ind 

the. location of, the epicenter.-of' the March 11, 19,76, earth

quake, to. be. some 4-6 km, from- the- main. trace of the. Ramapo 

f ault., 

70/ Both, parties,- used: the S-. wave arrival time, at% OGD, 

but, their. readings, differedi appreciably. Dr-. Sykesi read: 

this. as .27'.6'and: characterized. Dr.- Chandra.' s-reading- of.  

2.7.02 as., a, gross, error-., Tr.. 4104.. The actual OGD: seis 

mogram. wasr, pres ented: to, the Board' and,.: Dr.- Chandraz demon

strated'to the.Board how: he. determined, the arrival point.: 

:70/' The seismograph stationsi are identif ied by- letters. for 
the:-name- of' the location, O~ GD. is, Ogdenburg..,
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for-.the. S wave.- Tr. 4,550, et seq, Also,.,Dr. Willis, 

another witness-L. for the licensees,, made an independent

determination-on each, of 'three -records- and. read. 26-.; and, 

2:7.01 seconds..,., Tr._ 5.073. Mr. Coplan- of' the staff." panel 

.1looked. at-, all three' components-, and, gave7 2 T. 1ashi 

selection-. Tr-. 5410:.- We find. the D& M- value-to, be. the,

pref erable: one.  

Station PNJ, used. by both parties, is an amateur 

station.. While the -operator of the stationfurnished 

clock-,corrections,, there: was. no- way to verify their 

a~iay.Tr... 4233-34. Because, of: this:, flicensees -witness 

Dr.. Chandra-chose. to use the S.-P time, so the absolute, 

arrival time .(and hence clock correction), were' not involved.  

(Seel" our- discussion. at. pp. , 87-82, supraf.) Dr.-- 4Sykes_: used the, 

P--wave. arrival.. Tr.- 4-3.78, 3,880-81.

-- Dr.. Sykes, also, useda velocity, correction for- station 

PNJ- because,-.he, said , the, wave- path. traverses, a- low veloc-

ity' material. of' the Triassic---Basin., Tr. 4035-36'.. However,, 

_he: did' not make a..velocity correction- for station. PAL.  

7/Dr-. Willis. is!Professor of. Geophysics ad.Chairmanof 
the Department of Geological, Sciences at the.University 
of Wisconsin.- He was. serving- as a consultant on .the: 
location,. of .the 1951 and.1962 events, but wasrasked by' 
,the licensees. to read the .OGD. record here'..
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which a lso,.,i-As, across.-the. Tri-a ss~ic' Basin -f rom :the-hypocenter..  

The staff panel. agreed that a correction would be proper 

if the- Triassic .velocities were definitely known. Tr..  

544*4-,.: The.. D & M." panel. said. that station corrections., are, 

determined ' from (1) the average- of. the. residuals -at -that.

- particular station from- a, large, number of" earthquakes:,, or

(2) accurate-geological information like the thickness of 

the Triassic -Basin. Tr. -418.945.- Dr." S ykes:'present-ed.  

no. evidence that- he, determined' his PNJ' correction,: from

either, so', his, correction. appears. to-. us, to be*. somewhat.

arbitrary..  

The. licensees presented, as: Exhibits:32_ and. 33r, the-

72/ 
residuals-, provided by D &; M for each. station. used.,,in: 

7/The- residual for- a. given stationr. and wave. type is equal 
to the observed arrival, time'lminus the calculated 
arrival, time,. where the calculated time is that com-_ 
puted, as. the time of travel to-the. station from the 
epicenter- after. this, location has. been -determined, using 
.a particular- velocity- model... The-.significance of' 

thi. i ta--, small. residual gives-.one, confidence.  
about. the- reading of phases-. Conversely, a large 
residual ind ,icates (1.) the lphase arrival reading- is.  
incorrect,: or (2)the- velocity model, used. to -obtai-, the-.--
location,, is.- incorrect. . 50.  

Lic . Exh.. -32, andt Li., Exh'.. 33.: are,, copies' of' Table, C-S" 
"'from. C25 of.' Lic.. Exh.- 26. upon:.which-- residuals. for

eahof-:the stations' have been inserted by it's witnesses . -
Lic'. Exh-.. 32: was: marked with, a- "123!- in- the upper. right, 
hand:,.cor .ner indicating it appliedf to solution number 23', 
and . Lic.. Exh..' 33" was: marked with. a- number. "24"' indicating
it.,applied. to' -solution- number, 24:., Tr.. 5066-67'.



its solutions for Models 23,and 24. It-is worthy of note, 

that-the D &.M residual.-for station PNJ S-P model.24 solu

,tion. is., -0.02,. one of. the. lowest. found, thus. indicating.  

high. degxees,- of- correctness in. the, phaser reading- and:, the 

-velocity-model, Tr. 500. _The. residual. for OGD; -the 

station for which .the phase.:reading by licensees witnesses 

was: questioned. by Dr.. Sykes- (p.. '99, supra), is, -0'.01,. the.  

lowest of all residuals for model 24. Ibid.. The record 

is- silent on-the-matter-of theiresiduals for: Dr . Sykes' 

solutions. for:- stations. OGD and. PNJ,. but- his- residual. for.  

PAL, is, 0.14' for- the, P wave. Tr.. 4235., The. D & M residual.  

for- the, P wave,, for- station PAL,, is., -0..12. Lic'. Exh.. 33, 

These low ,residuals give confidence in the models .used ,for 

PAL and raise a guestion. concerning the correctness of 

applying. a different model for PN'J as was done by Dr. Sykes'..  

All, parties. agreed, that. fault: plane solutions- are 

significant and relevant to-the _question of &"direct: 

relationshi p_"' Dr.. Sykes and.'the D.& M, panel submitted' 

*such solutions, for, the March. 11l, 19,76 event...  

- Dr,_ Sykes- prepared hisi focal. plane- analysia- y.- using

-a.compositeof thetdata, for- the. 1951,, 1962, and. 197-6. earth

quakes. He testified that the- fact-that-a composite.
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solution fits the data-from three events suggests a&similar 

mechanism for all three. and. is- also -suggestive ofa.  

regional pattern. of stress. CCPE-. Exh., 4. at 14a;, Fig. 4..

Under- cross- examination- he- said: his .Fig. -4 was . actually, 

-. constructed- using, the, data. from the,- March l.,._1976 .earth

__quakeand its. aftershock, and. the-information-from the.  

1951 and. 1962 events, were then. added:. Tr-. 3940-44.  

We -db not-find-such a composite solution persuasive.  

Eventst widely -separated in- time do-not necessarily have

the,-- same* causal. mechanism.. Evenr the main. event and its.  

aftershocks -may have different mechanisms.. Licensees 

witnesses .testified that McKenzie; (1972) said: "'A. curious 

feature of several of'.the large shocks [in the Mediterranean, 

region] for- which. fault plane solutions could be obtained 

for, the, ma in-shock and one imajor aftershock was that the 

two- often. had dif ferent mechanisms-.".. They- also quoted.

Strelitz (19.75),, "'the- September. 5', 19,70' Sea, of Okhotsk, 

earthquake -consisted of two possibly-causally- related- but 

dissimilar events.." Additionally,., "the fault. planes. and, 

principal1 stress-, axes of. the.- two.: events-- are. signif icantly 

different; furthermore,; the, second:event. doesitnot lie. on..  

either, of. the nodal. planes- of the- first, event.."' Lic., Exh.  

26. at C-14-, C-IS..
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Examination of -the resultant Sykes solution (CCPE* 

Exh.. 4., Fig. 4) indicates the result is not clean-cut.

Dr-. Sykes. characterizes his composite solution- for:, 

-the ;-9'76 event as., unique:.2' CCPE. Exh.. 4 at, 15.., We 

-cannot, agree.- with- this. characterization. The D -&MpaneI.Z 

obtained two. fault planesouinfrth-aeevt 

based on their solution 2.4., Lic,. Exh-. 26 at. C- ll, C-122,..  

plate- C-4. CCPE, q~uqstioned, the-. D3 & M .:solutions,, claiming

the: polarity of* the.' instruments, at- stations GSC and. DBM 

werel reversed: and hence. D & M. plotted thetpoints;-for these.  

stations incorrectly.. The record reflects only that. CCPE',s, 

own-witne s said.'these polarities were Th question. CCPE' 

Exh., 4:1 at-, 15;, Tr.-.- 4950-!54. The licensees: introduced. two.  

exhibits, 30_-A..and 30'-B:, showing the identification of 

the . stations, for., their, focal plane solutions given. in..  

figures- a. and, b- on. Plate. C-4' of* Lic,.. Exh.. 26.. An. examina

tion. of these .two. exhibits -shows- the. points for the two 

stations-,- in. question. to. be% in.th center of a cluster of 

- - 73/ "Uiu"mas nyoeset. of normal- planes. can.  
correctly. separate the-' data, points.

374f Lic,.,: Exh.. 30-A. and& 30.-B' are, copies., of:" figures -a- and,
b:,,. respectively',, on; Plate. C"4. in, Lic.. Exh. 26.* These 
figures show, the. focal- plane. solutions: for teMrhh 
19-76-earthquake. Tr. 4 960.
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-points of similar-polarity. Hence, if these two are changed, 

the result would not. appear to change-the location of. the.  

planes but merely- toi give. two- anomalous, points.. In., cross!

-.. examining the. D &M..panel., CCPE' -attempted to show, that, 

stations. near the- nodal, plane;. could . be- dietermainedfo 

-the-shape of the-first P wave arrival., The Panel did -not.: 

agree with this hypothesis or that it is-a -"common-method.  

of picking :up nodal arrivals: or-(determining) the nodal 

planes..". Tr,. 4948. CCPE also. criticized the7 D &; f' solu-, 

tions, because- they, did not allow. for, refraction-, of" the-_ 

wave... Tr-. 4963-66.. However, the record does ntshow

that, reftraction. of' a., wave in the region. in question

actually occurs..  

The. solutions of. Dr.. Sykes and" that. given in Lic'.  

Exh.. 30-A.- are, quite; similar- and- one. planet, striking N520 E', 

has- approximately the ,strike-of the Ramapo.fault (N40.0E!

N450OE).. Lic.. Exh., 26: at. C'-11; Tr-. 4946.. The.,other plane' 

would indicate the' strike ,as-N740 W and,- while: thereL is

no-. known fault- in, this area with, this strike,_haneisa._ 

-possibility,,- of. such- a. f ault. sub-surface. Lica. Exh.. 26_at.  

- -- C 12..  

The, second' D' & U" solution. (Lic '. Exh-.. 30-B) shows E-W 

.7 ~striking planes... There, is no', surf ace rupture. to aid in.
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determining which solution is correct.- The staff-said 

p1. *there's not .really any reason in the data to choose 

one over thetother," since neithe'r exhibits consistency

with- other- relatively- nearby focal mechanism,-so.lutions,.  

T.5446., 

On-. the-, basist of. the abovei-findings, we -conclude that 

the, March., 11, 1976' event,. does not "'demonstrate a. direct.  

relationship with the- fault." We. prefer'the. D & M loca-, 

tion and accept.the staff-'s. statement that 'the Ramapo 

f ault-- dips approximately .70'0.to southeast'(away from the: 

D: . location). Tr.. 5464'. Thus- the: hypocenter- is: even 

more,. than- 4-6. km- fromr the. fault. The. twok D. & M. fault 

plane7 solutions,, while- we, find-them-. eulyv-i. do not-, 

oerthe,- necessary demonstration . of a &:"direct .relati on

-shi~ ofthi evet~w tte.Ramapo fault..  

D.-- Structural. Relationship between.. thef -Ramapo.- Fa ult 

andz any- known'. Capablel Faults.

The. record. does. not. containi any evidence.- to- idi!-, 

cat e- a:, structuraI. relationship; between . the- Ramapo fault 

an ohrzut known,, to, be capable. The- New; Yorkv panel.  

testified .that ithd o n-~Oi ev-idence,. Indicatin-sc 

a-relationship.. Hence we conclude the Ramapo fault does.
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not meet. the condition for a capable fault set forth in 

section 111(g) (3.) of Appendix A. See p. 76, supra....  

For the- above. reasons:, we': find, that,, in. accordance.  

with:-the .definitions in 10' CPR- 100, Appendix AU section

III(g), the: Ramapo fault, is not- a capable; fault.,
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ISSUE' 4.  

Is. the operating' license' condition for Indian, 

Point- 3,- requiring' an. expanded, microseismic 

monitoring' network a-long -the cRamapo fault. 

warranted?* 

This; issue- arose following the: evidentiary' hearingjs 

on the- previous three issues, as' the. result- of' the licen

sees'- motion to. us requesting' that we "issue' an. order

modifying the time-limits. within which. [they], must comply"

with a. particular- condition--. of the Indian- Point, 3 reactor: 

operatingr license-., 'Licensees" Motion to Modify License

Condition,, dated. August 27 1976,. p. 6., 

The' condition in', question was- part. of Amendment 2 (C) 

issued-, by the,'NRC staf f: on April 5, 1.976. Amendment, 2.(C) (4) 

ordered" the. licensee to'. "'conduct a-, program of geological 

and. seismological. investigations%.'- As part. of.- the 

seismological investigations: the' licensees: state' that-they

"Were d'irected-. to' expoand, the, existing- microseismic. monitor-'.  

ing.' network: southwestward"., to:- include- Pompton:, Lakes,.. New 

Jerser, an&E northeastwa-rd" to! include,: Fahne stock--, New- York."' 

',. at. ~.  

7 ' 5/, See, :p. - supra,, for summary statement-of Amendment



Following our review of the record-concerning this 

matter we issued a Imemorandum and-order-6/ deferring our 

decision. pending an evidentiary hearing-by us on the matter.  

This,: hearin:. was, conduated'i for' six. days. betweenr March . 8-..  

and', March-, 16.,; 1977'.. Witten, testimony was' supplied by, the, 

licensees,, thei State, of' New, York,- and's by: the' NRC staf f., 

CCPE Isubmfitted no testimony but participated .in cross-

examination.  

For-ther reasons-given. below~ we have,,decided' that the 

enlarged.'Monitoring ,network would not contribute to'~ the

assurance..- of. health and" saf ety of, the- public. and. is-: there-, 

fore .unnecessary., 

We, were. first, made. aware of the imposition' of' the 

license' condition ,on' July 2'6 , 197'6 - the. last. day of' our 

evidentiary hearing on.Issue-3'.. The-matter arose during 

cross,-examination of staff witnesses ,.by the licensees and.  

was!1 followed up. by Board, questions- to the- staff'.- In'. the 

course, of. the questioning- by the. Board" on the reasons. for 

requiring.. the, expanded monitoring. system:,, staff- witness, 

Ste'pp, responded. to., a- quesin..  

7-6/- AIAB--357-, 4 .NRC 5,42 I96-. urraosfr-cliga 
evidentiary hearing are -fully .explained' in that order 
and are not: repeated' in. this decision.'



Question:, Let me ask this-,: Are you suggesting 
this-program of micro-seismicity stations to 
prove-or disprove activity-on the' Ramapo fault,, 
or' are you. looking'at. it as.a pure research.  
proj ect?

Answer.:" There: are. elements: of both. here.,. So0
far_ as; my Understanding of .the, problem goesI. the: 
.principal benefit that; we" might- expect., from- the 
microearthquake monitoring :is one of -attempting 
to. define' the tectonic environment,. _I will_ 
characterize it, thewway the stresses are' 
behaving,, the- kinds' of. focal. mechanisms.. that.  
are occurring in the area, and so on.  

It is. in, part' a, research- project.- 'While- a 
number' of.'important people,. very'prominent 
people.,, Page, Isacks,, and Oliver, among them , 
Dr. Sykes:,. who have-considerable knowledge; 
in the Eastern.United. States have postulatedI 
that .microearthquakes or~ small earthquakes..  
are occurring along, the- Ramapo, it. is not.  
c'lear.- so'. far as. I knowt in anyone-'s- mind what.  
theselsmall earthquakes' may mean so far as-, 
the. potential-for larger earthquakes in this 
region.  

That, is: really the- problem, we are trying, to..  
address here:. I, would: extend; this- in the.  
context- of: this- being: in- some aspects, of- a' 
research 'project to the general statement 
that. we: do not. know, what- the' significance, of
micro earthquake s- may' be: so: f ar' as, :being- able 
to-estimate what .they' mean -- to determine.  
what they mean for theipotential for-defining.  
where' future- larger earthquakes may occur in 
the Eastern United States. 

Tr55304-3I~



As the-result of further:Board questioning witness .Coplan.  

added:.  

There, may, be,, as.- Dr'., Sykes has-claimed' on 
the basis of' his- data-,. &, stress- condition-,.  
in,. that, region. that, is,* conducive- to some, 
movement' onr the-- Ramapo. Fault.- But. we, 

-- . don ti know how. much, or how: of ten'.  

We: know, that it, is very' much. less -than., what, 
we. would, see- on, f aults. in. California. that 
would'normally be considered to be active., 

While, we. think, thati given, In' f act. we are 
quite- confident, that,, given- the, data' that.  
we have, available to, us': the- situation is' 
not. one that causes a hazard ,for the.  
Indian ' Point, site:,- or. creates. any great 
degree. of- risk ,, there: are, just. some. things.  
that .we are a little bit uncertain about 
and. we. would. like' to know.- more; about..  

And , that. is', what. we' have directed this.  
program toward., 

Tr._ 553.7-38..  

Atthat' time the.Board' questioned (1) the usefulness 

of.- the: monitoringe network- on.: only, one section' of the% 

tectonic..province,. (2) whether such.a limited network, 

would, presenta. biased picture, of: the seismicity. along.-.  

the.faulty, and-, (.3), whether- it wouI& supply any useful.  

information, wi'th, regard to-. the. safety, of-, the Indian Point, 

site.-



When the decision to call for. an -evidentiary hearing 

77/ was' made.- we, requested- that all., parties- pre aenting',written-, 

evid'ence- address;, the- following, questions:

1. Is an -enlarged'.microseismic moniitoring 
network .warranted for reasonable. assurance.  
of- the., public- healthi and'. saf ety- in- con
nection-.with the-Indian.Point nuclear, 
facility?

2"-.. If: not:..  

a-.- On- what" other basis:, can; the. licensees..  
be, made,. responsible: for the- cost of,
the' expanded network?..  

b'. Is7. the:, problem', concerning.- the signif
icance, of- microearthquakes. on. the, east, 
coas-t -of-the-United States-of sufficient.  
importance to be: of. concern to State, 
and,~ Federal. governments.. because- of.  
general danger to: east -coast- residents?' 

3. InM answering, the following questions, con7
siderationr. should be- given: to. the: Dames &r 
Moore-testimony on the~ possible::location' 
of.- shallow. tensional. stress f ields surround-, 
ing, the northern: end-'of'. thel Ramapo. Fault.:.

a. If:. an. expanded seismic. monitoring net.
work- is' found. to., be warranted,' -is-. the, 
'presently suggeste& -expansion the~l best: 

. ~ ' .one?', 

b. If such. a stressxfedeits.sol 
the.- expanded' network. be concentrated' 
around ' it. rather- than, the, Ramapo 
Fault?

77!M. arrdissented- f rom, this,, decision..., See 41NRC 
at, 552-57..-*
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c-. If-the stress field is a more likely 
source of 'microseismicity ,in the area, 
should not the-,research work on the 
stress .field' be completed: before con
sideration of an expanded. seismic 
network?' 

-ALAB-357, suprarll 4 NRCI at 551.

We-will first outline the testimony' of the licensees,, 

NRC'staff. and-New' York State relevant to these-questions', 

and thenr discuss,- the, entire record.

r.Testimony-of' thet Parties 

A. Licensees ITestimony 

Licensees--testimony was presented in. three sections:' 

(1) discussion: of' the, questions asked. by. this Board.  

(Witnesses.*Fischer,.Werner and-,McWhorter), (2.) a detailed.  

discussion of the' relationship between -microseismi'city 

and,. the. ,occurrence of larger earthquakes: (Witness Willis),.  

and:.. (3.)i the. projected. cost- of". installing: andfoperating 

the. expanded. m icroseismicv, monitoring, network- (Witness

Gonnel'la).

We, shall' discuss these- seriatim.



l. Fischer , Werner and McWhorter Testimony.  

a.,-This section of 'the licensees testimony-8 

is, basically- summarized,. in. their- responsei to. question I,, 

as'17 follows: 

First, it is our opinion that. the contribution.  
to-. the. reasonable- assurance of publibdh health- 'and
safety, that would. be provided by :the _enlarged.  
microseismic monitoring network would be next to 
nil.., To date. we . are aware 'of' no. reasoned and 
logical analysis--by which the, iko a earth
quake in excess of 'the SSE can be .determined
from-only microseismicity-.  

Second,, the-assurance of the' pub-lic' -health and 
safety in connection -with the Indian Point facil!-
ity is, provided.: in performing a-- series of geologic.  
and' seismologic. investigations, done in- accord, 
with- Appendix: A to: 10 CFR,. Part. 100'j. The. enlarged, 
network wouldnot make: a meaningful contribution.  
to. the level of assurance provided by-the'above 
investigations-,. As..consulting earth. scientists, 
we are obliged to point out aspects-,in investi
gative .programs that would-not reasonably be 
expected to indicate' whether -or -not the Ramapo 
Fault System. is-capable within-the meani .ng. of.  
Appendix; A. to, 101. CFR,. Part. 100., 

Lic.. Exh.. 35,, p. 5,.  

78 Lic". Exh.. 35., "Testimony- of Dames an'. Moore (Panel) 
orr Behalf of Licensees. on, the. Expansion of- the., Micro-_ 
seismic' Monitoring, Network,,,". James, G... McWhorter, ' 

'Matthew.- L., Werner.-~ III: and.. Joseph. A,., Fischer'. Tr.  
56,3114-47. As. we. have, noted' in. section1, sura all 
those- witnes'ses. are-. employees., of'. Dames an oo6re: 
(D, &- M), consultants' to the licensees-.
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The witnesses! further noted that the staff.(at pp.' 2-6 

of' Supplement. No. 3 to the-Indian Point Unit No., 3 SER) had' 

stated:,

We, consider the,. lack of: evidence of' -geologically 
young., movement and7 the. absence of any obvious, 
clustering of historic earthquake activity along 
the' Ramapol Fault System to support-the conclu-' 
sion. that'- the 'fault, is not- capable within the
meaning of- Appendix. A to 10 CFR Part- 100... We, 
therefore,. consider our original position, that 
the. design of the. units for-the -largest. -historic
earthquake -to-have occurred randomly within-the 
site's. tectonic' province,, provides-.reasonable, 
assurance that the plant will..not-be subjected 
to ground motion greater than that fbr' which it 
was,- designed".

Nevertheless, because .of the recent location of.  
the two earthquakes near the fault,. we consider 
a confirmatory program directed.-toward. more.  
definitive -determination of' the age of most.  
recent-movement, and a determination of-the 
potential. for.-earthquake; activity on'. thef fault.  
system to be-necessary., 

Lc.Ekh.. :35p 7-8R.  

Inr other. words the, additiona-l monitoring network was

to- be-required for confirmatory information -over' and above.  

the statedi requirements of Appendix A. - -___ 

- " -I 1 their: -testimony, the licensees.. witnesses ointiedou 

* that the .,State;"s. initial rationale, for-'..,coxmendi -q-th exadd 

microseismic'monitoring:-network included the demandf for-- an 

"'1[ai.nalysis. of. microseismic- patterns to.-ascertain whether
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such patterns might be used to forecast larger: earthquakes".  

Lic., Exh.. 35', p.. 7'.. The..State, had gone on, however,- to 

admit that thesez" tests: are new. to~l the- science: of.  

-se-ismology- and!' are- in, and. of' themselves inconclusive *** 1 

--ibid 

The ~licensees -witnesses; .discussed. the- question. of, a! 

relationship between. the occurrence-of small. earthquakes 

and- the. potential for larger earthquakes:. They stated-.  

that:. "'in- order- to describe this-, relationship:. 1 one

must-- be,. aware of all. of -the- variables in the- system;, 'and

(2) at- least.. theA most. important,. variables must: be

observed"'.. Lia. Exh.. 351,. p._ 10. They pointed, out that-,, 

in. establishing, simply, a monitoring network,, most of- the 

other. variables- in the- system- are.,, ignored.. Id. at- p. 11.  

Reducing; the, system. to: only- the. comparison between- small 

andl larger earthquakes .immediately increases,the amount 

of; dat-a- and. timeT required. to: identify, the;. relationship, 

if., any,, that:. may- be: involved'. Id . at. pp... 11-12...' 

-- The witnesses., noted that- only two.: intensity, IV anid

-two initensity-earthquakes- av- occurred withini the, 

79/ IndianPoint 2' and: 3 reactors, are designed to with
stand, ground -motions- resulting. from an.-intensity- VII.  

,earthquake at*. the, site:( ( see. pp.- 6,o"71, .s Upra).



area of the.proposed network.,in the last 2.78 years,.there

fore-the chances of obtaining sufficient data in the next 

two years, on.. both- micro,-- and.-. macro earthquakes:-* to determine,.  

a:. relationship -between, the. two- ism extremely, remote-. Id-.  

at p. 121.  

~Lcesea~threcr.concluded that* the-- addition-. of the: 

monitoring. network-'wouldIFnot. add-- to -the: assurance,"f public-, 

health and safety insofar as-.the operation-of the nuclear 

reactors -at.Indian Point.is' concerned.  

b-. Question. 2..  

Th;licensees. witnesses-didnot attempt to- nse 

Board' question- 2..a.. on the basis-that it- called. f or: a; 

strictly legal. conclusion. As- far as: question 2'.b., is con

cerned, a. yes. or, no, answer- was. not. given~ but. the- witnesses.  

discussed the difference between the overall geologic.  

approach of: Appendix, A. and" .the. use. of, micro earthquake 

measurements ,,to: obtain a determination of 'reasonable. assur-

ance: of' public, health and". safety.- They pointed out, that 

prediction of. , earthquakes, by.' any- means.- is; in, its& -infancy 

and,. where' prediction s..ovoer a limited- range. .havebeenZ.< 

somewhat. successful,, they-have~been made by the use of 

several. variables- (eg magnetic field,-.tilting. of: surf ace,1



strain measurements) and not on' microseismicity alone.  

Even, in.these cases, the estimates- of earthquake -intensities
by- the-Appendix -A, method. have - alwa ys' been the, ot osev 

ative-bee modt.. at pp. 1819: 

-The,-:witnesses% further nte that, whie.1o inestyc 

earthquakes _may- be of-'major, concern' to.. the- public. in gen.

eral (Tr-. 5734), the. design. of' the.-Indian Point nuclear 

plants. is: such as to give reasonable assurance. of, publilc:* 

health-, and, safety up- to, and2 including., intensity VII., -Thus , 

tccordig t them,. t for m icrosei-smi.,c. measurements,* to'" add 

to. the. assurance.. of public' health and-. safety a,, relation-.  

ship! must. be found7 between.'microseismicity- and, earthquakesi.  

of intensity VIII or greater.. Id.. at. pp. 19-20..  

The , witnesses: did-aqree -.that. a; -longr _range rxesearch 

program. to- study microseismicity i areas,,.of- higL. seismicity

should, be. established.: for .generalpbi-iteetbt they

emphAsized. that-, (w.e cannot- accept, that. two -years.,- of. micro-.  

seisMixc monitoring, in:, a. very, small, area__ is. goingr, to.-. even-.  

_mziahy nras. our :,unders.tanding.. Id. atp. 2-21. 

S& lso'-. pp'.. 27--28.-

I I .



C. Question 3 

Licensees witnesses- answered'. Board-Question .3 

in two ways.,-. depending on: the_ purpose, for- which. the mon-

itoring network -is.established-. Licensees: see.. two, such, 

plaossible. purposes:' (1) in, their- view- the- staf f'- considers;

the- monitoring.- network to. be: largely- f or resear-ch and.  

devlopentdircte atdetermination of the -relationship.  

between microearthquake's and'.larger' earthquakes; .(2.) they 

believe, this, Board- by- its- question, 1 had. raised__the possi-l 

biiythat the. monitoring network, has. a. "purpose in

.connection with, the- assurance' of public- health and safety t ..  

Lic.- Exh.: 35. atp. 27. (See. also: Tr. 5713-14),.  

The witnesses expressed the belief that such ,an R&D"; 

program will not .be' capable. of achieving the. sought-objective.: 

until: much- large.r data bases. (i.e..,, recorded events). are' 

obtained, in. areas, of' high. seismicity-- Lic-. Exh. 351 at-.  

pp.. 27-28.. Inaddition,_.they noted, that- their, own; shallow..  

stress: measur ements-had been-completed.but were inconclu-.  

s'ive:- as. to the% location of' any- uniform. shallow. stressz f ield._ 

I&- at. 29'.  

With regard- to the- assurance. of public: health, and.  

safety it. is thez licensees' -view that this has been. reason-, 

ab ly assured by the -other ge-logical!.--aid-..seisrological
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investigations req uired by the license conditions and 

Appndi Ato 0 FR ar 10..They indicated that, the: 

installation of. the.. monitoring, network, might- add. ,a, false

sense. of.: security.. I-d. at-. 3 0., 

2. Willis,- Testimony 

Dr.. Willis ,' testimony-Lo concerning-the *rela

tionship. between- microseismicity and larger earthquakes, 

was primarily- a-, discussion. of' the, empirical. equationI 

81/ 
logN=A+bM' developed by,.Richter.--2 Lic.. Exh 35, at., p. 5., 

As. Dr. Willis. pointed' out,, if b is. constant the equation 

"implies: that within-a range, of -magnitudes. governed by 

thez linear log N versus' M'. law. seismic, activity is simply, 

described, by the.- constant, A. I'd,-, at. p. 6.  

Recent work, has shown,,; however,, that b,. which: isi, con

sidered to be. related. to- the . physical characteristics 

and. distribution,. of' stress. in, a- region,_ varies. between 

values: of: T-.5: and- 1.5-. Id. :at- pp:.. 5.-16'. The- value of. b.  

8/Lic . Exh-.. 3-T, "Testimony- of' Dr-., David-,, E".. Willis-- on* 
Behalf., of Licensees.,. on- the., Expansion. of' the- Micra-! 
s eismic. Monitoring. Netw.ork.." Tr,- 5918-21-. See-. also.  

81./ M. = magnitude
.N. = number of earthquakes. of" magnitude M' or larger.  

per unit o f .time.  
LA. and., b- are:, empirical, constants.-..
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may vary-between geog Iraphical regions, with-.depth or, in, 

some cases, with time. and between fore shocks and:.after, 

shocks.. Id... at, pp.., 15-16, 24.  

On thie basis' of. his- data- Dr. Willis, state&. that, even..  

in, areas- of' high, seismicity: -with- a. broad. data'baise,: 

values obtained-- "are- shown. not; to - be: valid- to-: project- the-_ 

occurrence of earthquakes. .with magnitudes- above- -3.:5".: Id&.  

at p.- 23.- Because of" this', Dr . Willis conclu ded, that,"i 

network can be utilized in. the. -above~ equation. to.accurately: 

predict' large. ear~thquakes%,".. Id. at, p. 2,4-.  

3.- Gonnella .Testimony 

The- licensees, presented Victor C. Gonnella. as- a-

82/ofintlwitness", to; provide. data - on, the.. projected. cost:o'isal 

ing. and operating- the expanded. microseismic monitoring 

network. These:. data were-- based, on the:- bid, pricesz received..  

f rom- the: success ful. bidder.,. and' were. presented,. here. in, 

four.- sections.,,.. Phase-I'dealt with relocating the- present, 

82/ Lic_. Exh. 39'-,"Testimony' of Victor C.- Gonnella- on.- : 
Behalf of Licensees, on the: Costs. Associated.. with-, Expan,-..  
sion-*of'the 'Consolidated Edison Microseismic' Monitoring.  
Network". Tr., 6038-45-
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recording station and'operation of the. present-network 

during-the transition. period. The cost of. Phase I was 

estimated. as, $'104-,500,. PhaseL II. covered, the :detailed, 

design. and, site- selectionr for the,, expanded.' network. and
wsestimated. toa cost $47, 000'. Phase iIwa.tectof: 

equipment. and' installationr of' the network-.. Thel cost for,

this, latter- phase. was-. $'35.8,500. The, final' phase, concerned' 

operation of- the -expanded::network for- 241 months, at-. a;

cost ,of'" $561,000. thus m paki-ng ,..-a. total of ,07,00 

Th-is Bar beve& that cesti Xt. afactor, 

if. ai proposed' actionr is ipratfrhepublic ,health, 

and- safety._ -However, cost: i .a health 'and.  

safety are, not involved,Vadi 1 actor in. selecting 

a ongoptions: whr~mr han., one- ±~~ able..  

B.- Staff. Testimony

83/ 1.. The NRC' staff. testimony- was" presentedi-by a 

panel. of' four witnesses ,, J.. Carl Stepp, Ri-chard" B'.. McMullen%, 

John- Kelleher',. and. David. Budge.. This: testimony 

ah~~as e~ing,, cenerIy, -the, -three", qu 3=tions d

83/ Staff Exh. 25, "Testimony' of'J.. Carl. Stepp, Richard. B,.  
McMullen and 'John Kelleher"... Tr. 6186-90:.
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by the Board,, was. basically aimed -at. expla ining-th.e- staff: 

rationale for-imposing the monitoring- condition.. Thez 

thrust- of' the staff. testimony- was4 that,-. while. geologic- evi

dence, permitted.- the.,- conclusion" thati the?, Ramapo.- fa--l-

i not aal," (w,e- were- not., able- to- conclude 

conservatively that. this. structure does not p lay--a,. p os s ible

role- in, localizing-earthquake activity"'. Staff Exh. 25', 

p. 1., Because- of' this., the- staff .stat*ed- it-.' ould ",.:."** cn 

tinue-. to, press.,,for expansion. of the microearthquake ,network,, 

so that. a. more. accuratei determinationr of what. the. relation

shipssare between earthquakes and ,geolIogic structures in'r 

the:, region"-. Id-. at: .  

* According to the staff,,this'l rela&tionship "is an. impor

tant means.. of, assessing the- likelihood-s ,of' future movement.  

of faults- and',, when. this, relation ip Fs, known,. an- accurate,:.  

aesmnofthe- seismic. hazard, at- the, siteL- can usually

be. made ._" Ibid..  

84/, 2'.. Prior, tol, the amendment- of. the- license.- by. con-_ 

ditiont 2.(C);Y theNRC staff had _licensed Indian.- Point- Unit. 2.  

for.. operation. and- indian .Point Unit I., for- fuel-- loading-.  

and-, subcritical testing-,, on, thel basis*. that- the- -Ramapo:. f ault, 

was! not- capable- and. that. the maximum- historic -earthquake! 

8/Amendment, 2. was. dated April 5,, 1976. (See. p. 109,.  
sUpraj
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occurring in the tectonic province had resulted in a Modi.

fied Mercalli intensity VII.. 5 The authorization,,for.  

Indian -Point. 3Ito engage..in subcritical testing was. issued.  

on December 12',. 19,73.  

By.:that time the licensees,, following discussions 

with the- State- of- New- York,. had' agreed, to set. up. a&network.  

of- 12 microseismic- stations (later expanded-to 13) in the 

vicinity of the Indian Point Station but aimed at the 

northern end. of the.. Ramapo f ault.. Tr., 63117. This- network, 

began partial operation June 1,. 1975 and..full operation.  

in: September, 1975'..  

The. staff witnesses-testified that-they had taken and: 

still' do take- the: position that. the- Ramapo fault, is- not..  

capable within the-meaning of.Appendix A to 10 CFRPart 100.  

Staff" Exh.. 25, p.- 12.., However, they have: not been able to.  

conclude that, the-. Ramapo; fault- "plays no, role. in-localizing.  

earthquake activity".. Ibid.. Theiwitnesses indicated that

85/: See. "Supplement., No. 1, to. the. Safety Evaluation Report 
(SER); -- of the Indian Point Nuclear Generating:Station 
Unit No..: 3"",, (January 16:,: 1977) at, pp.. 1-5. This- deci-, 
sion, was, confirmed- in Supplement. *No.., 2- to the SER 
(December, 12', 19,75). at pp. 2-1 through 2-3 and p. 22-.
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the staff's concern about the "localization" of earthquakes 

began'.with. the occurrence-of a. magnitude 2.5 earthquake 

near. Pompton, Lakes,. New- Jersey-6 on March 11, 197"6 which; 

followed,..a.. 1951 earthquake. in. Rockland' County,, New- Jersey.  

Id.. at,1-'X 

Initially,. condition- 2.CC)- (4). called--. only- for a-. south..-

western~ expansion of the monitorinhg system but, following dis-

cussions- with. New --York.".State,: thei sys tem w14s: latev.'expanded-, 

to.- include, stations- to- the- northea~.;" The entire, con

dition. 2-(C)- was- then.. issued- at- the-, time: of, the- issuance 

of the. SER. Supplement. 3> for'-. te-- 1 d 6Pint7 - statior

without- pr ior7 discussion with the applicants.-191 

3., Throughout the- hearing- the staff- insisted that, 

the- data ,collected',by the,-expanded microseismic' network 

neither' would: nor could be;- used to predict, the -advent, of, 

8 The earthquake- epicenter- was, located' about "50:kn. from' 
Indian'. Point- but- close-. to- the- surface trace of 'the
Ramapo- fault'.  

8,T/ Thee March.. 11, '1976. earthquake (which was., - magnitude 
2. 5 event), was. at that. time thought to have .occurred 
adjaet to- the., Ramapo:', f ault about. 2.0- km% fjrm. the, 
IninPiiit" site-.- I K later review. of -the data.,lae 

the'-- epicenter about, 94 km- from. the.. Ramapo. (approximately-, 
30O' km. f rom, Indian- Point),.- Tr-.. 6193,. 6493;- also, Lic-.  
Exh. 2-6-. plates C2- and C3.: 

8 8/ Tr. .6317-18.

89/ Tr.;. 631. The supplement. was- issued' on, April.. 51, 1976 
shortly pirtthti&tatelicensees expected 

to. receive, their' full-operating, license'..
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large earthquakes either in the short term or long term.-0 

It did insist that the expanded .network would ,enable it, 

to,-detect and obtain--accurate focal, plane. solutions. for 

any- miqcroseismic events,. that. might occur, along. the.. entire! 

-- length, of. thez Rmapoz.fault.. It-pointed out. that_ -the 

-expanded' network including-the-segment north of_:Indian.  

*Point.would- cover- 4. to, 5. times-.the.. area. of' the, present 

network..  

According, to witness Stepp, heida -oul. supl the 

-~flow.ing'.. . - .  

The, data- themselves. would' not necessarily 
the. microearthquake ~data! themselves would .not.  
necessarily lead you to a determination of the' potential of movement on. the fault., That alone 
would. not. But considerationsi- hswudb 

atwo. step, process ..  

We' re considering- the,: f irst. step. in: it nowF 
whether -or not there. is any reason to be unduly 
concerned about localization of earthquakes
along this, structure,- and the:microearthquake
can% lead.. us- directly to, that. -- can..directly 
lead" to. a conclusion about, that..  

Now- if' in fact- it.:should be: determined. that.  
earthquakes. of small magnitude are localized_ 
along- this- fault zone-, then: the, ques-tion:. arises
of what :the~ maximum earthquake. along ht al 
zone. hol be and that, determination. would, 

inVolve other- cniderations, tha simply-- the 
microearthguakes,, and. considerationsi of. the, 
extent Iof the fAult, the fault geometry,, 

9/Statement by Staff.-Counsel. Tr-. 559-1.1 Statement by 
staf wtneses, Steppnzl T Keleher. V ~.6:22 6-7
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possibly-.the sense of movement, ,possibly the 
levels of stress in the area, stress condi
tions in the area.,.and the depth extent of 
the, f ault..: 

In- short ,_ it would- consider it- would be; 
based. upon- considerations.' of' the'-, I guess- the
fault. dynamics,, ifwe. could. use ,a- very, gen
eralized' term~l and. its.- geometry ,and. dimen- --.-

-Sions .  

Tr. 623-1.  

Later, when pressed for a. course of' action, if the data-, 

showed the: worst, possibility,- 'Dr. stp sated:

We'll,. let's;. suppose, that the data -- for a.  
moment. suppose. the. dataz caused us. to7 conclude! 
that earthquakes. are being localized, along'-.
prefe~rentially along the Ramapo -Fault systemi; 
that', is , that it- has ; a- greater- risk- of -having., 
a greater probability-of-having earthquakes,: if_ 
they-should occur in the' region, localized.  
along. it, than, would. be the- case. assuming.  
scattered,.activity throughout the- region.  

Then. the- coursen of action we._ would-. take'. is.- to'..  
assess what the maximum-earthquake activity 
would be. on it'..  

Th-ere: are several,. outcomes.fo ht, i em 

to.. me...  

Q.All right,., Now on, what basis-. do: you do.  
that?).

.The- assessment, would. be: mad',- based: 'upon- the
nature ;of' the activity along the& fault zone. 
Maybe. it ,,clusters only - at-.-Pompton- Lakes and.  
there'"s- not-. another earthquake along, the fault, 
zone..anywhere..; Maybe those focal mechanisms..  
are eventually-shown -to eicmailwt 
the geometry7 of' the Ramapo. Fault -system.., Maybe 
they' -are, compatible: but- it clusters- only there..  
Then- that. would,., pose one situation..
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Maybe the earthquake activity is rather uniform 
along the extent of the fault., That would pose
another' situation..  

'One outcome,. could, be, that -'and it, would seem
to me the- most, likely one,. in. the: event we
concluded that earthquake-activity was being.  
localized, along. this.. f ault,. zone: at all.,, one,, 
outcome, could. be. that we, wouldl acceptt the, maxI-L-_.  
mum earthquake as being represented by the: ----
maximum regional earthquake just as we've. done:.
now, ..and',we would say something like an Inten-, 
sity VII1 might.. be- produced by: this fault, zone, 
or" a,, magnitude 5*-plus...  

But the. difference would. be-; that. if. we- concluded-" 
that this fault- i's, in: fact- localizing earth-' 
quakes is', that. --- we would' have- to,- consider:
that .that ,particular earthquake lhas a greater., 
likelihood'of'. being: localized, near-the plant-
than, we- now: have considere'.

And .our recommendation..most, likely would..be: that, 
the~ design.response spectrum be .reevaluatedto 
determine, whether or not it embraces an earth
quakke of. that. magnitude that close' to the plant, 
site.F.  

Tr,. 6350:752.i 

Thec staff: admitt- -that-" "t- ]hile- many" [icrsimc 

studies, have been reported' in , the , literature, a- general.  

relationship between .microearthquake activity and' thel.

.occurrence of'.larger earthquakes significant t-'engineer

inqdsinhsnot., yet', been, established."_.. Iftaf f' Exch,..

25, p. I nevertheless c'aimh-"bcas'nco 

earthquakes' reflect current tectonic-activity more-directly 

than' any other measurable geophysical..data,- they' are,
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powerful data for evaluating the geologic causes of earth

quakes."' Ibid..  

Thee staff provided, no; dataas. to: thel probability of 

_.finding.. that. microearthquakes- were, focusing, on the--.Ramapo,

apparently basing.,their concern- in this. matrTnirl~

onthe, March, 11, 1976- earthquake-..  

t., In, suimnary, the staff-stated' (id. atp. 7)7 three 

reasonst for- requiring thel expanded network:, 

l., If the tectonism. is uniform in the are&~ a.  
larger network. will. get: morei data, in, less- time.  

2'.. A., greater: potentia-l.- will. be provided, for' 
gathering data-, for. more focal, mechaiiism solu!
tions. and .from- there, to. assess-whether- there 
is. the, potential for movement along a partic
ular f ault .  

T_3 The- network. should.. show- whether- or, not.  
earthquakes, are concentrated- along..thew Ramapo.  
fault...  

cr.- tae~Tentimony 

91/ 
The: testimony- for, the- State, of New: Yorkl was- pre-i 

sented by its- witness-, Dr... Aggarwal, and-it. discussed.  

Board:,questions..1 and. 3,.  

91 State Eh. '19-,1 "Te stimony of- Dr. Yashi, Pal Aggarwal' on
, -Behalf' of. the'. State 'of' New,, York!". Tr-. 6079-9.-. Certain:: 
parts! o f this. testimon were, .strick en flown amton
by the-. licensees,:.Y(March-- 8, 197.~e.as.r 596-92 

5956.017,: 6161_7 3,1 617Z-81 630305, '63.79-95-._.  

Sta-te. Exh . 20, "Supplementary Testimony of' Dr,. ..Yash- Pal
-- Aggcarwal. on 'Behalfo h State of. New. York"." Tr. 6396

6403.'
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1.The major portion of the written testimony con-

cerned. question-'1. and 1.the. State.'s position:,on.,the need for

an expanded, microseismic, network . The-'State- ma-intained:.  

that "i In order- to evaluate: risk: to- public4 health and-' 

~safety, from the' Indian Point; nuclear, facility,.Cfit_11 is nec

essaryl to. evaluate, the sei Ismic. potential' of" the -Ramapo 

Fault:.S*ystem." State- Exh. 19, p., 61.. To-do this- the State, 

urged,, that- one, must- (a) understand' the "earthquake problem"' 

in the-eastern United.States.,- (rb). critically evaluate the

historical. record_ of- earthquakes- in- the- area& of--interest,

and (c)! consider. the-. seismotectonics .of' southeastern New.  

York,- and., northern- -New- Jersey- in.. light-. of. the-, most, recent

instrumaental data. Ibid.. On. the basis- of, such requirements,, 

~th- tae cocide ta anenlarged, microseismic-. network, 

is, necessary.,

To: support. itsz conclusion,, the-State's testimony-dis 

cuse. herelatively brieff historic: record_ of seismicity 

inr eastern- United;. States- 'compared. to- the, longer- record'in

-China,,. Since-, historical events,; of' intens-ity-7 V1I and- VII 

have- occuarredT jfl: southeastern: New York, and-- north-ernri- Ne w-.-..  

Jersey, the ,State observed that. ".0A jnesty-I-r-~

-qeaeieensmay!. occur., in.: this. rein nthe future".. .  

Id-. at. 8.:
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,Finally, the State maintained that, since it. is futile 

to attempt to associate-.historicievents "with faultsz in, 

this, area."' (id,_ at. 9),U 

the. alternative, is. to. examine , the, more- recent-, 
instrumental data for-. sIe Ii s .mic'- events. in, thel.
area, and- to; -ascertain whether these, more 
accurately located,. eents' show any relation-- Z 
ship' toi local f aults . If such. is the, case-, 
then, ~we can ,conclude- with .reasonable certainty
that .the historical -events, were also associated.  
with- f aults, in. the, area., 

The- State, asserted7- that: the n_,ecesay :instrumental 

data, can., only. be, supplied by an- expanded microseismic, 

network ,because this -will be- able, to: detect microerh 

quakes, along. the: Ramapo:. f ault with enough precision .to 

allow calculations of- focal.,mechanism solutions:.- In.. the: 

Statel"sr opinion only such precise information-- can, link,. a.

particular. fault- withi a. given.- earthquake-. Id...at. 18'-19..  

The.- S tate. as serted:,- that th>pr esent -mi crosaismic' inet-, 

work is; inadequate," since,,.of' eighteen. earthquakes. reported' 

n the genera-1 area. in. the.- last three' year.. oa ehn 

J2 isrm solutions,, were,. obtainable- onr only; eighti9 L 

tht' fd thed expan'ded neteen_ O 

more--focal plane solutions might have; been' obtained. and: 

uncertainties. in one of' the-- present solutions eliminated..  

92/ State Exchi. 2 0', p...
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State. Exh.. 19 at p., 19.. The State thus implies that a 

decision. could be reached as to whether the.Ramapo, fault 

s-is loca-lizing' current seismicity., 

2.. The, State's-, answer- tosour question, 3- asserte&l".  

inesnetat thez focal plane solutions are -- thenyay 

to, determine-: stress- orientation, at. the depth -of' the ihypo!- , 

center-and. that. shallow, direct stress measurements may or' 

may' not. indicate. the. same stress .orientation. Thie place

ment, of" an- expanded, network therefore does- not- depend. on; 

completion, of' sha-llow% stress. measurements. State ,Exh... 20', 

II_ Discussion.,of" the' Testimony 

A.. Question. 1., 

As2. above 'noted t&.-1first' question. pose,. by te 

'Boar& was.  

s, an. enlarged microseismic:monitoring network.  
warranted for, reasonableo assurance. of' public 
health, and safety. in- connection- with the, Indian
Point nuclear f Acility?', 

'~~5 ALB37~u r, NRC,-at 1:552 '. ' .__ 

we, will 'discuss.,the testimony received 'in response lto-this' 

questionz in. the: light of 10'e CFR 100:, AppendixK A,, "Seismic

and&elgc 'tn Criteria: for- Nuclear Power- Plants".  

If'e id -awe totis- question: to- bel negative, the.  

remaining'- questions need not be: considered.



.In Appendix A which was adopted in November 19 73 93 

(just, 1-1/2.. years. before the stEaff condition was imposed) 

the -Commission -set. f orth:: 

*' the; princi pal seismic' and. geologic 'con
-. siderations. which,. guide'- the-q Commission in.. its.

evaluation of, the suitability of proposed :. '

* aites' for: nuclear power plants: and the% suit
ability-of'plant design. bases; established.  
in consideration of, the seismic' and.',.geologic' 
characteristics'.of' the' proposed-sites..  

10. '40+Apni;A..Scin 

These 'criteria~are :primarily based., on. the geology 

and seismicity-of. the' geographic, region, around-. the.-site 

with -particular- regard to the geologic and seismic history 

ofte ae.Prtc -remphasis is,-placed on faulting 

near -the site-and. determinations of whether. such faults 

are. "capable." 

The, def inition', of' a..."capable" fault -given in.Appendix 

A,,. Section 11(q)- is., of particular importance but' since: 

this'-: defiknition. has. already beenr quoted. in' full, under 

issuel. 3' (see p. 76,. supra), we will not repeat it here.  

- 'Zuthe~rin mpsing:, condition, 2C the, staff place&-reliance

on-. p-aragraphcIV (all.7) which. reads' -

93 S~3 Red.-e9- 31283 4tv.l3-93),a aende at 

.38.~~~ Fe~~~ "55'Nov..., 27', 1973)'.'
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For faults, any part of :which is. within:200 
miles of the site-and which-may be of signif-' 

icance. in establishing the-Safe Shutdown Earth
quake,: determination of whether- these faults 
are- to be; considered- as,, capable. faults... Th is: 
determination is; requ4ired- in, order': to- permit.  
appropriate, cons iderationl. of' the: geologic'.  
history- of'. such f aults- inv establishing- the., 

.Safe, Shutdown, Earthquake. For guidance .in-
determining which, f aults- may be of- signif icancez7,; 
in. determining the Safe Shutdown Earthquake,..  
Tablew 1 of' this,: appendix presents. thez minimum.  
length of- fault to be lconsidered versus distancet 
from- site.. Capable- faults: of- lesser, length: 
than- those; indicated' in, Table. 1e and'. f aults
which. are not capable: faults. need. not. be con.-_ 
sidered-in ,determining-the Safe -Shutdown Earth
quake%,. except. where, unusual- circumstances 
indicate such, consideration- is,! appropriate._

Since' we,- have, determined- in' Issue, 31 that the: Ramapo, 

fault is no~t capabler we, must- now, decide, (1),: whether,. in., 

accordance .with section IV(a) (7),. there are- unusual cir-, 

cumstances .here lthat require special investigations:; and 

(.2) whether- the,~ installation- and-, operation- of, an expanded' 

microseismic' network- is a.- required, part.'of- these. investi

gations,.  

When- asked- for- a statement of, what, waso cons idered to

be _the: special circumstances,, which.. required, further,. investi-.  

* . . gation , of' the, Ramapo fault, staf witesltp rpid 

The' unusual, circumstance here .is foundead both.  
in-the geologic history of this.particular 
'fault zone: and. in the- seismicity of. the area,.



in my view,. The geologic history of the. fault 
is- such-that it has- been, a-. locus, of movement 
dating-from pre-Cambrian time, at least into 
the Mesozoic time, a..period of 'several hundr 'ed 
million years, and spanning many different 
orogenic' ,phases;, several different; orogenic
phases., I. should. say.

Tr._ 6336..* 

In: further. questioning,,.Dr.. Stepp asserted-that therei_ 

is" Wa. higher- level of' seismicity, in this general. region..' 

Tr.: 6337. He --later - admaitted.-that -seismicity yaround' Indian-,_ 

Poin,- wile' higer -tanrs'eismict to, the_ wesino 

higher.'than the activity 'to:es of'test~o'frta 

mater'not:, more-than the- eto'Nw-Egadi is niey 

Despite- this, lack of unusual seismicity compared. to

the', rest, of, New England,.,we:, agree with Dr. Stepp'- that the

historical,- circumstances. -of-" thel Ramapo, fault- structure::are, 

somewhat- unique, in- that. it: is-, ai f ault. system, which,. though 

not, capable' now,. has. had a history of-movement through. the 

geologic' agesi and" does-.have-, splays. which,- are close. to. the', 

site ' otf a,; nuclear facility.. It is' therefore! appropriate, 

-' tol be ..sure. of-. the, most 'recent. age of.-movement, and-' of. the.--

location, of the- f ault., 

..In, Supplement -No* 3. to. the": SER for- the.Indian: Point 

Nuclear, Generating. Station, the: staf f brief ly- stated: the,.



special program of'investigations required by license, 

amendment 2C as follows: 

(1): Geological. mapping, in, -suff icient scopel and
detail, to-. accomplish, -the- fol1lowing..:., 

(a), Definition; of, the, main: trace.r of- the
Ramapo.. Fault and' associated: faults- of' the. Ramapo~ 
Fault, System-.  

(b) Str uctural, and- tectonic relationship
of, thei Ramapo, Fault System with' faults at' the 
Indian Point. site..  

(c) Identification of'crosscutting features 
and- faults'.which. might. be used, to- determine the: 
age& of' most. recent, movement, on. faults- of. the
Ramapo system .  

(d) Age. dates' of' the: f ault alongr those 
sectors.- near the- epicenters, of. the.- 1951. Rockland, 
County, New-York,. earthquake; and, the,. 1976 Pomptonr 
Lakes,., New Jersey,. earthquake.  

(2), Determinationr of: the: age: of'most- recentL 
movement on the Ramapo-Fault and" the -Ramapo Fault.  
System -by appropriate age' dating techniques and 
.relationship to crosscutting ,featuresl.

(3)- Determination. of.' the., relationship- of' currenti 
and-historic earthquake activity-to .the Ramapo 
Fault-and Ramapo' Fault. System.. The existing.
earthquake,.monitoring network is to.,be extended_ 
southward. to-include, -the:Pompton.Lakes', New.Jersey 
epi center area and northward to.-include the'
Fahnstock: region.. The density of. the network
should,, be.. sufficient to', obtain, precise7 locations

and oca mecanim slutions-. Velocity studie 
,needed to ' 'obtain: reliable earthquake. locations:-.  
and mechanism'. solutions. should' be-. conducted..  
This, network is to' be operated -at, least, two. -full* 
years, following complete- installation of' all.  
stations.' These studies should be supplemented 
by stress%,measurements to, define the current 
tectonic; environment of the area.
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(4)' Additional geochronological age dates of
mostrecent movements'shall-be obtained on. those 
faultsiobserved in the immediate vicinity of the.  
plant., including each of the different fault 
sets., Fluid inclusion dates. are- toy be- conf irmed' 
by, dating; other, mineral, assemblages. and/or by, 
usingf ohrdaing' .techniques..  

Staff 'Exh,. 24',,, 2-7..  

only the part- of. item- 3 of this- li'st- covering-the

proposed-installation' and operation of an additional micro-

seismic. monitoring network, is being' questioned in this,

proceeding.,." Ir- other words:,. because of the. special-circum

stances, that. we: have, discussed, (see p. 131,. supra) n: the', 

relationship, of the,, Ramapo f ault to. the- Indian . Point, 

nuclear facility,., major projects 1of mapping,. age dating.  

and. stress measurements are- being accomplished in a largeo 

area'. surrounding the. Indian Point site.. What we must: now 

decide is whether,. in addition- to the programs already 

completed' or' underway, ,data .from an enlarged microseismic

network: would: be,. of, any real. signif icance. in- assuring, the 

health. and'. safety" of' the. public: insofar- as, the. nuclear'

f acilities- at- Indian. Point. aret concerned., .  

As. w have. seenr the State: of. New Yr n'teNC 

staf f insi st, that. the: condition- is necessary to,--make the.  

decision, for- reasonable' as'Murance& of: health, and saf ety..  

The- licensees insist' it is. worthless'- in. this, respect..
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1. We will first consider the license condition for 

the microseismic network-in ,the general terms of whether 

thel condition. is. a. proper- one. under- Appendix A., After 

.consideration, of, the record before,, us:, it, is our, opi -nion: 

for the ~reasons-given below that it is not. -= 

a. We note first, of' all.- that, mention of instru

mentally determined earthquakes- in the definition of a 

capable fault. concerns only those earthquakes whi'ch. produce 

macroseismicity.., On cross-examination. the. staff was.-asked 

to, explain , if microearthquakes. are. one. of the: better., (if 

not the, best) source of. information,. why microseismic: eval.

uations.- were%, not ..specif ically includdd ini Appendix, A..  

Staff'witness Stepp gave the following'answer:: 

The- answer. is. that. 1. don'"t really know- I.  
could. speculate and- L think-., it. would 'bel some
what informed, speculation because-it's- *a.  
question, that, I've- asked- anumber of' times.  
myself., 

I, If, 1'. understand the: reasoning. that went into 
it.,, it..could. be specified.' as, that related" tol 
the state- of.' the. art. o f- the, use of' micro
earthquake data and-. a,. cost!-benef it you. might
say- reason; with regard. to the: state of' the 

.*-.art, when; Appendix, A was being, f ormed. 7riac-" 
--. ,-.earthquake studies- was even in more- infancy 

than-. it., now, is, in.- And. the-. people; who: were,
forming. Appedndix A,. some of' themw at least,, 
held" the' strong view, that- such inf ormation.  
would.create more .confusion: than not-and 
eventually the use- of'microearthquake data.  
was not .included-, in the', Appendix..-



Part-of the reason,. I believe, for,-it not being 
included in there is that we do not'have: these 
data available-to us.. The Appendix- was-written.  
around data that. are available to us in ordinary 
circumstances., -Microearthquake information , 
microearthquake data are generally not .available: 
to: usi because the- level, of, the netowrk. capability 
that, we', have,. is simply ,not sufficient-to::provide, 
those: data..  

Moreover, and. this,. as..I understand' it-,. was, a. 
very large7-factor in tecnsideration to. include: 
or not include the' data, one. could--not. place 
great reliance on..the-locations for, as' you. go 
down in magnitudee fewer stations-record the 
events.. The-scatter in-the data become'greater 
and .reliance on the ,epicenters ,becomes. weakened..  

So for,, all, of' those, reasons a requirement to
consider' microearthquake' data was-:not' included.  
in. Appendix A..  

Tr. 6 277-7 9.  

Dr- Stepp-- agreed that- Appendix. A is, a- recent, regula-, 

tion-. having. become, effectiveinl December 1973 ~and" he gave.  

no' indication'that any great..advance in' microseismic tech

niques~ had:,taken place. in the' 18-month interval between: 

December 19.73. and April 19:75, when the% condition, was: imposed .  

b:.. Witnesses, for- all of th aties agreed ta 

.the ocalpl Xemecharrism. can Provd-dt~cnenn h 

directio of 'the'stress field' ,at, the- hypocenter .but, can ' 

give, no indication 'of' the. magnitude of' the, stress. Licen

sees,,, Tr., 59:34;: State, State' Exh.: 19:, p. 13: and Tr.. 6507;
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Staff, Tr. 62.70., However,, it was noted',by staff witnesses 

(T r., 62.69-72) and agreed. to. by Dr.. Aggarwal (Tr., 6,511-12) 

that,, if the earthquake: occurs, near a-pre-existing fault,, 

the ungeztainty of the direction of- the principal, stress 

is'. at:-least ±20O" and may-therefore present an.-erroneous 

picture of, the stress' orientation near-.the fault-

c.. In. various discussions during the hearing 

several ways in which -microseismic monitoring -systems-had.  

been'. used, were:- mentioned., Primarily such..systems have; 

been, used- in- areas' of. high. activity for' monitoring .the 

seismicity of faults known to .be active. In-these cases

the: number.,of micro-occurrences was' large ,-- perhaps 

several,. per day. In" one. or two- instances a-decrease in.  

the fErequency of. microseismic events, has been shown to 

have, preceded'-- by some: hours: or. days, the occurrence of' a

large: quake. Tr.., 5-826-27.. 9t 

Inr low-, seismicity; areas-, howeverF microseismic. networks.

had previously' been, required," by NRC to-.,meet-. special situations, 

intw'intncs, ~q ,in-'one case,, to- monitor- the, chang 

94!'. Se6veral. references' were. ci'ted here by. licensees,-"' wit
ness. Dr-. Werner to. papers by Dr. Sykes, State, witness; 
on issue 1, and.Dr.. Kelleher, m~ow a.member of the NRC 
staff and: a, witness in this proceeding.,..
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in microseismicity during and following the Ifilling of a 

large-reservoir-.. No usage has -previously been-made of.  

microseismicity by-itself in., either- low, or- high, seismic

areas,- to. establish relationship. between. microseismic

_events. and. the- potential* of' a. fault, for larger moeet; 

Tr._ 6360. hii demonstrate&by tha, follow- ingstf 

-testimony.: 

Q.Gentlemen of. the. panel,, let. me: ask if.' you
will direct your attention-.to page 2. of your 
testimony,, the -first full-paragraph which-.,starts 
there, in, the. middle. of the page and there it's.  
your testimony,. is it not,, that. an, expansion 
of. the- network, is, required,:.  

"'..so, that, a more-, accuratel determination 
of what- the, relationshipsa. are between, 
earthquakes andl geologic-structures in the
region,....".  

That .correctly states. your ,testnnony, is-that 
correct?, 

A,. (Witness'- Stepp) -Yes,, that's-correct., 

Q. Do you' expect to-, be.' able, through' the use of.  
this;-microearthquake. data..to-define-any type- of' 
relationship betweenthese, earthquakes and
structure -that would allow you. to: assess- the 
potential, of' an event,. in', excess, of' the, SSET~ 

A- 1, would", like: to answer no- and7 then. explain, 
why.  

We d.ntexpect, these 'microearxthquake 
any microearthquakes .that may be- located. by 
.this network to. lead,*directly -to. an. assessment.  
of.. a. larger than SSE- earthquake . In fact we 
had. not even ,consideredthat at this, point and.  
'we think, that, such. an. earthquake-, would, be,



extremely remote based upon regional considera-
tions and that'swhy we accept the level of SSE 
that we have accepted.- We think that.'s consist-
ent..with'the. level of conservatism that. is, 
embodied in .Appendix A..  

The~ measure- to ,which that might-be-drawn..  
upon for: such' a- determination-- is,. really not, 
clear to .me at this, time., I would not wish- taL-
state one way' or the. other whether one could -_-.  

extrapolate from -a set of-small earthquakes, 
to. predict-larger earthquakes., 

Tr. 62216-27.1 

Given-- these- considerations we. do not: believe, that. a-, 

research ,project-with ,such tenuous- usefulness- islone which.  

should. be-- required-. of' an applicant or licensee- under' 

Appendix. Ar

df., Finally', we, observe that. the-staff has appar-' 

ently ignored ,'the third paragraph of Appendix ,A, section.  

111II(g) (3), (see p.. 7-"7,'spa -wibapast .tesitu-, 

ation- at, the. Indian Point site.- This: paragraph-. states: 

Notwithstanding the. foregoing: paragraph s' 
111(g), (l)-, (2) and, (3), structural. as-socia-.  
tion of' a.. fault with..geologic- structural 
features-: which are-- geologically old (at
least pre-Quaternary) such as many, of those.
found-., in' the.- Eastern', region. of the United,, 
States.. shall,: in. th-absencei of' conflicting 
evidence , demonstrate that the& fault.:is' not:, 
a, capable f au'It within, this- def inition..  

As. we. have seen in section' 3' of this decision 

?p'.79-1 ur the,: l'icenseesr .and,s taf f. aqriethat..  

telateSt. movemnt-al,.-Ong,.either- the, Ramap .f'ault, sstem



or-the faults, on the east. side of. the Hudson appears'to 

have occurred -.1at- least- several. million,-years. ago . The State 

claims that the faults'-sampled have not been--proven to be.  

the, youngest,.-but they admit- that' there, is- no. physical, 

-- evidence at or, near- the surf acer of movement- inat l:east.  

the, last- 500,.000 yearsi. See, p-. , supra..  

We ,find that the weight of the evidence strongly 

indicates that there-has,:been .no movement in the- faults 

around. I-ndian- Point since the; end. of. the Mesozoic period.  

On, this--. basis: there. is--- noi need: for- the "additional. investi

gations" suggested. by, Section. II of Appendix A- beyond 

mapping and: agee dating:.  

2'. We will now assume arguendo that we- have. erred.  

in, our.- decision in-subsection -k__ a bo'Ve.':an& examine- the

actual se~ismic-situation that we find around& Indian-Point., 

A. microseismic- network. of' 13.. stations: around, Indian. Point-, 

has, beenr in, use, for: over' 18z, months.. The -system began.  

9/Appendix. A, Section- II,: "'Scope," third prgah.  

96/ The. network.- stations: are., located. over, ant area ;of. 
approximately- 30M~ kmZ (251. Jan-. northeast- southwest,
12' km.. east.-west). One- station is 20 km west, of' the''- -
main,. group.. State. Exh-.. 19-,. p., 2 and Fig-. 2- Within, 
the: area surrounded by the.stations the network is.  
capable of. detecting an earthquake down, to-magnitude 
zero. or- a. littlet less:.- Tr.. 5667.
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operating in June 1975 and became fully operational-in 

.September of 1975. Since that time licensees' quarterly 

reports; to the. NRC~ indicate: that, some- 8,3 9> tremors:- have.  

beenr recorded.- 2 2  Of,, these. on-ly'18" appear- to- be, natural: 

....events," the. remainder: being: disturbances: caused by quarry 

and construction blasting,..  

Th-e-.,State'!s; -testimony indicates tat.since Arl8, 

1.974? the- .Indian- Point , network 'together, with, -the. Lamentw-f

Doherty and Connecticut. seismic networks have, recorded a.  

total. of 18: .events, of possible interest,- to-. the- Indian-, 

Point: f acility:.- Of, these .the four events- at-Wappinger 

FA1s ,., which, mayJ have, been- quarry blasts,, are agreed" by 

al l parties to ,have no relationship to the. Ramapo Fault.  

Simi larly, the-earthquakes at-Schooley Mountain were over

75 km- from Indian-.Point ,and- apparently not contnected with

the.. main-. Ramapo. Fault.- 2 !_ We. 'are, thus- reduced,' to a., con

sideration of 12. events, during: the- last- two., years7. These

12. events., taken in. chronological order and numbered'aslin 

the State'"s- Table 1 (see. fn,. 98, below), are.- shown. in,. the, 

ol-lowinT, table,:..  

97/" S'ee Quarterly Reports, for the Seismic'Monitoring Pro
gram.for Indian Point dated Oct. 22', 1975, Jan 5,. 1976,
April 12,- 1976, Aug., 10 , 1976:,, Nov., 8',. 1976 and 
Feb. 14,,. 1977.  

98/ State Exh.. 19,, Table 1,- appended. thereto..' 

99/ State Exh., 19., Table 1 and State: Exh.. 2.0, FigI. 1



Table, .3

No., Magnitude.

2.. 1

-9 ~~ I) 2

1. -5), 

2.&) 

1I 8'

Location

7: km. S.SW of, II.P.. close-, 
to; splay of' Ramapo '/

20, km- N'.E. of' I .P:.  

15: km. of. .' 
"' 12-. km S:.W:. of: Ramapo,-" 

40 km, S'.W. of, I.P.
5, km from.. Ramapo: 

17' km- S'.E. of: I,.P*.  
17- km from Ramapo.- and.  

east of.-Hudson. River 

50',, kml S.E. of: .P 
Close to, Ramapo..  

50, km- S .. of.I.IP..  

27 km S'.E:. of I.P;..  
25,1 kml from Ramapo ;' 

east of. Hudsonr River 

About. 2" km, M.. of. Pl....  
in. the- Hudson, River 

60 km. S .E'.. of. I.,P,.  
may. be, near: extension' 
of,' Ramapo

Date, 

4/8/74' (prior, 
to.- operation, of' 
I,.P.-. network)

7/19/75' 

8/22/7-5' 

11/10/75.  

3/6/76' 

3/11/761 

3/12/76: 

8/20/7-6.  

9/22/7,6' 

10/28/76"

- 20.19 30" km- S.. of' 1.,P' 
'00- km- from. Ramapo
east, side of' Hudson 
River.

11/2,2/761

*/All. distances, given, in; the, table- are scaled from Fig.- 1, 
of' State's., Supplemental testimony-.- State Exh. 20'..  

*/Distance: froml fault, is- stated along, a line,:perpendicular 
to- f ault trace to epicenter-



From -this' table we see that only two events (5,& 18) 

occurred within the Indian Point network,_ i.-e.., within, 

13. kmw of-- the',. site. of' the' rest,,- only 12,, 14'1, 1 5. and. 197

canr conceivably: be. directly connected- with' the: Ramapa.  

fault.  

We: believei that: it is-important, to note that the, two'

earthquakes (5*, 18)' nearest to the, Indian.Point -facility 

appear to be near splays of the Ramapo.. Staff witness: 

Kel-,leher emphasized the :importance- of. this. with: the. follow

ing,. remarks : 

If' theire'.s: a-, complicated- fault system, and if'.  
there' "s5 ---. In. general,, the'tmore heterogeneous, it 
is, the- morel splays,, the-more broken up, the.  
more -transfer structures,, in general the smaller
will be z the:,earthquakes associated with .that., 

Sot if"youi have, a4 very- complex.,- complicated fault 
system with, ai lot of, splays- on. it,, and. you' re 
getting a: number- of 'di fferent events. on'. these., 
small. events,. microearthquakes, on- various' parts.  
of. the- system,. I. would- not. necessarily, feel that.  
there was .potential for a much ,larger earthquake..  

Tr., 6:28*6.  

in,. the case-- of earthquake 18' (the. September- 22', 1976" 

".'event)Y which', occurred~ j'ust to - the- north' of, Indian'. Point:,,

State, witnes-s,: Agarwal.wso h opinion,,that,this' at

quake -was most probably-associated with'the Timp, Pass 

fault, a member, of thet Ramapo,'fault- system..r. 64-79 .  

Dr.. Aggarwal pointed'out- that .his ,focal plane solution of-
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earthquake 18 showed. afault d-ip of''approximately. 620* and 

hypocenter depth. of.8:km., He stated that ~this dip extend-, 

ing from: the hypocenter to the- surface I.would. come- close.  

to the~i surf ace- trace-, of7 the, Timp, Pass f Ault-- Tr. 64,79-85.., 

.~In. rebuttal1 testimony, however, the licensees, wit.  

nesses,_ Werner- and.. McWhorter, presented- a; strong.,, argument..  

that the,.actual measured'dip of'the.Timp Pass fault is 

810. Tr-., 61562,. et~sa. Since: this,. f Ault, is, a,. -s trike-_slip.  

fault,, Dr. Werner, explained that-the i measuredi_ near 

the -surf'ace, w-iT3Nb mfaintained,-, at. depth:.-" 

Q.(Mr.- Curley) * What- we' re talking about 
is. a dip at the surface.. Must that angle continue: 
to" depth?z 

A.- (Dr.. Werner) I. wou-ld. say yes it is a. -law
estblshdonseveral levels.,. the one 'being the.  

rock mechanics level where: observations' are
that,.. you. know, in. response, to: a-. given stress 
systemw-. you.'rgontohv a, planar break, 
develop,, a, f-lat planar- break- and, that' s what the": 
fault-.represents...  

Additionally there-areifield- observation 
studies- -- I' can' t give- you- exact citations
right, now because. I don."t, have the' material- with-.
me-, but. I'. would. reference.- thel work. of. Handoit-
relative , to, rock, mechanics.  

There- are, field studies-which' indicate. that.  
strike-slip, faults as-a class- .are planar., They 
maintain their. dip at depth and. in. that I would 

cit. te wrksof Moody, an on. Wilcox,., 

Tr.. 6571-72.,



Under these. circumstances the Timp Pass fault could 

not-extend eastward torthe hypocenter-of earthquake .18.  

It. should. be .noted ta-t events 12, 14,5:a&1, 

at. least three. of' which. were. detected' by the Indian-, Point, 

- network..and'.a- focal plane solution, obtained-on =-one are 

at",-the,: extreme4 southern. end. of, the: proposed. expanded net

work . In addition-, Figure 1 of' State. Exh.- 20 indicates.  

that five,: (10 , 13.,, 16,. 17,: 20.),. of. the earthquakes, in their.  

Table 1. are. locate& east- crf7oftw_ !Raapo fault.,, three., of, them 

east- of, the: Hudson_ River- . Inr answer to: a Boardi question

(Tr. . 5536)"i as-. to, the- signif icance-. of a., hypothetical. scatter: 

of earthquakes, ---either-- tz~itr-'i some.,, distance- from- a 

~a'u-31t. sta-ffE wit4_ness: Stepprg-;,ikvhe;-:fol-lowin .g- comment:.

So: that, to- answer:' your.- question . Mr.. Farrar,.  
directly,- the f act-.±b-a.at..micro--earthquiakes. may 
'be. scattered rather' randomly' throughout ,a: broad".  
region., hee,- occurring on: many faults,. even 
though; the: overall, stress:. system, may, be,, con.
sistent with. movement on, the- Ramapo,, the distri!
bution. of. the, earthqu akes., ina more random 
fashion would suggest thata the: verywrs, 
if- we- speak of worst- in _terms: of. hazard of.  

moeet f fults-. al' of.' the'. faultsin the' 
area- of. some' kind. of' equal- participation, in.  

tedeformation tais., going' on, so. tti 
2one then: distributes- the~k level. of seismicity, 

among- all of' these, faults,. 'it gets: pretty-much 
diluted so' far as. the- significance- that- it hasi 
for movement on'ay.ne of' the- faults..  

Tr. 5540.
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In summary,, it i apaetto us. that the .picture 

presented by the datai-from: the existing Indian Point,., 

Lamont- Doherty', and' Connecticut- monitoring. networks. is. of, 

a..very few.microearthquakes-in-&a large region about the.  

Indian:- Point. f Aciliy' Ol,,,::three- f' tes erthquake S 
n iy t4', -ee,.e 

were within, 12, km of. the, Indian: Point, site: and at worst.  

these.. may, have, been connected' with. splays. of, the Ramapo 

f aul1t.... Five, of' the- earthquakes- were, 40: km. or, more- south

east, of' the. sitei near- the,..southern extension -of" the. Ramnapo

fault. The remainder of the events were.-well east of. this .  

fault., This picture would'be in accordance with the. historic' 

data: shown by applicants' plate. C2'.-- This . plate shows- a

trend. line, of historic:- earthquakes. in the area running-, 

north-south someo 30. km, east. of 'Indian. Point.- The- activity 

appears,- to' increase. as.,. one: goes east, from: the area- of the 

Ramapo and decreases. to the west .of the fault.  

The preponderance of,the evidence-indicates that an: 

expanded: network': will-- not' produce data- to.: enhance- assurance 

of4  public..health,. and. safety,. The, data, already at- hand, 

-- from,. the. existing, ewrs-a a , S fr': 

requiring an, additional. network.. Thus we. f ind' no-

jOQI Attached: to 'licensees testimony, (Lic.. Exh. 2 6) on, 
issue, 3: of, this' proceeding.,
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justification for requiring the installation by the-licen-, 

sees-of the-expanded monitoring network..  

Findings,_____ 

Frthe reasons, given in this.. opinion, .we, have, -made.  

the: following f indings: 

1. No-historic event requires.. the. assumption-,. in 

accordance with- 10' CFR,. Part: 100-- Appendix A, of' & Safe

Shutdownr Earthquake, greater. than. Modif ied- Mercalli inten

sity VII. for- the% Indian. Point. facilities..  

2. he hriontl rondaccel eraition design.- value, 

sheuld-rem'airn at.15 fortheIndian' P-oint. sitel based

on.- a, maximumr:. probable.- earthquakeof intensity MM'.VI I..  

., The- Ramapo fault: is not acapable: fault..  

4'.. That-. section- of, Amendment 2. to the7,Indian- Point, 

Unit- 3'. operating license, numbered' 2.(C) (4) (c), which con-.  

tains: the- requirement- for anr enlarged-. microseismic7 monitor:

-, ng,-, network. will'. not, add, to-;, the-assurance of: -public., health .  

and', safe6ty? and ,- is, unnecessary-..  

5.. Determination of the seismic risk in the eastern 

United States through -delineation of tecto-nic provinces-I 

is difficult.. Because of',advice. f rom- its. -geologic! advisory,.
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committee the staff has not-promulgated an official tec

tonic map of eastern United-States, nor ,has it issued 

guidelinesz. to the. industry to: aid, it. in developing. such 

provinces., It now appears. that- the- U. S,. Geological.  

Service,- which had' a: major- role, in-' developing -Appendix-.  

has-expressed-the opinion. "that the Appeix woudb 

extremely .dif ficult. to. apply and.-would. lead to a-, lot 'of 

confusion in the assigning of .tectonic. provinces-.".  

Tr ,..3778-79'..  

6'.. In: this, proceeding, the- licensees- presented the

most. reasoned. scientific'approach to: the- selection of 

tectonic provinces and the, staf f. off erled: no, opposition 

to-, those. provinces'. We have accepted, most but- not- all 

of- the'...  

7'. -If' the tectonic: provinceeapproach-is' to'. remain.  

viable,, guidelines. must- bei issued so that-the' industry 

and-' public: alike: can. be aware, of' thel ground. rules... Int 

other- words the, staf f. must.. know,. and, tell others,. what, 

rules:- it. is trying to enforce., 

Athe result of, these findings, we conclude that- the

operating' lcnefoIndian Point units 2' n*~ sol 

not be . modified,'except. with' respect--to amendment:. 2:. to,



a

the Indian-Point unit 3 license.. That amendment is to be:' 

modified by the deletion of. that. portion.:of -section: 

2.(C) (4-) (c)- which-..relatesz to_ instalIlation of. an,- expanded

migr seismic:- monitoring,-, network -.  

- The licensees shouldibe allowed to ,continue opera 

_tion- of. the. unit 1 fuel storage pool,. but-. bef ore. operation

f.th-at- reactor- may, be. res-umed, necessary, modikfications, must, 

be. made, to ensure .the public, health and safety in. the 

event, of. an. intensity., VII. earthquake.

It- is* so- ORDERED..  

FOR.THE, ATOMIC SAFETY AND' LICENSING 
APPEAL BOARD 

1 rgaret: E... Du. Flo 
Secretary-to the.  

Appeal. Board

The opinion. of- Mr._ Farrar, dissentingj in. part, follows..  
See pp. 15-3-60,- 'infra..
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Opinion of- Mr'. Farrar, dissenting in part: 

I disagree with my colleagues on a number of counts,, 

and thus cannot join in the opinion-which they have, pre!

pared., It will be. some time., however, before- I can com

plete' the: writing of' a., full. response. to,. what. they, have' 

si, ad tey:; are., anxiu to; issPue. their- oi n, 

Considering all* the:.circumstances,- we. have- agreed- that.  

the.-best course to. follow; in, thisv case is.: to: release their 

opinion-now, accompanied by only an outline ,of the main.  

points: on-which my vew dif fer, from.- theirs-.. I will, 

supply- a complete- opinion. as soon. as,, possible, and in it..  

set- forth- a-, detailed analysis,- supporting my conclusions..  

1". A. number- of- earthquakes- greater, than. Intensity VII.  

(the level-takenr into account in designing the second'and 

third .unitswof this: plant)- have- occurred in and: around the.  

Eastern seaboard in. the past. 200 years.. Under the:Commission's

regulations,. we-must assume-that. earthquakes: of this- size 

1/Although the. ma-jority decision does'.not .call. for, any
change in the, statusqo of, the, facility,. its. authors; 
believe that some of teEir. holdings will be important in 

other-- cases,, and that licensing boards- ,should therefore:
havhave the-: guidance.. of-'their opinionnow. Particularly 
important,,, in,. thei-, judgment,,, is.: the- need . for, senior-. NRC 
staf f maaeet- to-, focus on. the-- ambiguities' concerning, 

themeaingand' application of-the tectonic province-con!
cept .embodied in ythe present regulations- (see pp. 55-61, .  
supra)
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will recur;, the question is"-- where? Ini that, connection, 

we are told by the regulations to assume that, unless a 

prior earthquake ,can be associated with. aparticular, 

structure, it. can, happen: againr anywhere. in,. the. same, 

"'tectonic- Province"'.. Such::& province: is. def ined. as "a 

region of the Nqorth .American continent"' having- "a: relative.: 

consistency of- *:* * geologic structural features'L***2 

In deciding which of-the-widely varying.'versions of' 

proposed- tecton-ic-. provinces, to- accept,. we, must. be conscious..  

of thee context-of our inquiry. In., searching. for: "relative 

consistency",, we. should be paying particular attention toI 

those' features-which are ,similar-or dissimilar intterms.  

of. what they- signify. ini terms. :of earthquake~ potential., 

In other words.,. structural differences .which ,have no 

discernible-, bearing- onr the-. present likelihood of earth-, 

quakes, should not-, as, I, read. the- regulations , formthe
3/ 

basis for drawi-ng province boundaries .. , 

Z/ 10. CFR, Part. 100,, Appendix, A,. OtII(h).  

3 /In,- light. of' this-- principle-,, and' the. f act. that. the- def i!
-nition of a, province, is. couched: in terms: of a region! 

of. the&"otiet, r ftnd& perplexing. the, majority's' 
unbuttressed,.statement.-(pp .3--34-,...,supr). that -it: is, 

could' have, intended. that. only., so-called "first-order"' 
characteristics be% employed, resulting in provinces of.  
t he size proposed by the. State. The suggestion that any 
such intent would' have been stated "explicitly" ignores 
the ,imprecise wording of'-,the' regulation,. which was de
liberately drawn with ,vague contours.' Indeed,- one of' 

(FOOTNOTE'CONTINUED -ON 'NEXT PAGE).



I am not convinced that in all instances the majority 

opinion adheres-to this-principle. Yet. my colleagues

should not necessarily be..faulted on this score , for-the 

lengthy hearing- revealedl a,,. paucity of knowledge, about.  

eartquae mechanism..- In, the. faceie of' this, inexciue 

our task. is difficult but our course, is. plainly- marked., 

As- I have, stressed bef ore,. "in, recognition, of- the- gaps.  

in-our understanding of earthquake occurrence and mechanism-,.  

the Commission's regulations- insist that in this,.area,., more, 

so than- in, others., conservatism-be the watchword".

WiLthout: going' into detail. at- this. time. I, can, say that: 

my conservative application' of what I believe- to. be the

controlling. principle leaves,. me- at odds.o with- my, colleagues: 

onsome. of- theL province, boundaries, they adopt.. But; in 

light., of. the! imprecise.. state- of: the art,. I- would, be 

exceptionally careful-to-avoid deciding -matters not ab

solutely'- necessary, to., the disposition: of- this, case.. Inr.  

3/ (FOOTNOTE'CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS'PAGE).  

the., reasons thez dispute, onx this. issue., was- so, sharp-, 
and., the,- evidence,. so, voluminous,, was,-precisely becausel 
the deceptively .imple- definition of. tectonic,. pro
vince leaves,. so- muc.~ room' for- diffEering interpreta
tions .  

~' / Public. Service Co. of-New Hampshire (Seabrook.., Units' 
1. and 2).,1 ALAB-4 22 _ 6 NRC M.(Jly 2.6, 1977)." 
(dissenting- opin ion), (slip oinion, ,pp:>.27)
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this' conn ection, it can be-seen from the-majority's opinion' 

that the disputes which are crucial to a: decision involve: 

relatively few earthquakes and province boundaries.. Thus,.  

my- opinion will deal. with- this.- issue on' as narrow. a basis' 

as, possible. I' cannot now,, before my own- analysis' i:s 

complete, say with certainty whether I' will be. able to, 

endorse' the majority"sultimate' conclusion on .the first 

issue,. i.e., that it was lacceptable to use-only an.  

Intensity, VII earthquake- asi the starting point for plant 

design.  

2'. The, Commissioni's. regulations, go. on- to. require. that, 

once, a, forecast. is'. made': of-. the, highest. intensity earthquake

likely7 to be' felt. at' the- site. of a- nuclear-power plant,.  

the'. plant .be .diesigned. . to: take.,- account .of .the- "maximum' 
5/ 

acceleration which' .might -result from. such an' earthquake..  

10 CFR. Part 100,, Appendix. A,, §VI (a). We have indicated 

elsew here, that this' requirement was not intended to be 

applied, literally;' it- is:,. to- be_!u~derstood. as- referring.  

In,, effect , then,- the.- regulations: require-, that the
somewhat, subjective intensity ranking (seeo p ,. -fnr. 6,V 
,supra)Y be'. converted'. into., a specific-,. objectivez 
measurement of the force'which the' earthquake' in 
question might- bring, to bear on the nuclear power.  
plant..



only to a- lesser-quantity , i.e.,. maximum effective accel*
6/ 

eration.. But. even at-that, the majority's decision on

how to determine the effective acceleration level to bet 

associated' with. a: particular: intensity suffers- from' the 

same., def iciencies. which- I, outlined' when:t the% identical, 

question came up.. in. Seabrook. In, bo th, i nstances,-the 

board majorities'- settled' upon- a. f igure! which has .'not: I-n, my, 

judgment been shown to. correspond in any significant way 

to.the maximum effective lacceleration for-the intensity, 

in- question.  

In. a, nutshell, the.- problem is: this,., The, basic data

relied: upon,.. about. which-, therer is4 no- dispute,, have been.  

taken. froma large: number of earthquake: records.. Tracings 

--- called seismograms-.--irecording the accelerationmeasured 

by- an. instrument at, a-. particular- locationr during a, particular 

earthquake have ?been: grouped laccording. to the -intensity be

lieved- to, have. been felt. near the location. of' the seismograph, 

61- Seabrook, ALAB-422,, supra., 6 NRC' at (majority 
opinion, p,. 60;':isnig~oiin 1T767 see, also
p. J151, infra.  

7/ LA-42, upa,6, NRC, at: (dissenting. opinion, 
pp 175 -76)
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during that same earthquake. The: seismograms in each 

intensity group were then analyzed to ascertain the, 

highest amplitude,, or peak-,. acceleration, recorded- on: 

each' of them-. The, dispute, before. us, involves. the. Validity.  

of conclusions , drawn: from. an,. analysis of' the: several peak, 

acceleration -figures; found. in- each intensity group:., 

All, parties, agree that, it, is not- necessary to, use.  

the -highest-peak-associated with a par-ticular intensity

level to -represent the ,maximum acceleration expected for: 

that. intensity.. This- is. because: the, highest peaks generally 

have a- large. component of high. frequency waves which, will.  

have. no; discernible-impact upon the facility.. In other, 

words",. the. maximum. ef fective- acceleration. lies at. some: 

level,.below the highest peak., 

While it.is thus permissible ,not to insist on the. use 

of: the highest peak,, there, is, not,, in. my- judgment,, an-adequate, 

e-Anatio in, te~ recor&:e or in my~ coileaus. opinion,fo 

counenacin us of,. te~manor vergeof~ the,_ peaks 

to-represent-the maximum effective- acceleration... This, 

approacht mightlhave-lobvious merit if' the-several peak.  

acceleration, f igures-, taken, from- the: seismograms .for. all.  

earthquakes: ofa particular intensity , fell within a. -narrow
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range.. But their scatter is. large.-- the-record reveals..  

that the highest and lowest-peaks .associated with each of 

the relevant intensities-differ from each other. by an order 
8/ 

of. magnitude." i.e..-, by- a factor of" ten..  

Consequently, the: mean- of, the, peaks. taken-, f rom all, 

seimoras asoiaedwith a particular. intensity might

fall. considerablybelow the. level of' effective- or. sustained 

acceleration found, for example,, on. one of the-seismograms, 

reflecting generally high levels, of. acceleration.. And. it: is.  

that- quantity- the:maximum. effective acceleration.- which'.  

the regulation. requires be employed to represent an .earth

quake: of 'the' intensity under scrutiny . I'cannot perceive 

any-justification. in' this-'record& for' stating'that the' mean 

of the: widely. scattered' peaks afound in a'number of' records.  

i si inherently representative lof. the" maximum-effective 

acceleration" latent in one-., And'. I fail to, see. in the, 

majority-'s& decision'. to accept, the- use of' the mean of, the 

peaks, any other, legitimate' support for' doing ,so. I- believe 

that an'.effort should be made to .ascertain the maximum.  
9/ 

effective: acceleration in some- other., rational,, manner-..  

V Trifunac testimony (CCPR- Exh. 1)., pp. 31-4;: Tr. 312-15 
- (the' reference at, Tr.31 to", the figures:, found in' Appendix 

C" .of the written, testimony -should be- to- Appendix "E"J.  

9/ The views, I have, been espousing,,may at last be gaining 
some- degree-of acceptance., See the, majority'Is. additional 

,remarks, pp'.-1277 4 ,, supra.,
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3.; I'do not take.-issue. with- my colleagues' resolu

tion of the third issue, i.e., the capability of the 

Ramapo- Fault.. Although.I would not express the reasons 

for my ownr conclusion: in, quitet the- same, way they do, 

we -all, agree, that the,. evidence- thus' far- accumulated' and 

presented,, to, us,- does- .not. demonstrate that- any, of, the

criteria-.which determine capability 'have beenmet.  

Nonetheless,. the- staf f- has. made what to me. is-- a 

convincing presentation supporting its claim that the.  

fault might: "play a possible: role. in- localizing earth

quake. activity:" and that the- expanded ,microseismic' moni!

toring, network- is, warranted,. Thust,: on- the. fourth., issue,, 

I' must agreel with: the staff,, the. State,, and, thel Citizens'! 

Committee; that theimonitoring condition-which-the staff' 

attached. to' the- Uniti 3 operating license- should be upheld'.  

I. dissent,, thenr,_ from- the majority'"s' opinion- on, that- score.  

As-:previously indicated,. I will- explainr the. reasons- for 

this conclusion,. and- the-. other,- views' I have expressed,. in 
10/ 

asubsequent- opinion..  

-.10 it Seabrook. (ALAB-42,spa' I made, a, similar commitment.  
- ', i.connection withr. my dl=set, on? the seismic- questios 

--'-presented. in." that ,:case.' The Commssion hasl extended' 
its.., time. to , decide-.-, whether- to% review those questions.  

-' utilit- receives and- analyzes. myt opinion-. (eeit 
:Seabrook order of September 15,- 1977, CLI-77-22,, 6 NRCI 

__, )~.As: noted' above. (- 1-157, supa, n 
of' the, questions: here- i's-the- same as one of- those- in 

-Seabrook- Moreover,, the so-called."Boston-Ottawa 
seismic.'.trend"'or "Cape ,Ann-New Hampshire tectonic 

- - - province" pasasignificant .role- in-both proceedings., 
...Consequently, .I intend to release my supplemental 

opinion. in, both: cases: at. the, am time.
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